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From the Editor

With pleasure Ioffer to you Vol. 12 oftheACMR Reports, a collcction of
four aniclcs/ficld repons. five book reviews, three viewpoint statements. two
rcpom of current academic conferences, and onc current bibliography. This
brocade ofChinesc music scholarship is., ofcourse. the product ofourcomributors,
rcviewcr$. and editorialtcam (Helen Rees, Sue Tuohy, and Larry Witzleben). to
whom I extend my deepest gratitude. I welcome comments from all ACMR
mcmber$ and readers. Only with your input can our yearbook imprm'e, and
grow into a significant and transnational site ofChinesc music scholarship.

The four anicleSlrepons in this issue do not have a common theme. but
asa whole, they underscore the multi-faceted and transnational nature ofChinese
music and its scholarship. If Eric Lai's discussion ofnew Chinese music echoes
many musicological studies of master composers. their creativity, and anistic
legacies, his views on musical change and continuity are gennane to a broad
understanding of Chinese music. It is a Ielling sign that all three composers
discussed in Lai's anicle no\\ li\e in the United States. Chinese music, traditional
andior contemporary. is no longer limited within the geogrnphical site ofChina.
And by lhe same token, music in China does not mean only xiju, Jiangnan shizhu,
slum georotherestablished genres ofChinese music. As shown by OliverChou's
account. Westem symphonic music is also an integral pan of the 20'h century
Chinese soundscapc. and Chinese musicians of Westem an music play political
and cultural roles. This is why lhe life stories of Maestro Li and other musicians
need to be lold and their lessons remembered.

This is also why we need to know the slories of Chinese/Chinese
American music and musicians in the San Francisco Bay Area. Valerie Samson
is to be commended for delivering a personal, panoramic, and ClllTcnt repon. By
providing LIS with rich ethnographic data. she highlights many fundamental issues
ofehinese music: for example, how and why one distinguishes Chinese music
from non-Chinese ones. And by offering her personal views, Valerie challenges
ACMR members to confront ethnicity, society, and other complex issues in
Chinese music. Ilan Kuo-huang echoes Samson's call to examine local and
regional genres/phenomenon ofChinese music. With historical and ethnographic
data and references to Chinese music scholarship. theories, and tenllinology,
Han shows a myriad ofpanicularities that one can leam about specific genres of
Chinese music of panicular locales.

"'
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Reccntly thc ancient Jiahu flutes made news in the West, cvoked diverse
responses from ACMR members. and exposed conflicts in Chincse and non
Chinesc handling of Chinese music knowledge. Thc Viewpoint section offers
three statcments directly and indirectly related to the debate: Su Zheng and Wei
Li offer contrasting views. while Bell Yung offers his expericnces and insight to
contextualizc and compare differences between Chinese music scholars and
studies in China and abroad. Together with thc five book reviews. the
aforementioned aniclCSlreportsand viev.:poinrs will, Iam sure, providc materials
and inspirations for funher studies of Chinese music. And I look forward to
publishing somc ofthcm in \01. 13 of the ACMR Reports, the first issue of the
ne\\ millennium.

Dr. Laurence Picken. a pioneer in Chinese music studies in the West.
celebrated his 9O'h binhday in July 1999. ACMR COnb'f3Ullates him by publishing
a bibliographical update and a recent photo of his.

Joseph S. C. Lam
University of Michigan

iv
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From the RCl'icw Editor

I am honored and excited to have been asked to scrve as the first Review
Editor for the AeMR Reports. Thanks to the efficient work of the reviewers. the
cooperation of the authors and publishers. and the wonders ofc-mail. we were
able to include 5 substantial reviews this year, despite the fact that work on the
review section only began to take shape in the spring of 1999.

Reviews already scheduled for the 2()(x) issue include Barbara Mittler's
Dangemlls TImes (reviewed by Su Zheng). and a review of qill cds by Vi-Ping
I luang. With luck. we \\ ill also have new books by Helen Rcc:i and Su Zheng.

The review section will include books. audio recordings. and video
recordings. Ifyou are the author ofa book or the editor ofa ed or video which
you think is of interest to the readers of the journal, please contact either me or
the journal editor, Joseph Lam. Given the fact that Joseph is in Ann Arbor. I am
in Hong Kong. and prospective reviewers are scattered around the world. the
ideal arrangement is to have books sent direclly from Ihe publisher or author to
the reviewer, in order 10 avoid multiple international mailings.

Please do nOI send unsolicited reviews to the journal. However, if there
is a book or recording ofmerit that you are interested in reviewing. by all means
let me know.

For materials published in China, I anticipate thai il will be quite dinicull
to get review copies. so I will rely on all of you to suggest books or recordings
which you have or have access to that you Ihink should be reviewed.

Iwould also like to encourage proposals for review essays. Forexample,
the 8- I0 ed sets from Zhongguo changpian (China Records) for various Chinese
instruments (I know of sets for qin, =heng, erhu. pipa, dizi, Cantonese music,
and music of the minority peoples); the many Hugo Records cds of qill, =heng,

and Modem Chinese Orchestra; the ROI box sets of Liu Tianhua, Wei Zhongle,
and olhers; and the JVC video anthology of music and dance of the Chinese
minority peoples are aJllhings Ihat should be reviewed in ourjournal. There are

v



From the Editor

many other possibilities for discussing recent recordings from a particular genre
or record company in a revic\\ essay.

Finally, I would also like to include reviews of books which are not
specifically about Chinese music, but which are in somc way relevant or useful,
either in content or methodology, to those interested in Chinese music. Again, I
will need your suggestions in this regard.

I hope yOll are all pleascd with this first batch of rcvicws, and I look
forward to hearing from you all about how this rcview section can better serve
the needs and interests of the ACMR readership.

J. Lawrence Witzlebcn
Chinese University of Hong Kon~

V\



Old \Vine in New Bottles: The Use of Traditional
Material in New Chinese Music l

Eric Lai

Introduction

In ethnomusicological sttldies, among other disciplines, tradition has
always been viewed as adynamic process, which is panly effected by theongoing
transfonnations of musical material during the course of its transmission. The
idea of the evolution of a musical tradilion resulting from conflicts bet\veen
stability and change has spawned a number ofstudies in ethnomusicology. Bruno
Nettl. for example. has discllssed musical stability and music's tendency to change
in Ihe history ofmusical culture, and has classified four types ofIranSol ission of
a musical composition in the comparalive study of repertories (1982). With a
diffcrent approach, by drawing ideas from John Blacking. Bnmo Nctt!. and Alan
Merriam. Marcia Herndon hasanived ala system ofdetennining musical potential
in thec\'aluation ofmusical change through qualitative analysis ofvarious music
related paramcters such as cOf,'l1ition, patterned sound, contextJperfonnance. and
time/motion (1987). Whcther the changes that take place in a musical work are
caused by adaptation for survival, social influence. or individual creativity. they
provide c1ucs to our understanding of the aesthetic bases lhat lie behind such
changes.

Within the conceptual framework of musical change resulting from
transfonnations of musical material, the inclusion of preexisting mclodies in
music of contemporary Chinese composers provides an interesting ease for the
study ofmusical tmdition. For example, with the treatment oftraditional clements
in a new musical context, a composer can establish a link with his musical past
as well as define his role in the continuation ofthe tradition. 2 This papcrthereforc
examines the use of preexisting material in selected works of three living
composers to understand their compositional philosophies and how they apply
to these works. Within a larger context. I also investigate the composers' roles in
the continuation of their musico-cultural heritage, and how that heritage is
presef\'ed and renewed through their music.
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To contcxlualize the goals and limitations ofthis paper, some clari lication
oftemlinolob'Y and research methods need to be made lirs!. The lIew Chinese
music in my title refers to the music ofa group of Chinese composers, most of
whom had their initial musical training in their native lands ofMainland China.
Taiwan, or Jlong Kong before they embarked on further studies in a Western
country such as the United Slates, France, or Gennany. The music of these
composers is characterized by their unique ways of integrating trnditional Chinese
musical materials and Western a\ant-garde techniques, resulting in a repertory
that has had signilicant impacts in the world ofart music. The three composers
who h3\'e been chosen for this study are Chen Vi, Chou Wen-chung, and Bright
Sheng; born in Mainland China. they were educated in both their native country
and the United States. and have established themselves as teday's leading
composers.

The cultural identity of new Chinese music can be interpreted with a
numhcr of ethnomusicological and musicological paradigms. For example. in
dealing with the nature ofthe "Chinese composer," Barbara Mittler has identilied
three groups of individuals based on nationality. ethnicity. and cultural
orientation ZllOlIgguo zlloqlljia (composer from China). Iwaren :uoqlljia
(composer of Chinese descent). and Zhongguo wenhua ::uoqlljia (composer of
Chinese culture) (1997: 9). The music itselfraises many issues. such as whether
new Chinese music belongs to the canon of traditional Chinese music, and how
degrees of Chineseness in new Chinese music can be discussed.) Rather than
speculating on these topics with an outsider's observation, I would like to
investigate the composers' own views ofChinese musical tradition in relation to
their own composition. Therefore, this study will rely upon infonnation obtained
frol11 personal interviews with the composers, musical analyses. and secondary
literature that examines the composers' aesthetics and techniques.4 I will relate
my lindings to pel1inent ethnomusicological views at the end of this essay.

The three composers discussed in this study have all undergone diflcrent
stages in their compositional development, and each of their works could be
treated as the result of an attempt to tackle a compositional problcm or somc
larger theoretical or cultural issue that was of concern to the composer at thc
time of his/her writing. Therefore. the analyses in this study will only reveal a
partial understanding ofthe composers' treatment ofChinese materials. Moreover,
I do not attempt to use my lindings to generalize about the whole repertory of
new Chinese music; each composer has his or her unique ways ofexpressing the
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Chinese hcritage, even though their aesthetics share common threads. I intend
this study to be a point ofdeparture for further inquiries into the usc of traditional
Chinese music materials in new Chinese music. a topic that certainly deserves
more attention in music scholarship.

Chou \Ven-chung

For Chou Wen-chung (b. 1923). one major goal is to understand what
music means and how it relates to one's people. This suggests a cultural
responsibility in addition to the personal fulfillment that most composers strive
to achicvc. Born in Yantai, a city of Shangdong province, Chou eame to thc
United States in 1946 initially to study architecture at Yale Univcrsity. Later,
howcvcr, he turned to music, and studied with several renowned composers
including Nicolas Sionimsky, Ono Luening. and Edgard Varesc, the last being
the most influential on Chou's compositional development.

Chou was exposed to a variety of genres, perfornlance styles. and
geographical characteristics of Chinese music in the early years of his life.
Il00vever, his main interest has always been the tradition of the we/wen. or the
traditional Chinese literati, whose aesthetics are guided by Confucian idcals,
which advocate the cultivation of literary and artistic scholarship and the
hannonious union of human and nature. In addition, the litemti identify music
as just one fonn of artistic expression; the true musician-scholar should also be
well versed in other arts such as landscape painting and calligrnphy. Between
the years 1955-57, Chou studied e1assical Chinese music and drama intensively,
and it was this research, which was funded by a Rockefeller Foundation grant,
that shaped his compositional philosophy lip to the present day.

In tbe literati's tradition, the ideal medium of musical expression is the
qill, thc Chincse seven-stringed zither. The subtle inflections ofpitch and timbre
that arc characteristic ofqin music are expressed through an elaborate system of
tablatufC notation. Chou Wen-chung's Yii Ko, written in 1965, is based on an
original qin composition written by the qin player Mao Minzhong around 1280,
at the end of the sollthern Song dynasty. Scored for a Western chamber ensemble
consisting of violin, winds, piano, and percussion, the piece represents one of
the earliest and most original transcriptions ofancient Chinese music by twentieth
ccntury composers.
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The aesthetic behind Yi; Ko is clearly stated by the composer in the
preface to the score: "In this adaptation, I have magnified, as closely to the original
as possible. these inflections in pitch. articulation, timbre, dynamics and rhythm
to a more perceptible level by expanding the articulations and timbres possible
on each instrument used and by controlling the microtonal modifications in pitch
according 10 the nature ofcach instrument" (1968). An analysis ofChou's score
rc\'Cals a meticulous translation ofthc original effects, shown by a detailed set of
perfornlance instructions for special techniques. For example, thc violin, wind,
and trombone pans contain symbols for executing differcnt types of glissandi
and pitch bends thai arc intended to mimic the varicty ofpitch inflections in the
original work (Example I). With detailed dynamic indications for pitched and
pcrcussion instruments and additional techniques (such as those applied to the
piano; see Example I), the timbral contrasts and variations that are prescribed in
the tablature notation are amplified to a more audible Icvel. Although rhythm is
not indicated in the original notation, Chou sees implications ofrhythmic structure.
for a "proper durational organizational [sic] within the limited time span of the
decay [of a pitch] is clearly indicated by the sequence of events" (Chou 1978:
313). The use ofan ensemble ofWcstem instruments with different timbres also
enhances the changes in tone color in the original composition, thereby creating
a kind of timbraI counterpoint that is unique to the arrangement (Example 2).

In traditional Chinese music, the adaptation ofcxisting melodies to various
instrumental mediums is a common procedure. It allows for an expansion of
perfom,ing opportunities (and therefore contributes to the popularity) ofthe work,
and adjusts it with certain technical and musical characteristics idiomatic to the
adaptation. Eventually, a number ofvarying versions unique to the work and its
perfonnance contexts are established. Chou's aesthetic behind the writing of Yii
Ko is different; the adaptation is more an "exercise" through which the composer
attained an intellectual and musical understanding ofthe qill tradition, something
that is traditionally learned through years ofextendcd study.
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Example I. Performance indications for pitched instnllnents in Chou Wen
chung's Yii Ko

I'm/III

-.... Play ponamento with one finger only.

J Even glissando to the second note.

J,/ After a pizzicato. a slow upward glissando throughout thc duration of the note.

•

rrOlflbml~j

•
P;(l1l0:

All notes within a slur should be played with as much portamento as possible.
Vibrato in slow speed and wide amplitude.

Lower thc pitch cvcnly throughoutthc durntion to the scmitonc below by rolling
the instrument (in the case of the flute)or through lipping (in thc cascoflhe reed
instruments).
Stan the notc noticeably higher in pitch and then slidc back immediately but
cvcnly 10 the given pitch. For the flute. this may be accomplished by rolling thc
instrumcnt. For the reed instruments. attack the upper neighbor scmitone flat and
thcn slide down to the given pitch on upper neighbor scmitone fingering.

Even glissando to the sccond note.

All gmce notes should precede the beat: the glissando should be stanc<! as inau
dibly as possible.
Vibmto in slow speed and wide amplitude.

·r Stop the Siring near the bridge as the note is being played.

r Stop the string lightly at the middel as the note is being played.

r Tap the string ncar the bridge with finger wearing a thimble.

Copyright 1968 by c.F. Peters Corporation
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Bright Sheng

Before coming to the United States in 1982, Bright Sheng had a
remarkable musical experience that was to play an important role in his later
development as a composer. Despite growing up during the Cultural Revolution,
Sheng was ablc to secure a job as a pianist and percussionist at a folk dance
group in Qinghai province due to his exceptional talent as a pcrfonller. The
seven years of touring with the group allowed him to experience the indigenous
folk music culture in the rural areas of the provinee.s During the first few years
after his arrival in the United States, he produced severnl works whose pitch
material and aesthetic principles are based on folk material. As he himselfhas
said in the preface to the setting of Three Chinese Lo\'e Songs. "Setting Chinese
folk songs seemed natural and appropriate" (1995). Scored for voice. viola, and
piano, the set of folk song arrangements was pan of a celebrntion program in
honor ofLconard Bcrnstein, who was Shcng's mentor for fivc years. The third
and last of tile sct is titlcd Xiaohe fangs/Illi, or "The Stream Flows," a Yunnan
folk song. Shcng sccs the musical potential in lhe tune, and therefore has created
two additional works based on the tunc: onc for solo violin (1990) and another
for solo viola (1988).6Although similar modulatory techniques and developmental
procedures arc employed in all three arrangements, the absence of tile text in the
string versions allows for more motivic manipulations of an improvisatory
character. In the preface to the score of the solo violin version, the composer
indicated his intention to evoke the "timbre and tone quality of a female folk
singer" in the arrangement (1991, program note).

The "timbre and tone quality" that arc characteristic of Chinese folk
singing arc governed to some extent by pitch inflections in the original Chinese
dialect and by melodic gcstures that are unique to folk songs ofparticular regions;
Sheng has done a fine job ofconveying these characteristics in his arrangements.
For instance, in the solo SUing versions, there are three distinct types ofglissandi,
each distinguished by fingering and durntional variations: all three types are
employed in the first fourmcasurcs ofthe viola arrangement (Example 3). Similar
performance indications are also evident in the version involving the solo voice.
These indications, similar to those for the violin and the trombone in Example I,
are created to mimic the performance style of folksong singing. What is more
innovative in Sheng's arrangements, however, is the treatment ofpitch material.
In the preface to the vocal arrangement, Sheng mentions the "search oftonality"
as the premise that prompted the writing of the composition (1995. program
note). At the beginning of the song (Example 4). tile trill on the open G-string of
the viola and the elaborated C# in the vocal part generale the dissonant interval
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ofa tritone, the instability ofwhich is resolved when the viola reaches a G# in m.
2. Although this G# merges in unison with the voice in the same measure, it
serves a different function from the G# in the vocal part. Whcreas the G# of the
latter is the fifth oftheyu mode on C#, that of the former is a temporary modal
center in the }11 mode on G#.7The tension caused by different modalities oct\vecn
the two parts remains in ensuing passages, where the \iola part shifts octwcen
different modes against the dominating Jll mode on C# in the vocal part. The
modal conflicts are never resolved until the end, when an open fifth (C#-G#)
confirms the final victory of the C# mode over the others.

Example 3. Bright Sheng: The Stream Flows for viola solo; pcrfonnance notes
and mm. 1-9

J=54

Copyright 1992 by G. Schirmer, Inc.

Example 4. "The Stream Flows" from Three Chinese Love Songs, mOl. 1-9

-I' '" ",,1<

Copyright 1995 by G. Schinncr. Inc.
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During a private conversation, the composer revealed that one of his
main tasks as a composer is to add "sophistication" to Chinese music by
introducing compositional procedures such as contrapuntal writing and tonal
complexity typical of some Western art music but seldom encountered in
traditional Chinese music. The bi-modal feature of "The Stream Flows" can
therefore be interpreted as a means ofenriching the pitch material of the original
folk song. The employmcnt ofvarious modes in differem parts ofa composition
is common in traditional Chinese music, but thesimu/raneolls useoftwodilferent
pentatonic collections is something new.8 In the solo string versions, the bi
modality is realized by the lise ofdouble stops. Sheng's interest in contrapuntal
style is reflected in the free imitation between viola and voice parts in the vocal
version, as the passage discussed in connection with Example 4 demonstrates.
His treatment of this material is reminiscent ofsome of Bela Bartok's works, in
particular the "Song of the Ilarvest" from his Forty-!ollr Vio/in Duets, in which
bi.tonality plays an important role in its tonal structure. Sheng is a great admirer
of the Hungarian composer, and praises his ability to "keep the beauty and
savageness of[Hungarian] folk elements while blending them to the 'fine an'
Western classical music.. .The result enriches both [tradilions]" (McCutchan,
forthcoming).

Bartok's successful integration ofHungarian folk music and Western an
music is not the result ofmere genius; one must not forget the ethnomusicological
research and fie1d\\ork that he undenook during the course ofhis life in addition
to his fonnal training in European art music. Sheng has also realized the
significance of this, for he S<1YS. "One must understand both sides [Chinese and
Western music] in great profundity and then when these two seemingly opposites
meet at their most original end, a true transformation occurs" (McCutchan,
forthcoming). Apart frolll his Chinese heritage, Sheng also acknowledges the
innuence ofWestem music upon his work, and he does consider his work pat10f
the Western musical tradition. His goal is that "through my works, the audience
will have a wider perspective of different musical innuenccs which hopefully
enriches [the Western] tradition" (Sheng 1997). His biggest challenge, therefore,
is the genuine fusion ofAsian and Western cultures (McCutchan, forthcoming).
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Chen Vi

To Chen Yi, the tenn "Chinese music" encompasses all music that is
inOuenccd by and reflective ofChinese cuhure, ranging from concrete musical
ideas to abstract philosophical concepts (Chen I997b). Hcr vicw of Chinese
music is therefore more holistic than specific. n,e Points for pipa solo, composed
in 1990, represents a synthesis of Chinese musical and non-musical materials.
Although there arc subtlequotationsofexisting material borrowed from Shaanxi
opera, most ofthc composition is based on traditional piJXl perfonnance techniques
representative ofthe manial and lyric styles. The aesthetic conccption and fonnal
layout of the work are inspired by a particular school of Chinese calligraphy,
::hengkai, whose eight fundamental brushstrokes are expressed in the Chinese
character yang, the ideogram for '<eternal:' All of these elemcnts are realized
within an atonal. or at times polytonal, soundscapc that is partly enhanced by the
new tuning of the instrument into Bb2, D#3, E3, and A3, a potential source of
dissonant intcf\-'als. In addition, motivic development and contrapuntal treatment
typical ofWestem techniques are employed to a great extent. For example. the
opening three-notc idea C-D-G, which is based on an existing qinqiaflg tune
"Yan kanzhao laobaixing jiuyao siwan" (Witnessing the death of the common
people), undergoes various transfonnations during the course ofits presentations
(Example 5) (Chen I997a). In mm. 61-69. where the work depicts the capricious
character of the sixth brushstroke liie (Example 6), the motive (B-C#-F#) in m.
61 is tmnsposcd to begin on various pitches, resulting in an unstable texture of
polytonal implications. In addition, the motive is played with a special technique
called xiangjiao vibrato, which, in the words of the pipa virtuoso Wu Man,
"evokes the [calligraphic] stroke's uncertain tendencies. The initial thickness of
the curving stroke is realized through uncommonly wide jumps betwcen lower
and LIpper registers that culminate in vigorous strumming" (Wu 1991: 4).

Example 5. Chcn Vi: The Poil/IS, mm. 1-3

THE POINTS
PIP" SOt.O

Reproduced with kind pennission from Chen Vi
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Example 6. The Points, mm. 58-71

Reproduced wilh kind pemlission from Chcn Vi

The Points has been widely performed since its creation in 1990. Wu
Man. who premiered the work, summarized the reasons behind its acceptance
and popularity: "The pipa's vitality rests in building new works on its traditional
foundation. This exploration must suit thepipa's unique voice and playing skills:
to create works fully employing a Chinese musical language and expressing
modem perceptions demands thorough study, ew pipa tunes have been scarce
in recent times; 1110St now are arrangements or transcriplions. In this light, The
Points is even more rare and precious" (Wu 1991: 5).

It is clear ITom this quotation that Wu treats Chen's composition as a
wclcome addition to the existingpipa repenory. One reason behind the success
of The Points seems to be the composer's innovative expression of Chinese
at1istic principles within a design that combines existing pipa performance
practices, regional opcmtic style, and Western compositional techniqucs. By
doing Ihis, Chen not only creates something new inpipa music, but also redefines
Ihe cultural significance of Ihe instrument. The pipa is a symbol of cultural
assimilalion. for it derives its present sinicized fonn from the union ofan original
Chinese inslrument and its relative from Central Asia. Its performance
techniques also encompass an amalgamation ofstyles. ranging from the lyrical
rendition offolk melodies to the relentless strumming ofdissonant chords. Chen's
choice ofthepipa in the writing of The Points emphasizes the historic-aesthetic
heritage ofthe instrument, and reaffinns its ability to interpret musics that combine
a diversity of style and expression. 12
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For Chen, the success ofa composition depends on its ability to reneet
and enrich a culture. Like Bright Sheng, she sees herselfas pan of the Western
an music tradition. The fusion of Eastern and Western elements in her music is
more a natural outcome of her mixed backgrounds than an intentional
compositional strategy. She continually stresses the imponance of speaking
one's most natural language and presenting one's unique voice.

Concluding remarks

Figure I summarizes the foregoing discussion of the three pieces. As
shown in the figure. the "lraditional clements" and "innovative features" represent
the "old" and the "new" that combine to generate works of unique quality and
conception. Within the framework of tradition as a dynamic of change, these
two categories of"old" and "new" would perhaps correspond to the stability and
the change, respectivcly. of a musical culture, which in our case is rooted in
traditional Chinese music and later integrated with Western an music to take on
a life of its own-new Chinese music. The "Chinesencss" in these compositions
is renected mainly in the use of traditional Chinese materials. whereas the
changes that take place in these materials are brought about by a variety of
clements, including instrumentation, pitch organization, fonnal processes, and
contrapuntal treatment associated with Western music. Behind the employment
ofthese techniques is the driving force of individual creativity, which is governed
by the composers' bcliefthat traditional Chinese Illusic can combinc with and
contributc significantly to twentieth-century art Illusie. Perhaps there are no
better words to explain the relationship between tradition and creativity in the
shaping ora culture than those given by Dan Ben-Amos: "Tradition and creativity
have become an ulleasy pair between which opposition and dependency never
resolve...While creativity is necessary for the survival oftradition, it brings about
its change, modifying the continuity of the past into the present" (1984: 113).
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Figure I. Summary ofAnalysis

Traditional Elemenb Innovative Features
"Stability" "Change"

Chou Wen-chung Original qin composition Elaboratc Western
YiiKo (1965) by Mao Minzhong m~trumenlal techniques to

(ca. (280) mimic and amplifY
subtlcties of qin music

Bringt Sheng Yunnan folk song Xiaohe "Sophistication" of
"The Stream Flows" from lal1.~/lIIi original folk song through
Three Chinese LOI'e Songs bimodality and
( 1988) counterpoint

Chen Yi Martial and lyric styles New tuning
The Points ( 1991) qil1qi(lflg of Shanxi opera Fomlal structure based on

:hellgkui calligraphy

It was indicated earlier that Bright Sheng and Chcn Vi both view their
music as part of the Western art music tradition. This view is also shared by
some who are recognized in thc ficld oftraditional Chinese music. For example,
the composer-musicologist Vc Chunzhi, in his recent article on compositional
approaches to traditional Chinescorchestral music, makes the following remark:
"A common criticism of this type of music [i.e., new Chinese music] is that it
differs from traditional music; there is not enough "folk" flavor, and they lead to
the "Westernization" of traditional music...However, in this agc of unceasing
cultural exchange and interaction, it is impossible to adhere to old rules...My
personal opinion is: we should allow composers to experiment and explore in
different directions. As long as these new works reflect the tnJC feelings of their
creators and are meaningfuL...we should accept their existence" (1997: 12).13

Instead of speculating on the Chinese identity of new Chinese music
and viewing it againist the backdrop ofWestern art music, we can perhaps take
a different stance. The influence ofnon-Western musics on Western art music in
this century has proceeded to a point where one sees the emergence of a new
musical culture that is not dominated by the Occident or the Orient, but a unique
amalgam of the t\\/o. Chou Wen-chung, for example. once labeled his music
"neither East nor West, neither old nor new" (Chou 1994). As early as 1968, he
made a prophetic statement pertaining to this idea:
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It is my conviction that we have now reached a stage in which the
beginning ofa re-merger of Eastern and Western musical conceplS and
practices is actually taking place. By "re·merger" I mean that I belie\e
the traditions ofEastem and Western music once shared the same sourccs
and thal. after a thousand years ofdivergence, they are now merging to
form the mainstream of a new musical tradition. (19)

To support his claim, Chou argues that many of the tcchniques in Western art
music of early twentieth century, such as the characteristic treatment of single
tones, heterophony, and the emphasis on timbre, were employed without the
composers' awareness of their Asian origins (Chou 1968: 2 I).14 This argument
would also explain the compatibility between Eastern and Western music and
the "same sources" that the two cultures had, although Chou did admit that the
validity ofhis view ofthe origin ofmusical cultures would require archaeological
and ethnological proofs. Ideas similar to IrI-merger are cchoed in the writings of
musicologists. For example, Barbara Minier, in her investigation ofnew music
from Hong Kong and Taiwan. notices a ··double·mirror effect." which refers to
contemporary Chincsc composers' borrowing ofWestern avant-garde techniqucs
that are in fact Asian in origin (MinIer 1996: 4).

Other related views of cultural fusion surface in musicological and
ethnomusicologicalliterature. Bruno Nenl, in his essay on the history of world
music in the twentieth century, outlines several non-Western responses to Western
music that include "westemization,""modernization," and "syncretism," the last
being the "fusion ofelements from diverse cultural sources" and can be traced
back to the writings ofAlan Merriam and Richard Watemlan (Nettl 1978: 133
34; Merriam 1964: 313-15; Waterman 1952). This fusion of musical clements
of diverse cultures, resulting in the so-called "hybrid" styles, is an appropriate
explanation for new Chinese music, sincecompalibility between different musical
styles as well as assimilationlhrough adaptation arc essential to both the concept
of syncretism and the compositional aesthetic of most Chinese composers
(Waterman 1952: 209). IS To others, '"'syncretism" can explain transfornlations
on the global level, as in Walter Wiora's The fourAges ofMusic. which describes
the twentieth century as "an age of technique and of global industrial cuhure."
with its multiplicity of musical tastes as diverse as East and West, old and ne\\l.
and local and foreign (1966: 147. 151). The American composer George Crumb
has also testified to musical fusion within a global context:
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The total musical culture of the planet Earth is "coming together," as it
wcre. An American or European composer, for example, now has access
to thc music ofvarious Asian, Afiican, and South American cultures...only
a few Western composers would have a sophisticated technical knowledge
of the Indian Raga, for example; but, in general, the sounds, textures,
and gestures of this music would be well known. This awareness of
music in its largcst scnse-as a world-widc phenomenon-will inevitably

have enonnous consequences for the music of the future. (1986: 16-17)

Both Wiora and Cnnnb's statements support the beliefthat a musical culture lhat
is universal in its scope and diverse in its content has been reached or, at least, is
within reach.

The transfonl13tion and translocation ofmusical cultures is a fascinating
phenomenon, especially when it results from decisions made by individuals. 16

As the composer-theorist Robert Morris has put it: "music cultures oftrue vitality
are not static and aloof. but are nonnally in a state of flux, influencing and being
influenced by other music cultures. Moreover, ifeulture may be defined as the
infonnation needed to function in a set of given situations and occasions. thcn
musical cultures can overlap and be nested within a group or individual" (1995:

6-1).

Notes

I. This paper is an expanded version of Lai 1997.

2. A critical study that examines allusions to older lllusic in works of twentieth
century composers is Straus (1990), in which be applies Ilamld Bloom's literary
theory as explicated in his The Anxiety ofInfluence (1975).

3. See. for example, a discussion of the interaction between East and West, old
and new, and their musical realization in new Chinese music in chapter 4 of
Mittler (1997).

4. The literature, which includes Chou (1968, 1971, 1978), Crumb (I 986), Morris
(1995), Watennan (1952), and Ye (1997), will be addressed at the conclusion of

the paper.
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5. Sheng's research into hua 'er folksongs can be found in Sheng (1994-96).

6. The solo violin version has an additional Ban6kian movement A "fast
country dance based on a three-nOie motive" (Sheng 1991. program note), it
is not related to the folk song.

7. The pentatonic )'U mode is represented by the intervallic order of minor
3rd-major 2nd-major 2nd-minor 3rd. The two Yll modes under discussion
therefore have pitch configurations of C#-E-F#-G#-B (C# Yu) and G#-B
C#-D#-F# (G# Yu).

8. This is not to be confused with the use of parallel intervals to enrich mu
sical texture, a procedurc that is characteristic of somc minority musics.

9. A traditional composition is usually wrinen in either the martial or lyric style,
although the coexistcnce of both styles can be found in such daqu pieces as
Yange/llm guqu, Pu. 'all zhau and SJwilollg yin.

10. The traditional tuning for the pipa isA2-03-E3-A3. TIle retuning ofthepipa
is also evident in other new Chinese music, such as Zhou Long's lioll Ling.

II. For a detailed investigation of the origin of the pipa, see Picken (1955).

12. An exposition of representation ofcivil and military styles in TIle Poims can
be found in Lai 1998.

13. The translation is mine.

14. See also Chou (1971: 214 and 220).

15. See also Chang (1995), in which the author applies Waterman's "syncretism"
to explain Chou Wcn-chung's unique compositional style of merging the East
and the West.

16. See, for example, John Blacking's remark in his study of musical change
(1986: 3).
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Maeslro Li Delun and \"estern Classical Music in
The People's Republic of China: A Personal Account1

Oliver K. Chou

Introduction

Maestro Li Delun. chiefconductor ofthe Central Orchestra (Zhongyang
yuetuan) from 1957 to 1987 in China, has had a conducting career and pany
membership of more than halfa century, and knows Western classical music as
much as the communist canon. Until September 1999 when a serious pneumonia
confined him in hospital, Maestro Li remained active in promoting Western
classical music in China through popular concerts and music appreciation talks.
A day after the Chinese National Day extravaganza in 1999, the eighty-two year
old Maestro li said with a sigh: '"I think I am going to miss the 12CJb anniversary
celebrations of the Shanghai Symphony Orchestra which I am supposed to
conduct on October 8... I only hope I'll get well in time to work with Mr. Isaac
Stem on ovcmber 19 in the re-make of Mozart's third violin concerto which
we did together 20 years ago.,,2

The 1979 award-winning video documentary Fmm Mao (0 Mo=ar(: lmac
Stem ill Chi,Ul features Li prominently, introducing him to the world as a leading
Chinese musician who was also the concert partner, translator, and interviewee
of Mr. Issac Stern, the famed American violinist, who toured China in 1979. If
Li looked active throughout the documentary, he was energized by his musical
enthusiasm: little did the world know that he had just lost a kidney in a major
operation to check the spread of cancer (Bian:728). In 1990, he was further
struck by an unexpected cerebral hemorrhage, which has since then hampered
his physical movement and eyesight.]

Li's account ofhis musical activities in the last sixty years constitutes a
vivid testimony ofhow Western classical music trod its precarious path through
revolutionary China when politics often took command over artistic pursuits.
Often with abhorrent details, Li reveals for the first time his personal involvement
with historical incidents in which music was turned into a major battlefield of
power struggles in the communist top leadership during the Cultural Revolution.
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Similarly, many anecdotes in Li's account provide useful insight into the
internal world of the Chinese music circle and its intricate relationship with the
imposing political arena. Li's assessment ofthe future ofWestem classical music
for the 1.2 billion Chinese people is poignant.

Throughout the year 1999, I had the fortune of intervicwing Li on a

number ofoccasions. Based on our conversations and other published data about

his musical career. I present thc followingskctch ofli's personal account. Unless
indicated otherwise all quotes are from my inter.iews with him.

Figure I. Maestro Li at a Shenzhen concert in April 1999
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U's Reminiscence of\Vestern Classical Music in the People's Republic of
China

Li started associating with the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) at age
18 when he joined a student demonstration on December 9, 1935. and became
a CCP member the following year. In 1938, a year after the war with Japan
fonnally began, Li entered Furen University in Beijing 10 study history. In August
1940, he discontinued his study against the will of his affiuent family, and went
to study cello at the Shanghai Conservatory. an action that was triggered by "a
loss ofconiact with the CCP Beijing branch as a result oflheJapanese sabotage.'~

After his graduation asa cello student. Li played" background music for
\arious drama companies, making a living while picking up conducting at the
Shanghai Conservatory:' His task as a CCP member during this period was to
"stick around in the perfonning venues and work among students by condemning
the Japanese and trailors in order to play up patriotism and non-cooperation with
the invaders:' Li recalled: "1 have no idea who and how many wcreCCP members
among us due to the one-on-one relation with the party agent. But I think there
were a lot of members in the Shanghai Conservatory alone."

In 1946, Li left Shanghai for the CCP headquarters in Van 'an on the cve
ofa sustained student movement against the ruling Kuomintang. Official accounts
arc mixed on the reasons for U's dcparture. One account said that flying him to
the CCP mccca was part ofthe strategy to preserve the pm1y strength and resources
(Mao and Wei: 1982).5 Li himself once said that he was encouraged by Zhou
Enlai to go there 10 take charge of a new orchestra (ReI/mill )'ill)'lIe 88.5: II).
Elaborating on lhat reason, U recently confided: "It was mainly because I had
lost <l very important document-my autobiographical sketch which I had drafted
for a transfer ofparty cell! Should it fall into the hands of the Kllominlang agents,
I would certainly be dead. Going to Van 'an was the only way out at Ihe lime.
Afierall, Premier Zhou had made an acquisition ofa set of instruments for the
new orchestra there."

During his brief stay in Van 'an, whieh lasted from November 1946 to
May 1947, Li was given the task of training and conducting the Central
Philhannonic Orchestra. As the orchestra president lie Luding fell to chronic
illness, Li was put in charge of teaching and training of all the members of the
orchestra.6 It was a daunting job: the members "were all countryside youths
who did not understand music:' Between 1948-51, the three years afterthe CCP
headquarters evacuated from Van'an, Li and the orchestra moved about in North
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China, perfonning on various political occasions as well as in the "liberated"
areas.7 Commenting on the difficulties of their travels and perfonnances, Li
challenged: "Just imagine, the entire orchestra and all of its instruments traveled
on the back ofmules and horses through the yellow earth in the nonhwest, crossing
the Yellow River. and traversing the Taiheng Mountains." The orchestra arrived
in Kuomintang-controlled Beijing in January 1949, and made its debut at Qinghua
University. pcrfonning works such as Mozart's Eille Kleine Nachtmusik and He
Luding's "Gala and Triumphant March."

Zholl Enlai. who had by 1949 senled with in the CCP leadership in
Beijing, did not forget about Li and the orchestra. Li recalled: "The Premier
stood in front ofZhongnanhai (residence.-office compound for top CCP leaders)
to wclcomc all ofus. lie took my hand and said: "So good to see all ofyou again.
I can honestly tell you that you are not among the world's best orchestras. But
ncver has an orchestra traveled thousands ofmiles with all ofits music instruments
on mules' backs. Only you people did it." Zhou and Marshal Chen Yi, the first
Shanghai mayor after the communist takeover in 1949, were the major patrons
in the top CCP leadership for Western classical music: they had studied overseas
and had a cosmopolitan outlook.

In fact. it was Zhou who personally arranged to send Li to study at lhe
Moscow Conservatory in 1953 (Renmin yinY/Ie 1988). For the next four years,
Li studied under Professor Nikolai Anosov who later named him as one of the
four outstanding students during his tenure from 1943 to 1962.8 Ilis graduation
concert in 1957 featured Tchaikovsky's Sixth Symphony and Brahms's First
Symphony. After that he was appointed an assistant conductor of the U.S.S.R.
State Orchestra, which he had earlier conducted an all-Beethoven program to
commemorate the 130 lh anniversary of the composer's death. He also shared the
baton with his teacher, Professor Anosov, at the Sixth World Youth Fcstival in
the summer of 1957. where he perfomled with the legendary Sovict violinist
David Oistrakh as well as with Chinese pianist Fu Cong (Bian: 728). Li also
received a rare opportunity to conduct the Leningrad Philhannonic perfonning
Franck's Symphony in D, Chopin's First Piano Concerto, and Ma Sieong's
orchestral works.9

Li's succe&~ in the Soviet Union did not, however, delay his returning to
China, even though she was. in August 1957. in a lUg ofwar kicked off. in June.
by theAnti-Rightist Campaign. Explaining \\Ihal he felt at that time, Li recounted:
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Ofcourse I had a lot ofworries and uncertainty after having heard about
intellectuals being denounced as rightists back home. Didn't the official
policy just proclaim ·'Ietting a hundred flowers blossom and letting a
hundred schools contend?" But then why labeling the intellectuals as
rightists when it was merely differences ofopinion among the people? I
still don't understand.... I did not take a wait-and-sec attitude nor did I
think too much about the rightist issue as I was eager to go back to make
contributions to the country.

In facl, Li was not the only person who sneered at the ongoing campaign.
During a concen in Moscow, Fu Cong jokingly said he would expose Li for
reading a foreign newspaper, Li reported. Anyway, Li "was the first music student
to return to China in 1957. The others. such as chorus conductor Van Liangkun
and composer Wu Zuqiang. made their way home in the following year or so:·
They were exeluded from the ferocious campaign: Zhou declared that they should
be gi\'Cn positive education. not anti-rightist criticism. 10

Shortly after arriving Beijing in fall 1957. Li took over both the Central
Opera and the Central Orchestra, filling a post vacated by Warner Gelslin, the
orchestra's founding conductor. II Besides performing works by Mozart,
Beethoven, Schumann and Tchaikovsky, Li premiered various new compositions
by Chinese composers including Ma Sicong, Luo Zhongrong, and Chen Peixun.
The first major work that Li conducted and received official recognition for was
Puccini's Madame BI/tte/fly Li's 1958 pctfomlance ofthe work was its premiere
in China (Bian: 72R).

That production, along with Van Liangkun's pcrfonnancc of Beethoven's
Choral SymphollY at the tenth anniversary of the People's Republic in 1959,
however, became increasingly discordant with the tense political climate, The
Grcat Leap Forward, the power struggle at the Lushan meeting, the ensuing
catastrophic famine, and the deteriorating relations with the Soviet Union all
look a heavy loll on the music enterprise that Li aspired to build. Li recalled:
"Despite the initial excitement with perfonnances of the Western repertoire, the
orchcstm began to yield to the political climate of the day. Staning in March
1958, the enlire cnscmble was required to go to the countrysidc to toil and labor
from timc to timc. There was almOSI no perfonnance or even rehearsal and the
quality of the playing dropped."
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In the following year, the orchestra was. nevertheless, assigned a heavy
schedule of perfonnanecs. It was to play at the tenth national anni\ersary in
October 1959 alongside with two major East European orchestras, namely the
Czech Philhannonic under Karel Aneed and the Dresden Philhannonic under
Heinz Bongartz. An augmenlCd orchestra of 500 strong played Beethoven's
Choral Symphony under the baton of Van Liangkun. a Soviet-traincd chorus
specialist. Li conducted Beethoven's Egmo/lt Ol'erlt/re and Li Iluanzhi's Spring
Festiml O\'enure to an audience of over 10.000 at the newly built People's
Greatllal1.

While on the home front political climate remained chilly for Western
classical music, Li conducted regularly in "friendly" socialist countries such as
North Korea, Finland, and Cuba. Li's two concerts with the Ilavana Symphony,
in which he conducted the fifth symphonies by Beethoven and Tehaikovsky,
received very good reviews from local critics. t2 Those concerts were, however,
Lt's last overseas perfonnanee until the next decade. I]

Between 1966 and 1976, China was engulfed by the Cultural Revolution.
Li recalled: "The Cultural Revolution hit the orchestra very hard on at the outset.
Four members [soon] commincd suicide and mOSI of us were labeled as black
clements or 50\ iet spies. There was a constant campaign to sift out counter
revolutionary elements from the orchestra. But how could there be? Perhaps just
a few rightist intellectuals at the most." Soon the eight revolutionary model
plays became the only works that were performed. And ironically. such
perfomlances "saved the life of the orchestra which had been in a state of
inactivity.14

In 1967, Li was appointed the orchestra's second communist party
secrelalY Li had no real power, as it "lies in the first secretary. a fellow from the
People's Liberation Anny. A third and then a fourth party secretaries were later
added to the orchestra's leading body."15 Besides revising, recording and filming
the model plays, which were perfonned on Westcm and Chinese instruments, Li
listcned to hundreds ofold records to "get inspiration" for the revolutionary arts.
In Septcmber 1968, Li \"as summoned to take part in the production of Taking
the Tiger MOlIl/tain by Strategy (Dai: 246).
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In the early 19705. there was a sudden change in China's foreign policy,
which rendered cultural exchange a major part of Beijing's detente with the
West. Of all the cultural activities on the protocol list, music exchange took up
the bulk of the program. As he had done in 1946, Zhou Enlai turned to Li for
suppon to take on Western classical music as a means to resume regular contacts
with the world, and to break the cultural monopoly held by the ultra·leftists
under Jiang Qing. Li remembered the chain ofevents vividly:

In 1973, Premier Zhou contacted me many times to discuss ho\\ to
promote symphonic music in China. He also expressed indignation
toward Jiang Qing's blocking our orchestra from rehearsing Beethoven's
music. [To implement his musical diplomacy,] the premier succeeded in
getting us to perfonn for Dr Henry Kissinger, and arranging three top
Western orchestras to perfoml in China in that year. 16 The briefmoments
ofdelightful exchanges brought grave consequences, especially for mc.

Even though Premier Zhou discussed with Jiang Ihe need 10 pcrfonn
Beethoven's music as a "part of the common legacy of mankind" and as "a
means to deal with the West:' Jiang was not so easily persuaded. Thus, when
Premier Zhou secured Chainnan Mao's approval to stage a Bccthoven concert
for Kissinger during his visit in February 1973, Jiang "must have a lot ofslccpless
nights." Li still remembered his dealing with Jiang clearly:

Jiang and her lieutenant Yu Huiyong discussed with me whieh of the
nine symphonies should be perfonned.1 suggested the fifth, but Yu turned
it down immediately for its "fate"motto, which was idealism. "What
about the third," [then asked. "That's glorifying Napoleon; no way," Yu
said. I gave up and asked them to decide what to perfonn. They finally
sellled with lhe Pastoral Symphony. They said that it didn't have any
political problem.

The pcrfonnancc for Kissinger, Li reported, was "terrible." Kissinger
would readily agree to that remark as he wrote in his memoir that there were
moments when he "was not clear exactly what was being played or from which
direction on the page" (1982: 45). Li, nevertheless, did not forget what the
perfonners felt: ··we were excited and nervous during that pcrfonnance. The
orchestra lacked rehearsal and quality for a Beethoven piece. After all we had
nOI played a nOle of Westem music in public for almost a decade. But it didn't
matter as long as I saw a satisfied face on Premier Zhou with his American
visitors."
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Despite the "success;' the struggle between Premier Zhou and Jiang
continued. And the ensuing exchanges with the foreign orchestras, though
officially cleared, brought about three major charges against Li, who was in
charge of the orchestra visits,17 Thus, when Jiang and her gang denounced
Western music later that year, Li became their primary target, even though it was
Zhou they were really going after. Since the death of Lin Biao in 1971, they had
waited for a chance to launch a political counter-attack, and thus they seized
music and film as their plalfoml.

As accused, Li "committed" the first "crimc" in his dealings with the
London Philharmonic. which visited in March 1973. and was the first of three
foreign orchcstras to perform in China for the ncxt six months. The visit was
filmed in a documentary entitled Tire Red Carper, Li, playing host to the London
guests and fellow musicians, was shot chatting with the visitors in fluent English
and Russian, Li's compliment on the English musicians' perfonnance turned out
to be a crime: How could Li say that the capitalist stuff was good? Li's
conversation, in Russian, with Ida Haendel, the lady violinist who played the
Brahms concerto, was also denounced: Li found an understanding friend among
thc visitors, when socialist and capitalist anists were supposed to be at odds with
one another,

Thc second "chargc" against Li involved a famous Chinese work. "Erquan
yingyuc" or "Moonlight Reflected on the Second Spring," which was orchestrated
for strings by WU Zuqiang, a composer and Li's schoolmate in Russia, who was
at thc timc a member of thc composition committee of the Central Orchestra.
The piece, approved by the Cultural Committee,18 was perfonncd by the host
orchestra to the Philadelphia Orchestra during theirjoint rehearsal ofBeethoven's
Fifth Symphony. Eugenc Ormandy, the famed conductor, expressed his interest
in thc piece and asked Li for a full score, The request, Li reported, necessitated
somc maneuvers on his part, and led to a musical-diplomatic battle:

I was excited over the request from such an honorable maestro for a
work by my good friend, I was supposed to first report it to the Cultural
Committee for approval. As timc was running out, I asked the scores
section to make a copy of the full scorc. Since there was no reply from
the Cultural Committee, I took a shortcut. At the [end} ofthe final concert
of the Philadelphia Orchestra just before Jiang Qing went on stage to
Wect the Amcrican musicians, I took thc score to her and sought advice,
She was in very good mood at that time and approved right away. So I
gave the score to Maestro Onnandy just before he left Beijing.
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Evcrything was fine until Jiang read Harold Schonberg's remarks in an
intcrnal document that the "Moonlight Reflected on the Second Spring" was a
fine work, one that was "with a little melancholy sentiment but sweet," "totally
different from the exaggerating Yellmv R;\'er COllcer/o."19 Worse stilL the N(n,\'
York Times critic deduced from the rehearsal ofthe work a possible relaxation in
China's policy on arts. "No more 'Moonlight Reflected on the Second Spring'"
was the answer from Jiang. when Maestro Onnandy sent in a request for further
illfonnation about the piece which he had scheduled for perfonnance inAmerica
ill his 1974-75 season. She ordered Li to write to Onnandy not to perfornl the
piecc. Li felt strongly about the case:

They took a draft of my letter, made revisions according to what they
wanted, and took the revised letter to consult Foreign Minister Qiao
Guanhua. Idid not see the final version although it was sent in my name.
I learncd only later that the letter listed all sorts ofexcuses, such as the

work had yet to be completed and premiered in China and so forth.
These were a bunch of lies. The most absurd part of it was to tie the
perfonnance of the work to the Sino-US friendship.

Qiao slighted the leftists and asked them not to make a fuss about the
issue. He saw no problem with the Americans perfonning the work at

their own concert halls. But Jiang insisted vehemently on absolute
prohibition of the work from any public perfomlance. The letter was
sent out and I heard nothing about it afterwards. It was very tense at that
time and I did not tell WU Zuqiang about it until after the arrest ofJiang
Qing in 1976.20

The third and final charge against Li began with a small matter but ended
as a national political campaign criticizing Western absolute music. Li recalled
that he was very nervous throughout the event, which took place shortly after he
returned from Japan with the Central Orchestra in November 1973; he S<1id:

It may appear absurd to you. The cntire episode started with the visit of
1\'10 Turkish musicians who were to perfonn in Beijing in December
1973. The program-violin sonatas by Grieg and Schumann-was scm
to me a month before for routine check. I examined both works and
found them acceptable and free from any anti-China content. So I asked

a member of the music conunittee at Gua"gmi"g Daily to prepare a
brief report on the works for submission to the Cultural Committee. The
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report roughly said that absolute music pieces such as those suggested
on the program do not contain any profound social content; they merely
express variation and contrast of the composer's mood. The music itself
is generally healthy and wholesome.

Nevenheless. all these points about Western absolute music were to be
refuted one by one in a wave ofpropaganda frenzy that swept all major communist
mouthpieces after the campaign began in late 1973. Li suddenly found himself
in the eye of the cyclone ofa renewed (X>litical struggle; he remembered:

There was supposed to be a big rally in mid-December 10 discuss how
to proceed with the campaign al which aJlleading members oflhe Chinese
music circles and those from the Cultural Committee were 10 give me a
public purge. BUI then news came that Chainnan Mao held a Politburo
meeting at which he reinstated Deng Xiaopingand assigned him leading
party and military positions.21 The move saved my life. With Xiaoping
resuming duties, what else could they do to me? The music rally was
thus disrupted inconclusively. I was relieved. But the propaganda
apparatus continued to mobilize a mass production of more than 100
anti·Westem music anicles.

Li did more than just sUlVive the three attacks from the radicals. lie
along with other veteran musicians staged an indirect challenge to the cultural
regime in 1975, which marked the thirtieth and fortieth anniversariesofthe deaths
of Xian Xinghai, composer of the Yellow River Cantata, and Nie Er, composer
of the Chinese national anthem. Li and his comrades "pushed for a special
commemoration concert for the two pioneers ofmodetll Chinese music. A special
feature about the performance, along side with exhibitions oflhe lives of tile two
ill-faled composers, was that the works would be played in their original form so
that it would have nothing to do with Jiang Qing's so-called revolutionary culture.
It was a major battle with the Gang of Four."

On January 8, 1976, Zhou Enlai, Li's major patron sinee the I940s, died
at the age of78.llis passing led to a musical-ritual battle. The Central Orchestra
had a regular weekly concen scheduled for the next day. Nevertheless, the
orcheslra members "did not want to perfonn due to great sadness" among
themselves, and some audience returned their tickets. The cultural czars
nevertheless insisted that the orchestra would perfonn, and sent conservatory
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students 10 fill up the concert hall. Members ofule orchestra cried backstage
before U1C concert. Instead ofthe scheduled program, they pcrfomled the national
anthem, the "Intcmationale". and some funeral songs; the concen ended at the
intcnnission. "None of the cultural officials showed up at the concert.",22

After the fall of the cultural radicals in October 1976, six months passed
before the public could hear the first note ofWcstem classical music. On March
26. 1977, Li and the Central Orchestra perfonned Beethoven's Fifth Symphony
to commemorate the l50'h anni\ersary ofthe composer's death. The perfonnance
was broadcast nationally. signifying the return of Western music to China. Li
described his im-ol\-ement:

I first proposed the concert around New Year. But the Art Bureau under
the Ministry of Culture could not decide. nor the Ministry itself. The
proposal then went to the CCP Propaganda Department. but to no avail.
It finally reached the Politburo where an approval was made. The whole
process took more than two months for just a symphony. How tiring. So
I pointed oullo Vice Cultural Minister He Jingzhi that the matter need
not go to the lOp CCPorgan which had had its hands full with other more
important issues than a symphony. Didn't every department at each level
have its own party celllcd by party members? Why eouldn'l a decision
be made by these individuals and held them responsible for it?

Of all the orchestras and musicians visiting China after the Cullural
Revolution. Li was most impressed with the Berlin PhilhamlOnic under Ilerbert
von Karajan, the violinist Isaac Stem, and the Boston Symphony under Seiji
Ozawa. Regarding Karajan, Li said:

Karajan showcd his enterprising as well as artistic flair in abundance
during his visit in Beijing in 1979. He sent a vanguard expert team to do
a survey at the perfonning venue, the Workers' Sports Stadium, who
suggested the placing ofa few boards at the back of the stage for sound
reflection purposes. When the maestro arrived. he looked at the design
and smiled because the setup was exactly the same as the hall in Salzburg.
lie stayed for our rehearsal of the Beethoven's Seventh Symphony and
commented to me in English: ''''ery good discipline." lie then invited
the entire Central Orchestra to perform together with the Berlin
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Philhannonic the same work under his baton scheduled for the second
concert. A few ofour players were also asked to play with the Berliners'
performance of Mussorgsky's Picfllres at an £'fhibition in the same
concert.

In their first concert, Karajan's perfommnce of Mozart's 39th symphony
was nOllOO good, but their performance of Brahms's First Symphony,
my favorite, was terrific. At the end of the concert, Karnjan took a bow
and went backstage without waiting for the flower bouquet. Perhaps our
little girl \\as a bit slow to do the presentation; or perhaps the maestro
was not in Ihe mood due to an unfortunate accident.

Two Berlin players, an oboist and a cellist, fell from the 747-jet plane
during their deplaning at the Beijing airJX>rt. The boarding ladder was not long
enough to reach Ihe side door and an extension was made to fill the gap. It
worked for all the passengers except the last two who fell. TIley were rushed 10

the hospital with bone fractures, and they had to becarricd home at the end ofthe
tour. Karajan was very concerned about his injured players, but he remained
\'ery polite, and only said to his Chinese host that the accident was nobody's
fault.

Li look to hean for more than twenty years some footage in the
documentary FI'Ot1l Mao (0 Mozart, which preserved his challing with Isaac
Stem aboul Mozart. Commcnting on the footage, Li said in 1999:

J was talking about the historical background in which Mozart worked
and lived. While I was tclling myself not to be too wordy about it, Stem
said 10 mc that Mozart was a genius and lhal was it. I could not say
things without a pcrspcctive, better still, a Marxist one. Ifhe asked me
the samc question now, I think I'd better be more diplomatic. Withoul a
doubt Mozart is a genius. But if someone asked what that genius was
and which class it belonged to, that could be a serious question.

Other than that discussion. Li remembered that he agreed to a number of
other issucs Stem broughlup in the documentary. And he was grateful for Stem's
help and intr<xluction of the Chinese musical scene to the world. "Ilis help wilh
our young violinists had raised the standard among our fiddle players in the
ensuing years. The film was beautifully shot. presenting a China that looked
better than whal it was," Li said.
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Regarding Ozawa, Li stated that Ozawa came to China many times and
pcrfonned in Beijing and Shenyang, his birthplace. "lie came again this year
shortly after the ATO bombing of the embassy in Belgrade in the spring of
1999. and worked with our youth orchestra and China National Symphony
Orchestra for a few hours rehearsing Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and
Tchaikovsky's Fourth Symphony. When the national orchestra went to perfoml
in Japan in the following summer. it was the Tchaikovsky piece that was said to
be the best:'

Despite the initial thrill in the exchange with visiting artists and orchestras
under the new refonn and open policy of the 19805, fundamental problems in
China's musical performing arts slowly emerged. As recounted by Li. the
orchestra's archaic structure took up most of the resources at the expense of
artistic quality. State funding fed more than 500 staffof the orchestra although
no more than 200 of them directly contributed to music making. Remuneration
for the orchestra fell further behind as economic rcfonn brought about new
opportunities in society. Musicians began to make ends meet by moonlighting
in hotels and studios and by private tutoring. Some simply left the orchestra for
overseas ensembles. Li estimated that as many members as would be net.'ded for
a full orchestral performance had been lost, while some members awaiting
retirement practiced mahjong instead of their instruments.

Of tile years of the I980s, Li particularly singled out 1984 as an Indian
summer for classical music. In that year, Li recalled, the complete Becthovcn
symphony cycle was first perfomled in China,23 and music fans in Beijing lined
up for tickets overnight. Some paid 30 yuan ($3.8) for a ticket of 3 yuan ($0.4).
Contemplating the cvent, Li stated in 1999:

There was no doubt we had a lot ofpassion for symphonic music but we
had no systcm to sustain and develop the passion. Our orchestras still
lacked training on a regular basis while society at large did not provide
the necessary resources and climate for symphonic music. There was no
impartial professional music commentary and the so-called critics were
mostly paid or treated with free dinners to write nattcry. The economic
surge led to hypcr-innation and our musicians lost concentration on the
scheduled concerts due to their after-hour commitments.

As early as 1980, in view of the prospect ofa brain drain. Li asked the Ministry
ofCuhurc to raise the monthly salary of the orchestra members by one hundred
.l'U(l1I (513.6) to retain quality players. It took five years for his request to be
realized. Then. in 1987, Li retired [TOm active dUly at the Central Orchcstra .
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Li Delun's assessment ofthe futureof \\'estern Classicall\1usic in the People's
Republic of China

Nevertheless, Li's musical crusade goes on in Beijing and other parts of
China: he finnly believes thaI everyone should acquircand learn how to apprcciatc
the high ideals and pursuits cmbodied in Western classical music. Healso believes
that "music workers should go to every comer of the country to provide spiritual
enrichments especially for those in the underdeveloped areas" that have no access
to the cultural riches found in Beijing and Shanghai.

Li illustrates his argument with his own experiences. He once spcnt more
than fifty days in the ancient capital of Xi'an in northwcst China to work with
Ihe local orchestra and community. He recalled that community there were very
indifferent at first. Ilowcver, after he held more than thirty musie appreciation
talks in schools and govcrnmcnt offices, all the concerts were packed. He then
took the Xi'an orcheslra to perfonn Ihe first ever Western classical concert in
remote Ilainan Island, where the enthusiastic reaction surprised the maestro. Li
recalled: "They were sophisticated enough to know not to clap between
movements." He found the same with the anning audience in Guangxi. Such
experiences ofhis. Li claimed, show the huge potential for symphonic music in
China. especially among intcllectuals and professionals such as doctors and
engineers working in various localities where their musical needs have not yet
been fulfilled.

Li's arguments for taking music to the people is based on his
understanding of cuhure, technology, and the state, concepts that he explained
as follows:

Progress in scicnce·tcchnology and culture should be moving forward
hand-in-hand, even though one might, at one time or another, get ahead
a little over the other. Ifattention was given only to hard technology, that
would certainly give rise to religious sects such as Falun Gong.24 The
government should therefore have a masterplan to promote music to
reach out 10 the market across the country. It cannot always be just Beijing
and Shanghai. More efiorts are needed to popularize symphonic music
among the masses. not just exposing them to popular tunes such as the
"Blue Danube:' which would not have lasting impact on the people.
The governmenl should foster their interest and understanding of the
symphonic rcpenoire to generate a wholesome atmosphere for the
development of Western classical music in China. The perfonnancc
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quality and standard always detemlinc whether a work reaches people's
heart and that's why quality artists are very important. It is wrong to
assume popular works would draw people to the concert hall. No. it is
the re-creation through a high performing standard that is the key.

To implement such a nurturing of Western classical music in China, Li
proposed that the state organize small perfonning groups, such as a quintet. to
make regular tours to propagate classical music across the country. Li argued:

Chamber groups have their unique advantages. They are more
approachable and thus easier to introduce otherwise solemn classical
pieces pcrfomled with grand orchestras. More important though is Ihe
monetary support from the state, as well as other forms ofsupport such
as publishing various music media, books, scores. audio-visual software,
and especially reference books. Without money, nothing will be done.

To promote the cause of Westem classical music in China, Li liaised
with overseas Chinese artists of different political outlook. One of these artists
was Li's old friend, the pianist Fu Cong, who said immediately after the
Tiananmen massacre that he would not perfann in China until the verdict was
reversed. Li recounted his appeal to Fu as follows:

It was a few years ago when I attended his recital in Toronto. I sent him
a slip with two famolls Chinese \'erscs, which read "this music belongs
only to heaven: how rare is it heard on earth:' I told him afterward that
the West is like heaven, which has good music in abundance; China is
earth and needs Fu to perform music for its multitudes. [ do not care
what kind ofpolitical stand he maintains. Ilis performance in China will
be for all Chinese people, and not for a particular person. It's like the
legendary Beijing opera singer Mei Lanfang, whom people remember
as a great people's artist, but nothing about his perfomlance for the late
Manchu emperors or the warlord-trailor Yuan Shikai. Fu later said to me
he would return to perform in China.

Unlike some critics who were opposed 10 dismantling the 40-year-old
Central Orchestra for the new China National Symphony Orchestra in 1996, Li
gave his unconditional support to the move and continued to serve as its artistic
advisor. Defending his position, Li explained:
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Perhaps it was a bit overdone at the beginning in laying offall the members
ofthe old orchcstra, who I think still had their wOl1h after all these years
of playing together. While the technical skill of the new orchestra is
much bener than the old one and is capable ofperfonning any new scores,
I think they still lack an in-depth understanding in the basic repertoire,
which is rather limited at the moment. Ilow 10 put a piece ofclassical
music together into an organic whole requires profound appreciation of
the work and the ability to translate that into the perfonnance. And that's
where the old members could playa morc positive role than some of the
new players.

But as the saying goes, there is no bad orchestra; there is only bad
conductor. Maestro Chen Zuohuang has done a goodjob in liaising with
various channels in order to keep the orchestra going. He has decent
conducting skills, and maintains good relations with all parties. That is
not easy in China. Despite some managcment problems in the orchestra,
I think he has perfonned well during the past three years. The contract
will expire aftcr the Nalional Day and I don't know what the authorities
will do next.

Li also defended the orchestra's program selection against some prevailing
opinions among Beijing music circles that the works perfonned are too
conservative and that the new orchestra's future relics on new compositions.25

Li charged: "That's a foreigner's view towards China. When some ofouraudience
don't even know what a classical symphony is, how would they appreciatc a
ncw musical piece? To introduce symphonic music to our audience and help
them appreciate it, [ agree that Chinese compositions should come first so that
our people can hear their own music. But we should also pcrfornl Western classical
music simply because it has a larger repertoire."

Reflecting on his career of sixty years and responding to the question if
there was a period in which he felt most gratified with his work, Li said without
hesitation and rather cmphatically:

'0, I don't have any.26 I am always working anyway. If I get to do my
work without any interference, I may be happy a little. But if I have to
follow orders to do, say, a model play, I will not be happy. Yes, I should
say I was quite pleased with my perfon-nances during my Soviet days,
especially with the Leningrad Philhamlonic in 1957. But that's not China.
The forty years of the Central Orchestra were a history of struggle.
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Li is still working to promote Westcrn classical music in thc Peoplc's
Republic ofChina. As my intctvicws with him approached an end. Li told mc:

You know, Bcijing will host its second International Music Festival in
Octobcr- ovcmbcr and Fu Cong will come again. 21 This is vcry
significant to Beijing which has had only 1\\'0 such occasions in its cntire
history. 1I0w pitiful it would be if wc as a famous state capital in the
\vorld had no music. I hope onc day each province and region in China
will organize thcir own music festivals and compete with onc another.

Figure 2. Maestro Li and the author in
Beijing Xiehe Hospital, Octobcr 1999
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Notes

I. I wish to thank Maestro Li for lelting me interview him for more than ten
hours on such "improper" occasions as concert hall backstage and hospital
quarters. My sincere gratitude also goes to Maestro Bian Zushan, former chief
conductor of the Central Ballet Orchestra, and Ms. Jiang Xiaoyun ofthe Central
Conservatory for their generous assistance in preparing this paper. I am no less
gratcful to my teacher Professor Barbara Smith and Professor Joseph Lam for
their meticulous and constnlctive comments.

2. [had two inlerviews with Maestro Li, onApriI23-24, 199, in Shenzhen where
he held a concert as part of his southern tour to pcrf0n11 and give Icctures on
Western classical music. lie felt sick shortly after his tour 10 North America in
Ihe summer of 1999, when he performed and recorded Tchaikovsky's Fifth
Symphony and the Butlelfly LOl'ers Violin Concerto in Los Angeles. It was in
Beijing Xie'he Hospital that I held another two rounds of interviews with him
on Seplember 30 and Oclobcr2, 1999. Li did not make illO the commemorative
concen on 100"ember 19, 1999 when he performed with Maestro Issac Stem in
the Mozart concerto. The pcnomlance received a standing ovation and was carried
in national media.

3. }/lIyue dlOubao (Music Weekly), June 25, 1999, p.7. In April 1999, Li
conducted his concert in Shcnzhcn sitting on a high chair. His back leaned on a
piano which remained on slage throughout the concen.

4. None of the official publications has mentioned this as the reason for Li's
departure for Shanghai, including the delailed account in Bian (1994). In a private
interview with conductor Bian Zushan in 1991, Li said his mother secretly gave
him the money to take a feny from Tianjin to Shanghai.

5. The authors also said Li rode on a military plane specially arranged by Zholl
Enlai. It was said that Li read the score ofBeethoven's Choral.s:nnp/lOIIyduring
the flight. Bian (1994) said that li took with him many sets of music scores 10
Van'an.

6. Li arrived in Van 'an in o\'embcr 1946 and len next Mayas the CCP
headquarters evacuated from there (Bian 1994).
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7. Li and the orchestra perfomled many new comJX>sitions. such as He Luding's
"The liberated Don Quixote" and Ruan Zhangjing's revolutionary opera, The
Red LeafRi\'er. The orchestra also played Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmllsikto a
huge crowd in Shijiazhuang after the city was taken by the communist forces
(Bian 1994: 727; Mllsic Love", 1982/3:21).

8. Gennadi Rozhdestvcnsky, the famed Russian conductor and son ofAnosov,
was another one ohhe four honored (Bian 1994: 727). The cover ofthe CD . The
Art ofNikolai AllosO\' (Arlecchino ARL 113-114), shows a picture ofAnosov,
and his students, including Li.

9. Li said that he had made an in-depth study on the Franck symphony, which
was his favorite concert piece. He conducted the work without a score with the
Hong Kong Philhannonic Orchestra in 1987.

10. Based on an interview with Li's Moscow schoolmate and veteran chorus
conductor. Maestro Van Liangkun, in I-long Kong, May, 1999.

II. WamcrGc1slin ofllalle, East Gennany was invited by the MinistryofCulture
to hold a conducting master class for eighteen Chinese conductors in early 1956.
IIe was also the founding music director of the new Central Orchestra which
was organiLed in 1956. lie left China for Wcst Gennany after the Anti-Rightist
campaign started in 1957 (Renmill yill}lte 1995 .. II: 22-3).

12. Li said lhat his visit to Cuba was probably in the early 19605 when the US
still had a military base there. Bian (1994) reported lhat the visit took place in
December 1964.

13. Li's next overseas tour was in 1973, a year after Sino-Japanese nonnalization
of rclations, when he traveled to Japan with the Central Orchestra.

14. Western classical music was banned in China after Mao Zcdong issued a
directivc condemning traces of "capitalist art" existing in thc cultural realms in
late 1963. Subsequently only revolutionary works. such as Shajiaballg and The
East is Red, were allowed public pcrfonnances. By 1967, the Central Orchestra
was suspended along with all conservatories when the Cultural Revolution began.
Liu Xun (1990: II) said that Li had nothing to do during that timc, and began to
learn bicycle repair work; hc became so good at it that members of the orchestra
took their vchicles to him for inspection and repair.
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15, Sec Dai Jiafang (1994). a musicologist at Shanghai Conservatory. Jiang Qing,
or Madam Mao, reinstated Li in September 1968 when he was summoned to
take part in the production of Taking fhe Tiger MoltnWin by Srraregy.

16. The three foreign ensembles that visited China were the London Philharmonic
in March, the Vienna Philhannonia in April, and the Philadelphia Orchestra in
September.

17. Dai said that it was Yu Huiyong, Jiang Qing's lieutenant in charge ofcultural
matters, who asked Li to take charge ofthc orchestra visits; Yu was preoccupied
with the production of a new model play Azalea MO/illtaill (Dl/jlian shall) (Dai
1994: 327).

18. Fonned in April 1970, the elite ten·member committee carried out the
functions ofthe fonner Ministry ofCulture, which was dismantled at the beginning
of the Cultural Revolution. See Gu (1994).

19. Harold Schonberg. a New York Times critic visiting China with the
Philadelphia Orchestra. had earliercallcd the Yellow Ril'er Piano COl/cerro. Jiang
Qiang's only re\olutionary model music piece. "Yellow Fever Concerto:' which
"may be a piece of trash" (New York Times, October 14, 1973).

20. Seiji Ozawa later told Wu that some mcmbers in American music circles
put the blame on Onnandy for China's renewed attack on Western musie shortly
after the Philadelphians' visit (Wu 1997: 769). They argued that nothing had
happened after the London and Vienna orchestras' visits. The abrupt cancellation
of the scheduled perfonnance of "Moonlight Reflected on the Second Spring"
on the orchestra's season program lent support to such a claim.

21. The Politburo meeting was held on December 12, 1973 and an official
announcement was made ten days later. It marked the fonnal yet briefcomeback
ofDeng Xiaoping with Zhou's support. The music conference was convened in
Tianjin on December 18 and was supposed to last for one week to criticize
absolute music. Dai (1994: 329) says the gathering came to an end on December
25.

22. Dai (1994: 410) reports that both Jiang Qing and Yu Huiyong were at the
concert.
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23. Bian said that the China Broadcast Symphony Orchestra pcrfonned a
complctc Becthoven symphony cycle in late 1987, with fivc Icading Beijing
conductors, including Li. In addition, in 1983 a French recording company
recorded all the Beethoven symphonies with the Central Orchestra: Li conducted
thc second. fifth and the sixth symphonies. Bian's account made no mention of
the 1984 pcrfomlanee (Li 1997: 416-17).

24. A sect of mixed Buddhist and Taoist creed. Falun Gong pcrfonns deep
breathing cxcrcises to improve health. It boasts a world-wide membership of
over 100 million followers: it was banned in China in July 1999.

25. Such prevailing views are held by Ye Xiaogang. a prolific composer and
professor ofthe Central Conservatory and composer-in-residence ofthe Shangh.1i
Symphony Orchestra, and by many other young to mid-age music intcllectuals
in Bcijing.

26. Bian quoted Li as saying that 1980-89 was the period that he felt most
constructive and pleased after decades ofmusic activities (Li 1997: 422). It was
the period when he conducted in the U.S., Canada, West Gennany. Pomlgal and
Spain.

27. The second Beijing International Music Festival, October 1810 November
19, 1999 featured international artists such as pianists MarthaArgerich, Fu Cong
and Melvyn Tan; violinist Isaac Stem; cellists Mischa Maisky and Julian Lloyd
Wcbber; the Suk Chamber Orchestra; and thc Kodaly Quartet. Thc music feast
closcd with a special concen to commemorate the twentieth annivcrsary of Isaac
Stern's film, From Mao to Mozart. See the festival website http://
www.rhapsoalts.colll for details.
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Chinese Music in the San Francisco Bay Area

Valerie B. Samson

Introduclion

In the 1970s and early 1980s when Ronald Riddle was preparing his
book F(ring Dragons, Flowing Streams (1983), there were many indications
that Chinese music in the San Francisco BayArea was declining. The population
ofmusicians in Cantonese Opera clubs was aging; most young people had neither
time nor interest in joining the social and musical world oftheir ciders: educational
opportunities \\iere limited; and yery few performers ofChincsc music considered
applying for arts funding to help them reach wider audiences. Live perfonllances
of opera troupes had decreased dramatically from pre-World War II years: the
offspring of immigrants no longer centered their lives in Chinatown: and the
Cultural Revolution on Mainland China (1966·1976) adversely affected musical
activity on both sides of the Pacific. "While an obituary for Cantonese·opcra
clubs at present would bedecidedly premature. one looks in vain for an emerging
constituency that would cany on the clubs' traditions twenty or thirty years from
now" (Riddle 1983:222).

The remarkable nowering ofChinese music and culture here in the Bay
Area since those days has taken most people by surprise. Not only have many of
the old Cantonese Opera clubs survived, but also many new ones havc been
founded, including Sunwan (1991), Gachau (1993), Iiongdau (1994), Namgok
(1995), Gumsan (1998), and Yeeying (1999). It is not uncommon to see young
peoplc in trendy clothes with cellular phoncs in their pockets sing Cantonese
Opera, play traditional instruments. and energctically organize the funding and
publicity foreoncerts, Older instrumentalists who claimed in 1980 that Cantonese
opera arias were too long and complicated to intcrest thcm, now both play and
arrange scores,l There are new professional instrumental ensembles like the
Melody of China (1992) comprised exclusively of recent arrivals, and new
organi7..ations like the Chinese PerformingArtists ofAmerica (1991) that promotc
a varicty of professional perfonning artists. In addition, Western music
organizations such as the San Francisco Symphony Orchestra and the San
Francisco Contemporary Music Players occasionally program compositions by
Chinese composers who have immigrated to the U.S.
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As in earlier years, visiting troupes from abroad cOllIinue to perfonn
here in the San Francisco Bay Area. In the past few years audiences have heard
the Chinese Theatre Circle of Singapore, the Guangzhou Province Cantonese
Opera Troupe, the Chorus of the Central Philharmonic Society of China, the
Shenyang Opera Troupe, and the Zhanjiang Xiao Kong Que Cantonese Opera
Troupe among many others. Recent visiting instrumental ensembles includc the
National Enscmble of Chinese Music, the Shanghai National Music Orchcstra
and the Iluaxia Chamber Ensemble. Exiled monks from the Drepung Loscling
Monastery in Tibet havc also perfonned for us recently.

Bay Area audiences also hear versions of Chinese drama and opera by
non-Chinese directors. The Berkeley Repertory Theater perfonned Mary
Zimmerman's drama vcrsion of Joume;' to the West (X()'OLI ji) in 1997. The
University ofCalifomia. Berkeley, hosted Peter Sellar's version of The Peony

Pari/ioll (Milt/ali ling) in 1999. This modem production featured new music
flavored with Western popular and operatic styles but also included some Kunqu
singing and staging.

This report offers some explanations as to why the number and variety
of Chinese music and drama pcrfonnances is increasing in the San Francisco
Bay Area. It suggests that the Chinese performing arts and altitudes towards
them have become more diverse here and will continue to diverge in thc ncar
future. It also suggests that the experiences oforganizations pcrfonning Chinese
music have strong parallels with the experiences ofother local arts organizations
and artist<;, both past and present. I include a discussion of some of the goals of
several organizations that perform Chinese music, but becausc of space
limitations, I leave dctailed analyses, interpretations, and comparisons for other
studies.

First I give an overview ofthe San Francisco Bay Area. Its extraordinary
recent history, well researched by many others, has strongly affected the cultural
situation here. Thcn Idescribe four events from the 1998-1999 season: a concert
by thc California Chinese Orchestra, a perfom1ance by thc Lily Cai Chinese
Dance Company and a panel discussion about this pcrfomlance, a concert by the
Asian American Jazz Orchestra, and the annual extravaganza of the Chinesc
Pcrforn1ing Artists of America. After a brief discussion of goals and regional
influences, I follow with conclusions and an appendix listing local Cantonese
Opera clubs and troupes, instrumental music groups, and organizations thai per
fornl Chinese music along with other arts.2
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TI1C perfomlance reports are based mainly on my fieldnotes but also
include some background infomlation from other sources. I oOer them for the
sake of comparison with other perfonnances, to provide data necessary for
identifying trends, and to help create a "snapshot" of cultural practices at this
time and place. Currently not enough qual1\itative studies have been done to
show changes in repenory. instnllllcntation, and social customs in the life of Bay
Area Chinese music. There are abundant oppollunities to gather data and many
people record or photograph pcrfonllances, but this documentation largely remains
scancred and unexamined as a whole. There arc also many elderly musicians
who are happy to share their memories of the musical activities in Chinatown of
the past fifty or sixty years, but ,"cry few people havc preserved these oral histories
in any fonn. As we begin the year 2000, our heightened consciousness of time
and place may change this. Much study remains to be done.

I chose the four evcnts for this report to illustrate the activities of
organizations around the Bay Area with different goals. Though threc of these
four perfonnances included dance, I did not intend to focus on this perfonning
an. Only aOer making my choices and attending the pcrfonnances did I learn
that San Francisco is a "massive dance town." Not only does it have one of the
oldest and largest ballet companies in the U.S., the San Francisco Ballet, it is
also the home of numerous other dance companies and a major destination of
touring troupes. The annual San Francisco Ethnic Dance Festival is the largest
of its kind olltside Washington. D.C. (Erickson 1999).

My choices neither imply the relative lack of importance ofother events
nor represent lhe full variety of different Chinese pcrfonning arts events here.
Bay Area audiences can hear perfonnances not only ofCantonese Opera, many
kinds oftmditional and folk music,jazz, new music, and dance accompaniments,
but also perfonnances ofpopular music, karaoke, Peking Opera, and even Kunqu.
It is imponant to keep in mind thaI most perfonnances ofChinese music here are
not public concerts. Perfonnances in music clubs, in schools, at banquets, and at
private panies are neither advenised nor discussed in the press. Nevertheless.
they comprise a significant pan of the cultural life of San Francisco.

For the purposes of this study, I include a broad range of music in the
category of "Chinese music." If the perfomlers or composers represent their
music. regardless of its complex origins, as being Chinese, I accept their
catcgorization for the purposes of discussion. Nevertheless, terminology
conccrning Chincse music here is not standardized and unlikcly to become so in
the near futurc. Anists talk to each other about the meanings of the words they
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usc. but because thcre are so many people with different backgrounds,
understandings differ widely. The word "Chinese" is often as ambiguous as the
word "American·' \\ hen used to describe music, musicians, culture, orcthnicity.
The tcnn "Chinese American" compounds these ambiguities.3

I\n Oven'iew of the San Francisco Bay Area

The Bay Area is situated on a boundary; it is both the western tenninus
oftranscontinental routes and a poTtal to America from Asia. Its reputation as the
destination ofdissatisfied clements, advemurers, and misfits from other parts of
the United States who arrive at the end of the line both physically and
psychologically is counterbalanced by its reputation as the beginning of
opportunity for those arriving from across the Pacific. Called "Old Gold
Mountain" by the Chinese since the days of railroad building, San Francisco.
and California in general, reached legendary stalUs as a land of economic
opportunity. From 1848 onward, Chinese sojourners and immigrants brought
their cultures with them to California (Riddle 1983:3). In more recent years, the
tremendous influx of people from China, Hong Kong. Taiwan. Malaysia. and
Indochina has added a great variety of cultural attitudes and practices to the
Chinese community already established here (Deleon 1992:29).4 ,oThey come
for the tremendous opportunity, believing that in no other place in the world
right now can one person accomplish so much with talent, initiative, and a good
idea....1l1ey come even if it's illegal to come" (Bronson 1999: 113).

Suspended at the very edge of the continent since 1937, the Golden Gate
Bridge is as symbolic as YUlllen Gate on the Great Wall. Without hope for new
lives farther west, hundreds have simplyjumped ofT, never to retum. 5 Newcomers
from China, on the other hand, have been moved to tears when finally setting
eyes on the bridge. For many, arrival at the Golden Gate is like arrival in a
promised land after weeks crossing the desert on the Silk Road. As Cantonese
singing teacher Sing Lee wrote in 1998.6 "The Bay Area has ilS natural beauty.
Its air is refreshing. Its resources arc abundant. Its culture is diverse. It is truly a
land of treasures. The Bay Area nurtures us. It inspires us. We should cheer for
the Bay Area. We should sing for it. We will make the Bay Area sparkle in
brilliance '" (Lee 1998:43).
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The Bay Area foments creativity in many areas. It is a hotbed of
environmental activism, populism, and progressivism. Maintaining one of the
most liberal voting records on civillibcrties in the United States. "San Francisco
activists arc proud of their city's nonconfomlist reputation and take every
opportunity to show their colors, celebrate differences, and champion unpopular
causes. Many sec themselves and their city as the precursor of social change in
this country" (DeLeon 1992:3). With its multi-ethnic diversity and its
extraordinarily prominent gayllesbian population estimated to constitute 160 0 of
the adult population (DeLeon 1992:30). San Francisco "has no natural majority:
its majorities are made not found.... Everyone is a minority. That means mutual
tolerance iscssential, social learning is inevitable, innO\ation is likely..." (DeLeon
1992: 13). The Bay Area has nurtured some of America's most original artists.
including mid-century figurative painters Richard Diebcnkom. Clyfford Still.
and Elmer Bischoff: beat generation poets Lawrence Feriinghelti, Allen Ginsberg
and Jack Kerouac; eariy jazz musicians Art Ilickman and Ferde Grofe. said to
have initiated the cra of big band arrangements (Selvin 1996:80); 1960s rock
groups such as Jefferson Airplane. the Grateful Dead. and Big Brother and the
Ilolding Company(Selvin 1996). early electronic music il1\"cntors Donald Buchla
and John Chowning: filmmaker George Lucas; and many multimedia dcvelo~rs
in the 199O·s.7

111e culture and quality oflife here have attracted substantial immigration.
San Francisco has the highest rate (17.6 per 1,000) of immigration ofall counties
in California, four times the average rate for the U.s. as a wholc. Santa Clara
county (Silicon Valley) has the second highest rate of immigration. One third of
all foreign-born in the U.S. are in California. More than one third ofSan Francisco
residellts arc foreign born and almost half of these (48%) arrived during the
1980s, More than halfofall births in San Francisco arc to foreign-born mothers
(Chiang 1997:22).

The recent surge of immigration has changed the demogmphics of the
Bay Area. Most legal immigration into the U. S. is from Asia (67.5%) and mainly
to California (Chiang 1997:22). At the most recent peak of immigration in 1990,
8.266 Asiam. settled in San Francisco. Among major U.S. cities, San Fmncisco
ranks behind only Honolulu in ~rcentage ofAsians (U.S, Dept. ofColllmercc
1994: Table I). Neither San Francisco nor California as a whole has a racial
majority (Chiang 1997: 13).s Five of the eight top Asian populations in the U.S.
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are in California and three ofthese are in the Bay Area. Not only is California the
most populous state, but outside of New York City, San Francisco is also the
most densely populated county in the U.S. (U.S. Dept. ofCommerce 1994: Table
I).

Related to the rise in immigration, the Bay Area has cxperienced an
economic and technological boom of unforeseen magnitude (Ross 1996:5).
Silicon Valley technology industries have had difficulty hiring enough trained
engineers and other stafTto meet their expanding needs during this "digital gold
rush" (Bronson 1999: co\"er). One third ofall high-tech \vorkers must be recruited
from outside the area (Evangelista 1999). Even the demand forunskillcd labor is
greater than the supply of documented workers. Many store windows in San
Francisco currently display "Help Wanted" signs; nevertheless, unskilled labor
wages remain low and illegal workers still suffer exploitation. The laborproblcms
here mirror the problems in Western Europe resulting from the migrations of
workers from economically depressed areas (The Economist I999a,b).

As Chinatown overflows into many parts ofSan Francisco and its suburbs.
opportunities for interaction with other cultures have increased. When school
lets out in the afternoon, riders on the #38 bus line bet\I,.'ecn·· ew Chinatown"
and downtown can hear tcenagers sing Russian pop songs. Within a mile south
ofSan Francisco's Chinatown, a new district called Multimedia Gulch has sprung
to life. This "gulch" is the home of various internet companies, the offices of
Wired maga7ine, and numerous software companies on the cutting edge of
multimedia development. A tourist map boasts that a twelve square block area in
Multimedia Gulch has "the highest concentration of art west of the Iludson
River." The main bus line through Chinatown, the #30, goes through thc Gulch,
passing by thc ncw San Francisco Museum of Modem Art (opencd in [995),
which exhibitcd some sensational avant~gardeworks in 1999 in thc show Inside
Ollt: Nell' Chinese Art. Also on the #30 bus line is the ncw Ycrba Buena Center
for the Arts (opened in 1993), which regularly stages Cantonese Opera and other
Chinese music programs in addition to a wide variety of other local and
international performing arts.

Part ofOakland'sChinatown has been redeveloped, housing the Oakland
Asian Cultural Center at the new Pacific Renaissance Plaza (opened in 1995).9
Two new Cantonese Opera clubs, Gachau and Hongdau, meet in an airy new
building nearby. There is similar developmcnt in San Mateo County (south of
San Francisco) and in San Jose with new performance spaces, art galleries. and
other facilities.
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Judging by the list offinancial sponsors on programs, economic support
for Chinese cullural events in the Bay Area is strong and widespread. While
many organizations receive grants from major organizations like the California
Ans Council and the San Francisco Art Commission, small businesses and
individuals also contribute generously.

The Califomia Chinese Orchestra (Gachau)

TheCalifornia Chinese Orchcstraand the New ChineseOpcra Collccti\'e
perfornled at the Ycrna Buena Center for the Arts in downtown San Francisco on
Jan. 24,1999 from I pm t06 pm. This fifth annual ew Year's perfonnance \\'as
titled Twilight '99 aftcr the name ofa symphony by music director Jeffrey Wong
(Kwoksan Wong). The TwilighT Symphony was first perfonned in 1996 on this
group's concen Symphonic Memories o/China. The name Twilight '99 "cvokes
the image oftile fading ofthe twentieth century. Its musical selections reflect the
direction to be taken by the California Chinese Orchestra. 11 will be a time for
flight towards new horizons, like birds riding the winds over breaking wavcs"
(California Chinese Orchestra 1999:4).

The California Chinese Orchestra (CCO) is a non-profit organization
founded in 1993 "to preserve the art of traditional and contemporary classical
Chinese music. Its central mission is to promote awareness ofthe Chinese musical
heritage to future generations. Through perfonnances the orchestra hopes to
build bridges between Chinese and non-Chinese music lovers, to promotc the
exchange of cultures, and to celebrate the unique contributions that immigrant
Chinese have made to the prosperity ofthis region" (California Chinese Orchestra
1999:4). The program notes explain that this concert was performed by lhe
experimental branch of the ceo that serves as its educational aml.
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Figure I_ The CalifomiaChineseOrchestra's program cover
for Tu-iliglu '99. Verba Buena Center for the Art<;, San Fran
cisco. January 24, 1999
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This five-hour perfornlance was divided into two parts. The first hour
was a prelude to the afternoon ofCantonese Opera \\ hich followed. A 29-member
orchestra consisting mainly of traditional Chinese instruments played two
instrumental pieces. These were followed by two Cantonese songs featuring a
soprano supported by both the orchestra and dancers. Afterwards the orchestra
was reduced to fonn the opera ensemble which perfonned six scenes, four of
which \""erc staged. IO

For this perfonnance the CCO consisted of a mix of local Chinese
American musicians and recent immigrants. A small core ofconservatory-trained
non-Cantonese immigrants sat closest to the Sichuanese conductor. Xiaoming
He. who rehearsed theorchesrra in Mandarin. Concertmaster Hong Wang. artistic
director ofthe instrumental group Melody ofChina. was originally from Nanjing.
As far as I could tell, everyone else in the orchestra came from a Cantonese
tradition. It was unusual for a local Chinese orchestra ofthis size to lack Caucasian
perfonners. II

A flier for this event said that tickets would be available only at the door.
Yet an usher told me that the tickets had been sold out and only on the day ofthe
pcrfonnance had a block ofseats in the balcony been released for sale at the box
office. I got the impression that the best tickets had been reserved for the friends
and f.1milies of the pcrfonners and the general public was allowed in only as
space pcnnitted. Naturally, the audience was mostly Chinese American and
Chinese.

The emcees lIsed Cantonese and English almosl exclusively. When the
Cantonese·speaking emcee, Kathleen Lao, took up too much time, Steven Soo
abbreviated his comments in English or omitted them altogether. Even though
the CCO aims "to build bridges between Chinese and non·Chinese music lovers,"
the program included no transliterations of the names of perfonners or any
biographical infonnation about them in English, and no synopses of the plots in
English. There were no supcrtitles in any language. I::!

After calling attention to the beautiful new surroundings at Yerba Buena
Center for the Arts. 500 listed the rules: no food, no drink, no smoking. no
talking. no ill·and-out, no sing-along, and tum ofTbeepers and phones. I got the
impression that he thought this audience was not used to anending perfonnanccs
in Western concert halls. Soo also introduced conductor Xiaoming Ileand opera
ensemble leader Jeffrey Wong in some detail. 13
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As usual. a few San Franciscopoliticians used this concert as a campaign
opportunity-politicians in San Francisco treat all public perfonnances of
Cantonese Opera as campaign opportunities. Speaking in Cantonesc, San
Francisco Supervisor Mabel Teng proclaimed this day as "Wong Kwoksan Day"
in San Francisco. Addressing Wong as "Master," shecallcd this a historic moment.
Iionoring pcrfonners with special days has become routine here. 14 Also speaking
Cantonese, Supervisor Leland Yee made some comments about the good work
of Wong helping educate the next generation and even went so far as to say, "if
you need funding, feci free to come to me." Even though Wong's organization is
based in Oakland. not San Francisco, Yee pledged his support. The mayor ofSan
Francisco and the two city supervisors mentioned above sent letters of
congratulations. Such letters arc considered important enough to reproduce in
the programs for all to read.

As usual, festive bouquets offlowers were on the stage. Altogether there
were eleven, with inscribed red ribbons positioned so as to be legible even from
the balcony where I sal. This suggested that it was important for the audience to
know which businesses. organizations, or individuals sent them. Even though
these inscriptions were endorsements indicating community support, they also
rcscmbled the advertising at athletic events.

All ofthe instruments in the orchestra were Chinese except for the timpani,
a military drum, a triangle, two violoncellos and a double bass. The orchestra
consisted ofthirtecn bowed illstnllnents in the 11llqi" (fiddle) family [nine erhu,
three ::hong/w (alto tWD-stringed fiddle), one gao/ill (highest-pitched two-stringed
fiddle)], two yangqill (dulcimers), two guzheng (zithers), two pipa (lutes), db
(horizontal flule), :riao (vertical flute). tv.'o violoncellos, one double bass, one
bass man (moon-shaped guitar), and percussion (two players). Of the twenty
nine pcrfonners, eleven were women, six ofwhom played erllll. Bothplpa playcrs
were women, and onc each played)'angqin,gllzhel/g, and violoncello. No women
playcd flute or percussion. IS In the five instances where a woman shared a stand
with a man, the man always sat on the outside. In the Cantonese Opera ensemble
which followed. only two ofthe ten to twelve musicians were women; one played
pipa and the other played erhu. This reduced participation by women as
instrumentalists is more typical ofwhat we sec in local Cantonese Opera clubs.
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Most of Ihe instrumentalists were named in the program but without
explanation as to which instruments they played. The program included
photographs ofthe most important participants: the conductor ofthe full orehestra
(Xiaoming lie), an arranger (Xiuwen Peng), all four leading musicians of the
opera (Jeffrey Wong, Weiching [Linda] Wong. Man Cheng and Kai Wong) the
two opera masters (Siukwan Lam and Chiuhong Pak), Ihe artistic director (Shiufan
Lam), the two emcees. and all the principal singers.

Jeffrey Wong composed the first orchestral piece. Twilight Symphony.
and Xiu\\en Peng arranged the second piece, "The Moon is Iligh... Both were in
a style consistent with olher pieces for orchestras of Chinese instruments. The
program notcsdescribc the 7\\iliglu 5).",pholl)'a'i a uniqueChincse folk symphony
combining modem folk melodies with Western symphonic structure: "Robust
melodies capture the power of twilight as a foree that inspires human creativity.
At t\\ ilight, when night and day hang in balance. sleepers awakening from their
dreams first feel a surge ofanticipation for the new day. The symphony captures
the emotions of this momenl when twilight infuses the wakeners with the
confidence to build a beautiful future" (CCO 1999), Composer Jeffrey Wong
explained that he had tried 10 create a work that would be heard as Chinese and
not simply as Cantonese and felt discouraged when a reporter "pigeonholed" his
music instead of paying attention to what it really was (Wong. JelTrey 1999).

Program notes dcscribe "The Moon is High" as a tone painting that
mllsically represents the moon's progress across the night sky. The orchestra got
good dynamic contrast in Peng's arrangemcnt in spite of insufficient rehearsal
time. Some members of the erllll section were playing together only for the
second timc. Conductor lie explained that there had not been cnough funds to
pay thc musicians to come to more rehearsals and acknowledged that this was a
seriolls problcm.

Singing with the orchcstra after this, Susan Chang significantly changed
the character of this event. She and the dancers who perfonllcd with her in the
first song, "Spring in the Willow Grove ,. were all amateurs and clderly. Chang's
voice was hardly strong enough to keep from wavering. The five dancers in red
tops with fuzzy pink fans looked so humorous Ihat the man sitting next to me
could not suppress several laughs, yet their presence added significantly to the
perfOnllance. These women cancelled out the grandiosity ofthe orchestra behind
them by cvoking folk traditions where villagers participate. They bridged the
gulfbctwcen perfonner and audience so effectively that we got almost as much
pleasure in watching them and listening to Chang as \ve would have if we had
known them personally.
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Six younger dancers in white suits similar to baseball unifonns joined
Chang for the second song, "Ballad of the Mulberry. " composed by Jeffrey
Wong. They wore purple stripes down the sides of their pants and avocado
colored scarves in addition to pastel mesh caps highlighted with glitter. Chang
herself wore a Chinese dress and a fringed. embroidered aqua-colored scarf.
Afterwards, she was deluged with origami money fans, hl/O money heans, two
bouquets, and a sash with bills attached to it. When the audience laughed to sec
so many tributes, Soo added to the merriment by announcing that anybody who
wanted to give more flowcrs was welcome to go backstage. Chang herself
presented a small bouquet and plaque to the dancers who had accompanied her.
As usual, recipients posed for photos at each presentation.

After this, the large orchestra disbanded and the Cantonese musicians
took up their places on Ihe left behind the curtain where they stayed for the rest
of the afternoon's perf0I111ance. There were at least ten instnuTIentalists and
probably more: the percussionists were hidden by the curtain. There were five
bowed instruments including double bass. a saxophone. an amplified bass nlQlI.

a pipa which was relati\-ely hard to hear but used as a solo to excellent effect in
the last scene to evoke the frontier, and sometimes a di:::i. A young man on erlw
also doubled on sllona. This was the first time I have ever heard a double bass
played in a Cantonese Opera ensemble. In the recent past, the lowest-pitched
instrument in such an ensemble would have been a saxophone or an electric
guitar (Leung 1977:9), and the pipa would have been heard only rarely (Riddle
1983:213).

The musicians played together so flawlessly that they sounded as though
thcy had rehearsed together for years. Jeffrey Wong lived up to his stellar
reputation with his clear, well-shaped gao/III playing. For a scene in The
EI'erlasling Sonvll' ofEmpemr Xl/all Zong olthe Ttlllg Dynasly, he changed to
a silk-stringedyellll with a coconut soundbox. The raspy. soft sound produced a
dramatic contrast. This opera ensemble played the old Cantonese tunings so
nucntly and naturally that it was as if they had never heard the altered tunings
played so frequently here in San Francisco in recent years. Amplification of the
instruments was inobtrusive until someone boosted the levels ofthe yallgqin and
pipa. throwing off the dynamic balance.

As Soo became concerned about staying on schedule. he cut his remarks
in English shorter and shorter. Then he told {hose wishing to give bouquets to do
~ backstage. Keeping on schedule cven meant bringing the curtain down on
one such prescntation in progress. This time-saving effon seemed draconian
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considering the importance in the Chinese community ofgiving honors in public.
Finally, Soo gave us only ten minutes for an intennission after more than two
hours. TIlis was all the time needed to change scencs. Later we were given a
fifteen-minute intennission under similar circumstances.

ot unusual for this kind of program, the first and third arias were not
staged. When there was no background scenery, the singers neither wore opera
costumes nor moved aboul the stage. Nevertheless, the glittery stage attire of the
women singers suggested that they still wanted to catch the attention of lhe
audience. Regardless ofwhether they sang male or female roles (sheng or dall),
the women all wore spark lcs in their hair in the unstaged selections. One woman
singing the male role wore a pin-striped suitjackel over a brilliant blue sequined
top; another wore an evening gown. 16 The deep red fingernail polish ofsome of
the singers was quite visible from the balcony. The more accomplished singers
gesticulated and used dramatic facial expressions while less experienced singers
stood stimy and sang as if their wireless mikes were mounted on stands.

The audience was audibly impressed by the gorgeous costumes and the
beautiful scenery in the staged arias. The costumes were dazzlingly colorful.
elaborately embroidered and, on the women. sometimes dripping wilh sparkling
jewels. The visual eneet of fourteen perfonners entering simultaneously in the
last scene was stunning. Always a crowd~pleaser, dry ice fog was included as
part of lhe scenery in the dream scene.

Even though the quality of singing varied widely, the audience did not
seem to be disappointed. One dan was sometimes so flat in her singing that
when the instruments cntered behind her, it sounded as though they were
modulating. No one flinched to hear Joseph Leung, who hadjust had surgery on
his vocal cords three weeks earlier, sing the sheng role in The Everlasting Sorrow
ofEmperorXIIOIIZOlIg ofTang DJ'nasty. Leung's hoarse voice added to the pathos
of the parting sccne but was completely out ofplace in the dream scene and the
reunification scenc. Leung sang his part as ifnothing whatever was wrong with
his voice. Emcee Soo made a fuss over him not only for his courage, but also
because he was the only man singing a male role today. Soo told LIS that Leung's
perfonnance was a special treat.
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The audience showcd its appreciation for the singers with paper money
presented in creative ways. After Ivy Ho's excellenl pcrfonnance in the sheng
rolc of The Story o/South Ttmg DynflSr), S Emperor Poet Li }it. she received a
purple heart decoraled with money. a plaque. and many flowers. Even the bouquets
included money discrectly folded 10 look like flowers and leaves. Nancy Chan.
who sang the dall role, received flowers and a paper lanlcm with money attached
to it. One woman even worc a money corsage as shc sang an unstaged aria. Iler
pink silk flower was surroundcd with origami Icavcs made of dollar bills.

Figure 2. Cantonese Opera "band leader" Chuk Fan Man
receives a money fan from Laiwa Lam at the Great Star
Theater, San Francisco, November 24, 1996

Thc final curtain call was minimal, including only those perfonncrs from
the last scene. Only about half the audience had stayed until the end, and most
got up 10 leave right away. Posing for photographs on stage afterwards is an
important part ofalmost all pcrfonnances ofChinese music by local residents in
San Francisco; several people photographed small groups ofsingers, organizers,
and friends.
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During the aftemoon I asked the opera fan next to me about what
Cantonese Opera meant to him. Hc explained that because his grandmother in
China had lislened to opera evcry day when she put him down for a nap as a
child, he developed a fondness for the music as he rested. Now he says he "opens
his wallet" every time he goes to Hong Kong to pick up more CDs. He knows
different versions of the same scenes and could tell me in less than a minute into
an aria which version was being perfomled. Even though he appeared to be only
40 years old. he preferred the older versions.

When I asked ifopera was nostalgic for him. he said no. lie liked opera
not because it connccted him with his grandmother and his past. but because the
music really was beautiful. He said he loved the music and that most of the
perfonners felt the same way. They spend so much lime and effort learning to
sing because they love the art. not because it strengthens their ethnic identity. If
they wanted to impress the world with their artistry. he argued, they would have
chosen a different route if they did nOI like opera. They might sing popular
music instead.

My row-mate was eager to talk about Canlonese Opera stars. He was
happy to identify who ranked highest in male and female roles, explaining that
ranking was established by general consensus rather than by any competition or
annual award. He gave me a rundown of the highlights of the careers of the top
stars as well as salacious gossip about them, including their sexual orientations.
No matter how much this fan claimed to love the music, he was clearly interested
in morc than just what happened on stage. His concerns paralleled those of a
non-Chinesc middle-aged opera fan sitting next to me during Wagncr's De,.
Ring des Neibeillflgen at the San Francisco Opera a few months later.

This Twilight '99 concert was different from the California Chinese
Orchestra's 1996 concert in its increased emphasis on Cantonese Opera. Of the
ninc selections on the 1996 concert, only four were Cantonese Opera arias. The
rest of tile program consisted of three folk songs, a Hong Kong television theme
song, Ni Er'sorchcstral comJX)sition Dawn olrheSpring Lake. and JeOrcy Wong's
Twilighl Symphony. In 1999, the CCO perfonned five CantonescOpem selcctions,
two symphonic pieces, one folk song and one newly-composed song.

A comparison ofthe programs shows thal there was also greatcrcmphasis
on the Cantonese performers in 1999. In 1996 seven ofthe twenty-three identified
photographs of participants were of non-Cantonese musicians. In 1999, only
one of Ihe fifty-three photographs of individuals showed a non-Cantonese
participant, conductor Xiaoming He. Yet five of the Northemers pcrfomling in
1996 also perfomlcd in 1999.
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The Mandarin-speaking musicians all left immediately after their
perfonnancc in the large orchestra. One orchestra member originally from Hong
Kong explained that the Northerners did not understand Cantonese and therefore
did not appreciate the opera. When asked why she stayed she explained that she
wanted to hear the phenomenal opera ensemble leader Jeffrey Wong play. She
expressed regret that rehearsal time had been so short no one had bothered to
introduce hcr to him. When I asked a middle-aged Cantonese singcr why the

ortherners did not learn to play Cantonese Opera, she reasoned that it was
unthinkable for professional musicians to revert to student status.

This year's printed program was fancier than in the past. suggesting an
increase in funding. It had a glossy cover in bright colors and with photographs.
In 1996 the cover featured black and red ink on plain paper with no photographs.
The list offinancial supporters in both programs consisted mainly of individuals,
community associations, and local businesses, with more than twice as many
listed in 1999 as in 1996.

The Lily Cai Chinese Dance Company With The Alexander Siring Quartet

On ov. 6 and 7, 1998, the LilyCai Chinese Dance Company perfonned
at the Verba Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco. A panel discussion titled
"Signature Marks: Chinese Artists in the U.S:' preceded this perfonnance on
November I. The panel consisted ofchoreographer Lily Cai and composer Gang
Situ, both originally from Shanghai, violinist Ge-fang Yang from Wuhan, and
moderator John Seta, a long-time local resident. The perfonnance and discussion
were sponsored by Chinese Cultural Productions, World Arts West and the Verba
Buena Center for the Arts.

The Lily Cai Chinese Dance Company was founded in 1988 by Lily
Cai. It is a resident company of Chinese Cultural Productions, a non-profit
organization in San Francisco. A memberof··Dancc USA," the company presents
"a unique variety ofclassical. folk and modem dances, complemented by dazzling
costumes and both authentic and original music." (Yerba Buena Center for the
Perfonning Arts, Petforming Arts. 1999. 21 7). It has perfonned at numerous
local events, such as the San Francisco Ethnic Arts Festival and a Grateful Dead
concert, as well as at events in Alaska, Oregon, and Gernlany. The program
notes listed only eight dancers including Lily Cai; all were women.
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This program consisted of three dance pieces created collaborativcly:
Begin/rom Ilere. Candelas, and Southern Girl. Besides the choreographer and
composers, a set designer and a lighting designer also made important
contributions. Electronic music composer Gary Schwantes collaborated with
Gang Situ in 1996 to create the music for the first dance. The second dance was
perfonned to the fourth movement of Mahler's Fifth Symphony. and the third
was a premier of Gang Situ's Southern Girl for string quanel. Southern Girl is
the first of three collaborative projects commissioned by Meellhe Composer. 17

Even Ihough the Bay Area ew Music Marathon Opus 415 No.4 was in
progress simultaneously in the adjacent building. the Saturday pcrfom13nce was
sold out III Curtain time was delayed about fifteen minules to accommodate the
crowd at the box office. Standing in the lobby, Situ said he was rclie\ed Ihat so
many people came to hear his work. There were Chinese American families
wilh children in the audience. One father poinled oul Silu to his child. showing
him Ihal a living Chinese person could be a famous composer. 100.

In Begin from Here the set designs and lighting were of ulmOsl
importance. The dance episodes were accompanied by a recorded medley based
on different Chinese themes. The music set a nostalgic mood with its parallel
fifths and other Oriental isms. Sometimes it was as charming as a little girl trying
on her grandmother's hat; sometimes it was as stirring as a patriotic song. Added
to this, the stunning visual effect of lighting designer Jack Carpentier's intense
red lighting and set designer Matthew Antaky's elevated bright yellow and green
ribbons transformed the stage into a world of three·dimensional abstract
expressionism, The sharp contrasts of light and dark drew our allention to the
bodies ofthe dancers as sources ofmotion rather than as individuals. The negation
of self for a larger whole seemed both very Chinese and very fining for the
industrial age.

The progmm notes explain: "This is the testimony ofa Chinese artist in
the process of fonning new perceptions and visions as a result ofbcing infused
with new circumstances, influences, and ideas of the West. An aesthetic hybrid
of Chinese tradition and the [effect] of the West, Begill/rom Here stands as a
metaphor for the points between the known and unknown, the real and the
sunnised, and what is possible and seemingly impossible" (Chinese Cultural
Productions, )998).
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GlIldelas used dancers as shapes. combined and recombined, to construct
visual designs with points oflight from candles. Props such as candles or ribbons
are a major component ofcvery dance Lily Cai choreographs. In this picce, the
positioning of points of light was as important as the bodies of the dancers,
which appeared as shapes in various positions with each other to make visual
designs. Theircontortions fit Cai's explanation ofthis work as a commentary on
self·sacrifice. respect. and modesty. The program notes state that the candle is a
symbol ofhumility: "As the candle bums itself to fuel the fire, its gift reveals an
intimate expression of beauty and elegance. In appreciation, the dancers move
with a reverence towards their source ofligh" (Chinese Cultural Productio, 1998,
II 1).

The accompanying music by Mahler set a mood appropriate for the aims
of the dancc and at one dramatic point a sudden chord change was illuminated
by a spray ofcandlelight bursting into nower like fireworks. The San Francisco
Ballct and other dance companies mix dance and music from different eras and
cultures so often,local audiences not only accept these hybrids but have come to
expect them. If the successful marriage ofdifferent art fonns from different eras
depends on the ability of the audience to separate these arts from their original
social contexts, this audience had no trouble at all. In Cell/de/as. modem Chinese
dance paired with classical European music is like an interracial May-December
marriage. Ancient Chinese dance paired with modcm Western music, a December
May marriagc, is almost unheard of, but Cai hints at it in Sourltem Girl.

The Alexander String Quartet, which accompanied thc dancers in
SOli/item Girl, had fomlcd in 1981 in New York City and taken up residence at
San Francisco State University in 1989. Currently consisting orGc-Fang Yang,
Frederick Lifsitz, Paul Yarbrough and Sandy Wilson, the qUHr1et had ncvcr
perfonned any Chinese music until Gang Situ wrote this piece for them.

In the program notes for Southern Girl, Cai stHtes that there are "colllmon
threads of being 'Chinese' [that] are intrinsically inherent, regardless of
geographical upbringing:' Representing all Chinese girls, a Southcm girl is
"seductivc to dcmure, mysteriously elegant to playful, sensitive to abrasive...her
qualities resonate strength, integrity, and beauty" (Chinese Cultural Productions
1998: I). Cai segmentcd the dance so that Situ could write his string quartet in
four movements. These movements were not named in the program notes.
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In the first segment, huge white balls connected the heads of each pair
ofdancers to create octopus-like creatures with eight appendages. The balls were
like large Japanese paper lamps and looked difficult to manage even though the
dancers controlled them very well. In the next scene, femhers lit from above fell
slowly onto the stage while a girl pressed her thighs together and fOffiled herself
into angles while scarcely moving her fccl. She seemed to be pilloried by a large,
white doughnut4 shaped disk through which her hands protruded, and her head
was controlled by a "bonnet" ofsimilar material that looked rigidly prophylactic.
Ilercostume besides these white oddities was similar to a Xena warrior outfit (as
seen on a popular television show) decorated with metal studs. Her midritTwas
bare. Other dancers also clad like Xcna warriors joined her carrying gold-colored
doughnut-shaped disks.

After this, huge shiny metal tubes came down from above. The women,
clad in skin-tight neslH:olorcd body suits hid behind them. Eight tubes hid five
dancers, leaving three unoccupied. These numbers fit the Fibonacci series, the
foundation of Western acsthetic proportion. TIle audience could see only lhe
hands of the dancers stroking the columns up and down as if they \vere giant
phalluses. Every now and then a rear end would protrude from behind a tube.
The nlbes highlighted the bodies as fonns rather than as individuals, illustrating
Cai's concept of universality but also suggesting the anonymous naturc of
womanhoOO. The dancers' alternating caution and daring, hiding and TC\·caling,
expressed Cai's concept of a Southern girl as complex and balanced (Chinese
Culnlral Productions 1998: I).

While we \Vere being entranced by the interaction of the dancers with
the unusual stage props under dramatic shifts oflighting, the string quartet played
in ethereal blue light on a platfonn at the left rear of the stage. The physical
presence of the musicians on stage made them pan ofthe drama. They were very
interesting 10 watch, but the universe they occupied seemed separate from the
universe of the dancers. I had difficulty making a connection between what I
was hearing, what I was seeing, and a Chinese Southem girl. Cai explained that
interpretation is up to the audience: "I leave the audience to find their own way
to fccl what they fccI" (Cai 1999). Audiences must integrate Ihe separate e1emenlS
of the perfonnance themselves and draw their own conclusions. Whatevcr
symbolism they perceive is fine with Cai, since her main concern is design.
What she and her collaborators created was as expressive and confident as a
Picasso portrait Even if the audience did not understand the mix of disp.1ratc
aesthelics or the symbolism, the perfonnance was inten..'Sting and the audience
was attentive. Judging by the enthusiastic applause, the evening was a resounding
success.
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The way the dancers walked while on stage and tlle angular poses of
their bodies showed that Cai deliberately chose not to include ballet gestures in
her choreography.19 Cai remarked that she was very lucky to be able to train
dancers young enough to be open to altematives. These dancers were willing to
perfonn a whole section based on the movements of their protruding rear ends.
Cai focused so much on tlle "S-cune" pose said to be ofTang dynasty popularity.
that she elevated it to icon status. Like imitating hip slangspcech from the 1950s
by repeatinga few tag words, the result was less than believable. Yet by daring to
transfoml her dancers into the unexpected, Cai challenged our imaginations and
succeeded in presenting a truly original perfomlance.

After Situ lold us at the panel discussion that his music was 80% Chinese,
I was surprised at how Western it sounded. Some of the melodic shapes and
omamenlalions clearly had Chinese origins. but the relationships bctvvccn the
instruments. the range. hannony, and synlaX all seemed Western to me. When
Situ said his music was 80°/0 Chinese he was probably indicating that the Chinesc
musical clements in his music were the most imponant to him. Among othcr
qualities. these clements had symbolic value. They could give him the authority
thal ariscs from a "seamless connection with the remote past" (Coplan 1991 :40)
or scrve as icons of ethnic identity. Judging by the healed debate at the panel
discussion about what qualifies as "Chinese," each person nol only basa diflerellt
concept of this word, bUI also attaches great significance to its meaning.

P~mcl Discussion \\'ith Lily CHi, GHng Situ, Ge-Fang Yang, ~,"d John Seto

For an hour and a half on the sunny afternoon of November I, 1998.
moderator John Seto led a very lively panel discussion with Ge·fang Yang
(violinist), Gang Situ (composer), and Lily Cai (choreographer) at the Yerba
Buena Center for the Arts in San Francisco. The interaction between the panelists
and the small audience of about thirty people made this an exciting event.
Everyone wantcd to talk longer and in more depth than the time allowed. Yang.
Sinl, and Cai compared their cxperienees in China with what they experienced
hcrc and brought up many different concerns. Seto. who immigratcd from
Guangzhou and liang Kong as a child and is currently the executive director of
lhe Oakland Asian Cultural Center, added his own pcrspecti\e on these
expericnces. The stimulating discussion with the audicnce that ensued showed
that many people wantoo to discuss issuesopcnly and reach agreement especially
about temlinology.
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Seto had prepared a list of basic questions for this panel. First he asked
the artists about their background and training, the innuences of parents and
teachers, and whether their focus was on Western or Eastern, classical or folk
traditions. Next he wanted the panelists to discuss the sourccs oftheir inspiration:
how much was traditional and indigenous Chinese, how much was Western and
adopted. and what the audience should look for as examples. Because of time
constraints. panelists neither answered these questions fully nor got to Seto's
other questions: ho\\ do changes take place. deliberately or subconsciously.
through c\olution or revolution? And how docs one convey artistic intent to the
audience, stimulating empathy and response?

Thc panelists were concerned about attracting audiences. Yang stated
that the audience here is wider than in China since the general public is better
educated about music. He felt that audiences in China thought of music as
propaganda and avoided it. whereas people herc want to come and listen. Situ
pointed out that artists must be more accountable to audiences in the U.S. for
economic reasons. He told us that in order to get an audience, a composer's
music must represent the neighborhood's multiculturalism. Cai added that Bay
Area audiences expect something different at each perfornlance, so repeating
the old could "kill" one's career. "~In order to fit in with America, you have to
keep going," she said. But as Yang pointed out, the management for the Alexander
String Quartet is reluctant to program new pieces for fear ofalienating audiences.

Ann Woo, the executive director of the Chinese Perfonning Artists of
America, brought up the question of why the label "Chinese" was included in
the name of the ensemble, "Lily Cai Chinese Dance Company." Cai pointed out
that she uses the ternl "Chinese" in the name of her group because her goal is to
promote Chinese culture in the United States. When Woo asked the panelists if
they intended to promote Chinese culture here, Situ answered "we are Chinese
artiSL'i working in the United States nol necessarily promoting Chinese art." From
the discussion that ensued, it became clear that people label themselves as Chinese
for a variely of reasons. Situ said categorization was useful to entice audiences
to come. Without giving the public an expectation ofexperiencing Chinese culture,
many would not come. Yet the new music marathon next door (November 7)
billed simply as "Bay Area" was often standing room only. I got the impression
that attracting a Chinese American audience was more important to Situ than
attracting a mixed audience of new music fans.
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John Seto brought the convcrsation back to the issuc ofwho has a right
to call something "Chinese" by asking us to remember that immigrant artists are
transplanted, They are the same "plants" but with roots in diffcrent soil, that's
all. Woo countered that being "Chincsc" had nothing to do with blood but with
cultural literacy: "What audiences understand depends on cultural literacy:'

It was this expectation of understanding that lead Situ to approach the
Alexander String Quartet. Yang explained that Situ would not have approached
the quartet with an idea for collaboration ifhe had not seen a Chinese member in
it. Situ said that communicating with another Chinese was a shortcut to getting
the results he wanted. lie implied that it was not wOlih his trouble to explain
Chinese musical concepts to professional Western musicians who might not be
familiar with Chinese cultufC. [ was surprised to learn later that rehearsals had
been difficult even with Yang's help.

Cai indicated that she preferred working with Chinese dancers over non
Chinese. She explained that she could get her young Chinese (actually Chinese
American) dancers to rehearse eight hours a day, five days a week. She didn't
think non-Chinese would be willing to work that hard. Even though she was
sitting in the middle ofMuhimedia Gulch, the hottest engine ofnew multimedia
technology in the world where 40-hour weeks arc a luxury, there was no hint of
irony in her voice.

Yang told us that labeling works as "Chinese" or"Austrian" downgrades
them because these labels imply that the works have no international imjX>rt.ance.
Since Haydn's music is meaningful to everybody, he argued, it would be an
insult to call it merely "Viennese." As for Western harnlony, he told us as ifhe
had repeated this many times before, "Just because you [Westerners] discovered
it first docsn't mean we [Eastclllers] can't understand it. ...Training is everything."
Yang said he never calls himself a Chinese violinist.

Woo also brought up the question of whether the Chinese American
dancers at the San Francisco Ethnic Arts Festival who did a Tibetan dance had a
right tocall the dance"Tibctan." Since most folk dance pcrfonnances by Chinese
Americans feature the dances ofChina's ethnic minorities, this kind ofquestion
has been common here in San Francisco for many years.
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Situ and Cai closed by expressing a desire to share their experiences
with newcomers. They wanted to show new arri'"als how to work in this country
to avoid somc ofthe hardships they had had to endure. Seto congratulated all the
panelists on making such a mark in the United States that they are already
influencing mainstream culture. If the cultural side streams constitute the
mainstream. as they appear to here in San Francisco. then the panelists are not
innuencing the mainstream so much as joining it. But if mainstream culture is a
myth, as somc local observers suggest, then we can simply call them innuential.
In anycasc. the Lily Cai Chinese Dance Company has an enthusiastic following.

The Asian American Orchestra

On February 6. 1999. the Asian American Jazz Orchestra (renamed the
Asian American Orchestra a few months later) gave two perfonnanccs of the
Far East Suite at the Oakland Asian Cultural Center in Oakland, California. A
demonstration took place the previous week to help prepare the audience. The
Oakland Asian Cultural Center and Asian Improv aRts (AIR) presented this
arrangement by Anthony Brown to commemorate the centennial of Duke
Ellington's birth. Billed as a premiere, this version of the Far East Suite was a
new interpretation ofthe work composed by Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn
after their travcls to the Middle East and Japan in 1963 and 1964.:w

Far East Suite consists of nine movements inspired by "the smell. the
vastness, the birds. and the exotic beauty of all these cOllntries" (Dance 1967).
Led by Brown on pcrcllssion, the Asian American Orchestra (AAO) perfomlcd
all nine movements: ., Tourist Point of View," " Bluebird of Delhi."" Isfahan:'
"Depk," "Mount IIarissa," "Blue Pepper," "Agra," "Amad," and "Ad Lib on
Nippon." Several of the movements were played withollt a break between them.

The pcrfonllers were all accomplished and well-known jaz7 musicians;
Jon Jang (piano), Mark IZlI (double bass and sheng), Francis Wong and Melecio
Magdaluyo (saxophones), Ilafez Modirzadch (tenor and alto saxophones, alto
clarinet, kama, daff, and II~\'). Jim Norton (saxophones and woodwinds), Qi
Chao Liu (db, sheng, and suolla), Louis Fazman and John Worley, Jr. (trumpets),
and Wayne Wallace and Dave Martell (trombones). At the center of the stage
Anthony Brown both conducted and played percussion.::!1 I long Wang was listed
as "back-up" on Chinese instruments but did not appcarsince Oi-Chao Liu played
at this pcrfonnance.
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I was told that for this e\"ent, the Asian American Orchestra had hired
more brass to supplement their core group. Even so, this group was not quite as
large as Ellington's orchestra. In addition, the AAO \\as more racially and
ethnically integrated. The group included four European Americans, two Chinese
Americans, a Japanese American, a Japanese-African-Native American, an
African American, an Iranian American. a Filipino American. and one reccnt
Chinese immigrant. 22

In spite ofheavy rain and traffic, the hall was almost completely full. As
the evening wore on, morc pcople stood in back where at least two video camcras
and a still camcra on tripods were recording thc cvcnt. The audience was
prcdominantly Europcan American, unusual for thc Oakland Asian Cultural
Ccnter.

In the Far East SlIite. Ellington and Strayhorn did nol want to qUOIC or
copy the music of the peoplc they had visited in Asia. Instead, they wanted to
express their inspiration from an "cxotic, dramatic and strange" world that was
'"upside-down"' (Dance 1967). The suite was an emotional response to an array
of stimulants including poetry and the stories behind thc places they visited.
Even though the composers did nol write for Asian instruments, they did make
use of some unusual timbres available to them. especially those of the clarinets
and nugelhoms. They probably would have used other instruments if the
musicians had had acccss to them.

Brown's goal was to pcrfonn ""in the spirit of the original Ellington
orchestm, featuring arnll1gemen~ and contributions crcated through collaborations
among theAsian Amcrican Jazz Orchestra" (Brown 1999). His decision to blend
thc sounds ofajazzorchcstra with the sounds ofl11usical instruments and aesthetics
of Iran, Japan, and China rellected the background and talents of the musicians.
In Brown's arrangemcnt "castern elcments are strongcr with instruments from
those countries playing a major rolc" (Brown 1999). Usually the sounds with
Asian origins wcre audibly distinct from the Big Band sounds, yet there werc
also subtlely blended passages. At one point the lIey was paired with the
saxophones for a uniquc, hybrid timbrc. Sincc most ifnot all ofthc musicians
were already musically multicultural, the "chemical change" Ellington spoke of
in creating the suite had already been simmering in them for some time. A well
blended trio of two shengs with clarinet probably evolved from lzu's sheng and
clarinet duet Sheng Illusion from the early 19805.
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Ellington had a knack ofprojecting a soloisl"into the music's movement"
and entrusting him with its development (Hodeir 1980). TIlis knack was not
obvious in Brown's version. The solos on di:.i, suona, and lIey were superbly
individual, but as other instruments joined them and the volume increased. it
was difficult to follow their influence over the music's development. Where I sat
against the left wall the acoustics favored the brass section. A passage in "Blue
Pepper" was so loud and multilayered, a young j31Z player silting ncar me
remarked thatlhe orchestra must be trying to exorcise demons.

After the perfonnance the audience was so enthusiastic it rose to its feet
for a standing ovation. This was a much more responsive audience than usual for
local concerts of Chinese music. dance or opera. There wcre no encores. The
musicians themsehes expressed both elation and frustration with their
perfonnance. Modirmdeh said afterwards that this concen was especially fun
because he "got to play with the music." lang, on the other hand. thought the
orchestra should have been able to bring the music alive more than it did. He
warned that when the musicians do not listen to each other, thc cnsemble suffers.

Evcn though the AAO is only in its second season of pcrfonnances,
many of its memhcrs have been playing together in various combinations for a
long time. In 1992 Jang, Liu, Magdaluyo, Wong, Nonon, Worley. Brown. and
Izu played as members of the "Pan Asian Arkestra" in Jon Jang's new work
7ianallmell.' At the San Francisco Jazz Festival in 19961zu, Wong, Modirladeh,
and Brown perfonned with others in aconcen billed as Silk Road. Asial/ Concepts
in Jazz. Thc unique combination of talents for each perfonnancc celebrates the
flexibility of the ensembles not only in their instrumelllation but also in their
self-identity. For these musicians jazz is truly a living art.

Eight of the perfonners were listed in the publicity flier as being leaders
of the Asian American jazz movement. Identifying the music as a "movement"
suggests a consciousness not only offomling a distinct musical style,23 but also
of political mobilization. According to Oliver Wang, a l>h.D. candidate at the
University ofCalifomia. Berkeley,Asian arts and politics are inscparably linked.
Through music, "an international union ofthird-world peoples" arose at the end
of the 1960s as a way ofimagining a pan-ethnic future (Wang 1999). The Asian
Amcrican Orchestra sees itself as a means of realizing a hoped-for solidarity.
"Chinese American jazz musicians are more radical, using music in a
revolutionary scnsc to protcst, to fight against inequality and to advocate social
change" (Zhang 1994:348).
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Duke Ellington wanted to achieve equality, and defied the categorization
ofeither the music he played or the musicians pcrfornling il.24 By changing its
name from theAsian American Jazz Orchestra to theAsian American Orchestra.
this group also rejects categorization of the music it produces while still calling
anenlion to some of the ethnic self-identities of its members. The name "Asian
American Orchestra" reflects our era of heavy migration and heightened
consciousness ofethnic identity among Californians.

Rather than retlecting the inspired tourist status of Ellington and his
orchestra, the Far East Suite served as a vehicle to help Brown's orchestra
construct a self-identity accentuating its Asian roots. According to Zhang, Asian
Americans "arc searching for their roots and attempting to inherit the values,
ethos. and teachings ofan ancient civilization in order to cherish a new cultural
identity in this country" (Zhang 1994:339). On the other hand. by emphasizing
Asian music, theAAO parallels the "appropriating" ofOriental isms practiced in
Middle Eastern nightclubs in America. It both exaggerates the exoticism of the
panicipants. most of whom learned Asian music only as a second musical
language. and blurs the ethnic boundaries between them (Rasmussen 1992:63.
81). By serving as a symbol ofAsian heritage, Asian music boosts self-esteem
and helps construct a group identity that might not otherwise take shape (Castro
1998).

Funding for thcse concens came from the CalifomiaAns Council. Clarion
Music. Godzilla West, Koncepts Cultural Gallery, and the CullUral Ans Division
of the city of Oakland. Judging by the comments of other jazz musicians. the
competition for funding is quite keen. By trying to represent the growing
population ofAsian Americans, the AAO can stake a claim for a larger piece of
the pic. The competition for financial support stimulates arguments over how
artists define themselves and who has a right to represent the Chinese American
community. It also encourages the AAO to emphasize its political purposes to
such an extent that Asian American jazz musicians appear to be on a "crusade"
in the Bay Area (Ouellelle 1996). Collectors who support its politics buy
recordings (Zhang 1994:333).

Immigrants trained in traditional music like Hong Wang probably would
not be playillgjazz today had there been no financial incentive. Wang explained
that he had played popular music in China in order to cam enough money for
needed scores and instruments. After this experience. learning to play jazz here
did not seem like too biga step. especially since it increased his earning potential.
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Other incentives for Chinese musicians to play jaa include access 10

audiences who would not nomlally come to concerts of Chinese music and
integration into a community where one's virtuosic talents can be readily
appreciated. Because jazz thrives on the uniqueness ofindi\ iduals. it is a logical
vehicle for integration even ifa musician has had only scam experience with it.
Learning to play in a Cantonese Opera ensemble instead, for example. probably
would take longer and yield entry only into a smaller community with a more
limited audience.

Chinese Performing Arts Fcstival'99: Dragon King

Saturday evcning. March 6, 1999, the Chinese Perfomling Artists of
America staged thcir annual cw Year's perfonnance at the Palace of Fine Arts.
San Francisco, "to epitomize the festivities for the Asian Nc\\ Year's season.
much like the VlIlcracker is to Christmas." This program had already been
staged February 26 forSan Jose public school children at the San Jose Center for
the Perfomling Arts and was repeated there February 28 for a general audience.

TIle Chinese Pcrfonlling Artists of America (CPAA) was founded in
San Jose in 1991 by executive director Ann Woo. According to the program
notes, Woo lIsed her experiences in high-technology industry and perfonning
arts production to develop links between the arts and the community. The CPAA
has a three· fold mission: (I) to present perfomlances ofdance, music and other
disciplines of Chinese perfonning arts at the professional level. (2) to conduct
educational programs so as to promote community awareness and appreciation
ofChinese arts and culture, and (3) to provide a training ground for local talents
to learn and p<1I1icipate in these disciplines. "CPAA is the only company on the
West Coast with the expertise and artistic resources to produce high quality and
diverse Chinese perfonlling arts on an on-going basis" (Chinese Perfonlling
Arts Festival 1999b).

Each year CPAA's New Year's show has a dilTerent subtitle. In 1995 it
was Quest for Romance; in 1996 it was Allciel1l Dances. Nell' Rhythms. The
Celestial Dragon in 1998. Dragon King in 1999, and Oceall Kingdom in 2000
arc part of tile dance trilo!,,'Y DragoIl2000-A Legend. Culminating in the year of
the dragon. the trilogy is so important, the name Dragon2000 has been
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trademarked. The ··prosperity. nobility, and supreme power" of the Celestial
Dragon associated with the millennium (Chinese PerfonningArts Festival 1999a)
now belongs to the CPAA which "plans to market Drago1l2000TM produets
such as storybooks, posters, painting, toys, T-shirts, mugs, etc" (Chinese
Perfonning Arts Festival I998b). One financial analyst said that the marketing
potcntial was so greal, the dragon could become a "cash cow" (Erickson 1999).

Billed as a multimedia cxtravaganza, Drago112000-A Legend "features
world-renowned perfomling artists in dance, music, acrobatics, martial arts,
magic, and drama in a full-scale multimedia spectacle. The production blends
modem technology and animation-like humor with Chinese mythology from
the Stone Age" (Chinese Perronning Arts Festival I998a). The trilogy eonsisls
of many differenl dance and music events coordinated by artistic director!
choreographer Yong Yao and music director! composer Phil Young. The program
notcs state that "CPAA is proud to have continuously provided an artistic forum
for Artistic Director Yong Yao and Music Director Phil Young, whose new works
ofdance and music uniquely integrate the essence of traditional Chinese culture
with taday's artistic expression" (Chinese Perfonning Arts Fcstival 1999a).

Though this perfonnance was well attended, it was not sold oul. Thanks
in part to limited publicity, the audience was mainly Chinese American and
recent Chinese immibrrants. It also appeared 10 be younger than audiences for
Chinese opera. Every year the CPAA includes a questionnaire along with the
program asking about the age, gender, income, occupation, and elhnicity of
audience members. Like last year, the question about ethnicity asked audience
members to self-identify as "African American, Euro-American, Native
American, Hispanic, Pacific Islander, Asian, or Other." There were no categories
for Asian American, Chinese American, or Chinese. The questionnaire also asked
how the audience heard about the perfonnance and invited comment on what il
liked most and least.

There were two emcees. Fonner MissAsian America 1997 Esther Huang
spoke first in English. Then Henry Wong spoke in Mandarin with a few phrases
in Cantonese as the evening wore on. They requested no photos or video except
by those authorized by CPAA. While Wong was explaining the danger of nash
photography to perfonners, someone in the audience nashcd him. This got a
good laugh.
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The first half of the program consisted of several danccs to recorded
music and an instrumental solo. The second halfconsisted of the Dragon King
and The Celestial Dragol/. Drago" King included both recorded and live musical
pcrfomlanccs and The Celestial Dragon was accompanied by electronic music.

The pcrfonnancc began with a showy "Ncw Year Lion Dance" celebrating
the Yearofthc Rabbit. In keeping with the idea ofnoise-making at the ew Year,
thc orchestral music accompanying it was loud and stirring. It sounded as though
it had been recorded in China by a large orchcstra oftraditional instruments. The
program notcs did not identify the name of the piece, the composer. or the
mUSICians.

Three "minoritics" danccs followed: Tibetan, Mongolian, and Dai. It is
a wcll-established tradition among local Chinese Americans 10 feature non-l Ian
danccs on their dance programs. However, the folk quality oflhcsc dances seems
less important to them than their potential as mass entertainment. The ··frolick
and rollick ofa merry Tibetan couple" (Chinese PerfonningArts Festival 1999a)
was accompanied by a strong pop beat. In front ofa backdrop showing clouds at
sunset, the athletic danccrs did leaps, splits, and madc hip mOl ions suggesti\'e of
rock-On-roll. Thc othcrtwo dances continued in thesamc aesthetic.lllc Mongolian
dance "Crimson Horsc" also added a strong pop beat to a traditional melody.
Galloping on horscback and braving thc teeming grassland as the program
suggestcd, the princess sccmed less concerned with escaping the thunder and
lightning than with posing and flirting with the audience. Afier this a well
rehearscd ensemble of cight young barefoot women danced Boaf SOllg so
gracefully, the rccordcd pop song accompaniment sounded all the more
manncristic.

A comic dance numbcr, "For Bcttcror Worse;' about a wifc nagging hcr
drunkcn husband, wanned up the audience which had been very unresponsive
up to this point. The accompaniment to this dance was also an unnamed Mandarin
popular song.

After this wc heard an er/w solo and dance number called '·Ah Bing;'
described in the program notcs as a "bittersweet romance:'1t featuredAh Bing's
"Erquan yingyuc" (translated in the program as "Moon Rcflection lIpon the Twin
Springs'"). Thomas Lee acted the part of the blind Ah Bing. Using a cane, he
made his way across the darkened stage to prerecorded tapping sounds. In raggedy
clothes, a floppy hat and sunglasses, Lee sat on a fake boulder and played the
famous solo. The sound was so smooth. clean, and seamless. it lacked all the
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pathos one might expect from the perfonnance of an old blind man. After this,
two dancers pcrfonned in front of a full moon to a recorded "lush concerto
arrangement with violin" (Chinese PerfonningAns Festival 1999a) of the samc
piece. The difficulty of playing a blind man while dancing a ballet duct scemed
to heightcn thc cnjoymcnt ofthe audience. Ah Bing's athletic twirling was quite
astonishing. Aftcrwards. somc audience members threw flowcrsonc byonc onto
thc slage.

This ycar's Dragon King was introduced as CPAA's signature piece. It
fcatured not only Chinese music, but also Indian and Korean dance. Enthroned
under the sea, the Dmgon King was entertained by subjects and foreign envoys.
Seaweed f.1iries, coml fairies, mcnnaids, and pmwn warriors danced to recorded
music for the imperial retinue which included a golden turtle prime minister and
a lion-fish general. The assortment of colorful creatures, reminding mc of the
fanlastic swamp animals in Mark Moms's 1998 modem dance production of
Ramcau's Plafee (1745) in Berkeley, was intended to promote cultural
appreciation among children.

In a beautiful green costumc, solo Korean dancer II Hyun Kim carried a
c1ulIIggo and coordinated her drumming with the recordcd drums of her
accompaniment. Aflerthis, seven Indian dancers from the Shri Krupa Foundation
of San Jose danccd with bells on their ankles to supplemcnt their recorded
accompaniment. With colorful outfits edged in gold and jewelry in their pierced
noses, they were eye-catching. The audience was attentive throughollt the long
performance. All the dancers bowed to the Dragon King.

Wei-shan Uu 011 gll:=!lcng, Thomas Lee on gao/III, and soprano Xijin
Zhang provided the only live music. First Liu and Lec rolled onto stage on a
float as if washed in by the sea, and after their Cantonese "Fishennan's Song,"
they rolled away. Both wore fantastic outfits. Liu was toppcd with a glittcry
headdress while Lee wore a shimmery red and green silk costumc. Later, Liu
returncd on the floar to accompany Zhang's wondcrful singing, marred only by
microphone problems. We wcre not told the titlc ofeither the instnnl1ental piecc
or the song.
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In the final scene, the Dragon King appeared as the Celestial Dragon to
make rain for the drought-stricken land. Like last year. an iridescent dragon
about 50 feet long chased a twirling iridescent ball around a dark stage lit only
by "black Iighf' ultraviolet rays. lightning flashed on the back screen. Well
suited to the synthesized musical accompaniment, this dramatic pcrfonnance
was fun for a11to watch.

Aside from the Korean and Indian dances, the dances on this program
were choreographed by four dancers who also pcrfonned: Yong Yao, Suliya
Song, Xingjiu Liu, and Yaqin i-Ian. The program notes made no mention of the
litle. composer, or perfonners of any of the prerecorded accompaniments. In
addition, the notes provided no infonnation about Phil Young's pieces, evell
though Young is the CPANs full-time musie director. Music was clearly secondary
to dance at this perf0n11ance.

During a change ofscenery, Chairperson Polly Kam solicited patronage
for the CPAA. First she explained that the goal of the non-profit corporation was
to share beauty and culture as well as preserve Chinese heritage for the next
generation. Then she drew anention to the group's political clout. By including
city of San Jose council members on its board ofdirectors, the CPAA assures a
close connection to Cily government. Both Kam and San Francisco supervisor
Leland Yee mentioned ho\\ San Francisco would have to work hard to compete
with San Jose for quality organizations like the CPAA. Yce told us that he
convinced the San Francisco Bo.:1.rd ofSupervisors to present a resolution honoring
the CPAA and added that San Francisco might even give the organization money.
After all, several perfonners in the organization, including instrumentalists
Weishan Liu and Thomas Lee, live in this city. These remarks suggested that the
purpose ofpolitical connections is financial support in renlnl for enhancing civic
pride.

The cost ofstaging the trilogy over three years comes to around $250.000.
Judging by the expensive, custom-made costumes, the CPAA appears to be
confident that it will be able to meet its financial goals. The group spent S50 each
for the coral headdresses and the dragon itself had cost about S50,OOO. Director
Ann Woo had travelled to China specifically to order the dragon. In addition. the
CPAA pays its anistic and music directors full-time salaries. Funding for the
CPAA is much bencr than for local grass-roots cultural organizations (Erickson
1999).
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The CPAA hopes to raise funds primarily from individuals and businesses
"having tics to the Asian markets" (Chinese Perfonning Arts Festival I999a).
According to fonner board member Cecelia FabOs-Becker, the CPAA has been
embarrassed that most major donors have not been Chinese: the San Jose Arts
Commission, California Arts Commission. the Arts Council of Santa Clam
Coumy, Arts Council Silicon Valley, the Valley Foundation, Hewlett Packard
Company, and Reliance Technical Services Inc. An economic link to Asia is
seen as important because it helps both validate the CPAA's cultural voice and
safeguard program contents from being influenced by too many non-Chinese
(FabOs-Bcckcr 1999).

Another board member explained that major American corporations
donate to the CPM at the request oftheir employees. Asians and Asian Americans
constitute around 25% of the engineers working in Silicon Valley. The CPAA
targcts businesses with links to Asia because they are both the least likely to
donatcand the most likely to pay for advertising in the program (Erickson 1999).
CUITeIll sponsors listed in the program with links to Asia include China Press,
World JournaL and AsiaOne etworks. Many other businesses and individuals
in the Asian American community also contribute.

The CPAA recognizes the advantages ofattracting non-Chinese audiences
to help it meet its funding needs, yel its marketing strategies do not reflect this.
Because ticket-selling burdens fall heavily on board members, audiences tend to
consist of friends and acquaintances of these members. Word-of-mollth
advertising and poster distribution only to Chinese bookstores and other businesses
catcring to the Chinese community further increase the likelihood that CPAA
audiences rcmain primarily Chinese American and Chinese.

In addition to the financial incentive for the CPAA to perfonn for nOI1
Chinese audicnces, there is an educational incelllive. The CPAA wants to show
audiences that the Chinese have well-established traditions in thc arts and thaI
the stcrcotypes of thc Chinese as scientists, engineers, laundry workers, and
miners do not reveal the rieh diversity of Chinese culture (Erickson 1999).
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Lca\ing the hall after the perfonnancc, the audicnce could both smell
and sec a buffcl din ncr being offered in Ihe lobby 10 a seicci group ofsupporters.
The CPAA apparently decided that its need to cntice people to donate more
outweighed the risk ofoffending audience members who consider such tactics
to be rude. In an effort to attract more small donors, the CPAA recently dropped
the minimum price ofjoining the "Friends ofCPAA., fan club from S50 to S30
a year.

Coals

These descriptions of four perfonnanccs suggest that Chinese music
organizations and musicians in the Bay Area have multiple goals. Some ofthese
goals are publicized in program notes or stated by emcees at pcrfonnances. but
others are not. Whether stated or unstated, these goals help illustrate the diverse
and important roles Chinese music plays in our rapidly changing metropolis.
Combined with the goals of other local Chinese music organizations and
musicians, these goals include the following: 25

(1) To entertain. First and foremost Chinese music in the Bay Area is
meant to beenlertaining. Perfonncrs want todclight and satisFy audicnces.
Sometimcs Chinese music used to accompany dance is not even idcntified
to audienccs. It enhances perfonnances even without didactic purpose.

(2) To serve as the voiceofthe community. This usually but not necessarily
takes the fonn of promoting Chinese culture.

(3) To create a link to thc past. Chinese instrumcntsand musie arc typically
promoted for their great agc. Being able to demonstrate links to the past
legitimizes personal voicc in the present (Coplan 1987:415).26

(4) To participate, both as artists and as representatives ofthe community,
in our multicultural society. This participation is evident in repertory and
cfforts to collaborate. By perfonning modernized Chinese folk music
and new music, some groups demonstrate \1,.'Ofldlincss, \'crsatility. and a
willingncss to join the tradition ofcultural hybridization that has shaped
the history of music in the San Francisco Bay Area. By collaborating
with others to producc programs, Chinese musicians demonstrate
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readiness to accommodate cultural diversity. Participating in
heterogeneous groups is a step towards being able to identify with larger
groups, such as Chinese Americans, Asian Americans, and all
Americans.27

(5) To serve as role models and mediators between cultures. When
musicians ofdiverse backgrounds come together to foon an organization,
they face the challenge of cooperating with each other and developing
mutual understanding. Jumping Buddha's Michael Santorosecs his role
as a non-Chinese perfonner in a group with Nonhem and Southern
Chinese musicians as that of mediator and role-model for tolerant
behavior.

(6) To help audiences experience multiple cuhures. The California
Chinese Orchestra seeks to build bridges by sharing their music with
non-Chinese audiences. while the Chinese PerfonningAnists ofAmerica
exposes audiences to perfonnances of Indian and Korean dances.

(7) To educate. Chinese music perfonnance is a means of cultivating
appreciation for cultural heritages not readily available to new generations
ofChinese Americans growing up away from their ancestral homelands.
Many Chinese music groups see education as an imponant responsibility.

(8) To build community pride by honoring predecessors in America.
The Chinese Perfonning Artists ofAmerica states thai it calls attention
to the relationship between its music presentations and the unique
contributions of earlier Chinese immigrants to California culture as a
way of enhancing community pride.

(9) To transcend the boundaries of music in America (Liu 1996). By
combining Shandong folk music with improvisationaljazz, Qi-chao Liu
of Chi Music intends to defy stereotypes and blend the polarized: old
with new, and East with West. The Asian American Orchestra recently
dropped Ihe teon 'jazz" from its title in order to transcend the implicit
boundaries of that teon.

(10) To preserve Chinese culture. Even though most Bay Area Chinese
music organizations have shown lin Ie interest in preservation as it is
commonly understood in the West, many older practices survive herc.::!8
This is especially evident in Cantonese Opera clubs.
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(II) To trigger imaginations. Jeffrey Wong of the California Chinese
Orchestra has wriuen his Alien Sy",pllO'~v for the orchestra's January.
2000, perfonnance as a way ofexpressing an imaginary \vorld in outer
space. Betty Wong of the Phoenix Spring Ensemble asks audienccs to
imagine exotic scenes of"Persian camels, Arabian horses, and Chinese
silks" while listening to her group's recording Xinjiang Scintillating
(Wong 1998).

In addition to these goals, Chinese music servcs important roles in helping
Chinese immigrants adapt to their new homes. First, familiar music allows
nc\vcomers to adjust gradually to a foreign environment by helping them avoid
the disorientation of sudden major changes in cultural context (Lomax 1994).
Second. sharing easily recognizable elements of Chinese cuhure with other
immigrants helps reaffinn self-identity in the face ofchallenges to it by changes
in the environment (Asai 1997:283).29 The difticulty ofmaintaining self-identity
is reflected in the tcndency to elevate some elements ofChincsc culture to icon
status.

Regional Influences

Even though the concept of regional identity is weak compared to the
concept ofethnic identity among Chinese music organizations in the San Francisco
Bay Area, cnvironmental circumstances influence these organi7..ations to the same
cxtent that thcy influcncc other music organizations here. The circumstances
affecting the development ofcontemporary music in Califomia in lhe I960s and
I970s have continued into the 1980s and I990s to anCCI swelling numbers of
Chincse music performers and composers. These circumstances include the
proximity and interaction of diverse populations, improving communications
both local and distant, access to instruments and recordings ofa variety ofmusic
traditions, tenuous relations with audiences, and the sensibility ofworking outside
mainstream Amcrican cultural institutions. Thesecircumstances have encouraged
and continue to encoumge the search for flexible roles, expanded self-definitions,
and spiritual connections. They encourage exploring the musical potential of
instruments and using them as sonic resources not limited by past practices,
exploiting the expanded range of possibilities electronic technology enables,
borrowing ideas across cultural borders for musical enrichment mlherthan simply
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for political purposes, accepting broader definitions of music, recognizing
diversity in notation and willingness to learn more than one system. and
recognizing that multi-directional cultural devc10pmenl is not only acceptable
but desirable (Samson 1980:3-6).

An increased awareness of regional influences would benefit Chinese
music organizations in the Bay Area. An understanding of the cultural history of
the Bay Area and its inOuence on the present would help them become less
isolated. First, if they realized that culturally and racially diverse audiences have
already been cultivated here, they would be less likely to underestimate their
capacity to attract these audiences. Second. ifthey realized that more than twenty
years ago. almost 5()% ofcomposers in Northern California \I,"ere actively studying
non·',,"estern music and creating hybrid works, they could take advantage of
common ground in the development of their own multicultural music.·m When
local resources remain unknown, they remain unexplored.

Even though Chinese musicians share much with other Bay Area
musicians both past and present. new immigrants generally exhibit many cultural
differences. Among these differences is the desire to build professional careers
in music. They work for recognition by applying for grants, booking hallsoulSide
Chinese communities, publishing in program notes letters ofcongratulations to
them from politicians, and implementing a variety of marketing strategies.
Whereas new arrivals wanI visibility in mainstream American culture, many
Northern Californian composers have been so willing to remain outside of
mainstn.:am culture, they have rejected the label "professional" as being too
limiting (Samson 1980: II ).31 Longtime Bay Area residents seelll less likely to
associate economic success with artistic success.

Because there are many obstaeles to achieving financial success as a
music organization in the Bay Area, groups sometimesexprcss resentment towards
the American cultural ;'establishment." Their fnJstrations echo the fnJstrations
of counterculture artists orpast generations and continue California's history as
a place to voice protest. Rather than identify power imbalances between cultural
groups as related toeconomic problems, education, and other factors inOuencing
Califomia's position in American culture, some Chinese musicians view these
imbalances as the result of racial or ethnic prejudice.32
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Each generation discovers for itself a sense of commonality with other
perfonning artists. Past alliances between Western and Eastern cultures so
famously cultivated here by such notables as Henry Cowell and Lou Harrison
have been succeeded by alliances forged by Asian Americans in collaboration
with new immigrants and non-Asian Americans. Panicip..1nts have a sense of
building on the past. such as usingjazzas a starting point for creating new music,
but Western culture is not the only staning JX,>inl. When composer pianist Jon
Jang pcrfonns simultancously with Cantonese Opera singer Eva Tam and the
Kronos String Quanet. fully fonned Eastern and Western cultures join togcther
as if starting points were irrelevant. Jang's Island ImmigralJl Suirt? No. J (2CXXl)
may be as seminal to 21 st-century music as Cowell's The TIdes ofMallawuwlI
(1912) was 20th-ccmury music, but what makes this music different from the
music Bay Area audiences have heard in the past few generations is not the
concept ofcombining cultures or the willingness of diverse musicians to work
together. It is the widespread participation offoreign.trained virtuosi with more
than one generation ofmulticultural local artists and musicians raised in a Iiocral
climate. Strength.s ofeach - technical proficiency on non-Western instruments
and fierce individualism - combine to give birth to a new American music.

Conclusions

Chinese music in the Bay Area is as diverse as the people who practice
it: recent immigrants from many different pans of mainland China, Singapore,
Ilong Kong, and Taiwan, immigrants who have spent most of their lives here,
multiple generations ofAmerican·bom Chinese. pan-Chinese. and non-Chinese.
Audiences can hear different types of opera, arTdngements or folk and classical
music for ensembles of various sizes, new instrumental solos, dance
accompaniments, popular songs, and fonns like jazz and new musie that build
on Western music, overlapping with non-Chinese traditions to the extent that the
designation "Chinese" only partly applies. Among musicians in the San Francisco
Bay Area, there is no agreement on what should be called Chinese and what
should not. Arguments over tenninology extends to whether or not music should
be categorized at all.

The scopc of activity is so broad that no one claims to be keeping track
ofil. Cantonese Opcra club members keep in touch with several other Cantonese
Opcra clubs even to the point ofl>ecoming members in more than one, an unheard
of practice in the p..1SI. Yet these musicians have little ifany contact \vith Peking
Opera clubs or the many Chinese choruses in the Bay Area. Unless specifically
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invited. most glcheng (zither) players would not attend concerts ofother kinds
ofChinese music any more than they would attend concerts ofKorean kayaglfm
(zither) music. Likewise. many Chinese American audiences who would attend
perfonnanccs of new music or jazz featuring ethnic Chinese perfomlers would
rarely attend new music or jazz perfonnances by non-Chinese. Many Chinese
American musicians and audiences remain poorly infonned about non-Chinese
cultural activities in the Bay Area and unaware of the similarities between their
experiences and those of their neighbors.

Even though parts of the Chinese musie scene in the Bay Area exist in
mutual isolation, many musicians participate in morc than one area. Karaoke
appeals to amateur Cantonese Opera singers as well as to conservatory-trained
instnlmentalists, enticing them to sing in at least two different languages. Likewise,
many singers who began with karaoke now sing live opera. Jazz groups welcome
virtuoso instrumentalists regardless ofwhat instnlments they play. Thechallenge
of establishing a new self-identity as a jazz musician is cased by being able to
usc Chinese instruments and melodies in the music.

Chinese musie in the Bay Area is a versatile tool used for many different
purposes. Yet the multiple goals stated by the perfomlance groups do not reflect
the full extent of the impol1ance ofChinese music in the community. Regardless
of the social. economic, and political roles Chinese music serves in the San
Francisco Bay Area, this music occupies an exalted place in the hearts ofmany
people. Whether modem or ancient, Chinese music in its various fonns and
contexts is beloved. For this reason alone it should nourish here, and every
indication suggests that it will.

Appendix

Organizations Performing Chinese 1usic in the San Francisco Bay Area

Based on my personal contacts with organizations in San Francisco and
Oakland,33 l he following list includes only Cantonese Opera clubs and troupes.
Chinese instrumental music organizations, and other Chinese arts organizations
that perfonn Chinese music. It does not include Peking Opera clubs, Kunqu
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clubs, Choral groups, ororganizations like the San Francisco Symphony Orchestrn
or the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players Ihal pcrfoml music by
composers from China but whose primary focus is nOllhe Chinese perfonning
arts.

Rather than address the question of what Chinese music is and \\ hat an
organi7..3lion is, for the purpose ofcompiling this list I accept the designations of
those involved. As a result, I include a wide variety of groups. Some ha\ie no
officers or regular meetings and perfonn only privately, while others have boards
of directors, tax-exempt status. and stage major productions. Some new
organizations were created by and for newcomers; others have long histories in
San Francisco or have evolved as offshoots of such organizations. A fe\\ are
essentially businesses; at least two would rather be considered international than
Bay Arca. 34 Because it includes time-sensitive infonnation that may already be
obsolete, this list should be considered only as a starting point for further study.
The rate ofmusic group fonnation and reorganization in the Bay Area has been
higher in the last few years than ever before.

I include the following infonnation about each organization when
available and applicable: the organization 's name both romanized and in Chinese
characters,35 a translation of the name into English,36 any fonner namc of the
group, the date founded, the address where the group meets or of the contact
person, the name of a contact person or officer, the email address or wcbsite
URL, and meeting times for some.

Ilow musicians idenlify themselves and their groups rcllects how they
perceive thcmselves and their roles in society. Cantonese Opera musicians who
perfonn together for charity purposes frequently do not choose a name for thcir
tcmporary alliance of instrumentalists and singers. There is always a name for a
musical event but nol always a name for the group of musicians pcrfonning
together. Evcn club names like "Hoyfung" ("Ocean Breeze") or "Music
Gathering" bestow no special status on the perfonncrs. On the other hand,
musicians with professional and/or political ambitions are more likely 10 choose
a namc like "North American Guqin Association" even when it rcfers mainly to
a teacher with a few students. The name "Jumping Buddha" reflects a goal of
heterogeneity by referring to "expensive, unique ingredients nOI commonly
combined inlo one dish;' and so good that they distract Buddha from his
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mcditations to the point where he jumps a fence to gCI it (Santoro 1999: I). The
name "Chi Music" transcends boundaries by calling attention to "Chi,"
representing energy, life-force, and vitality. "Chi Music" is meant to capture the
essence of the human spirit (Liu 1996).

Cantonese Opera Clubs and Troupes

BahtwoAssociation [U.S.A. Western Eight l-IamlonicsGuitd] (1990). 729
Sacramento St., San Francisco, CA 941 08. Tel: 415-781-0755. President:
Chiuhung Pak; Music Director: Chaosing Fong.

Chungwah Musical Club [Chinese Traditional Music Association] (1959) . 819
Sacramento St., San Francisco, CA 941 08, basement. Tel: 415-398-1932.
President: Ging-hung Wong.

Duenfungming Chinese Opera Troupe [Proper Phoenix Call Cantonese
Opcra Troupc] (1997) (fonnerly Phoenix Chinese Opcra Troupc [1992].
Co-founder: Josephine Ma (rehearses at Lukin).

Fuklei [Felicity Association] (1995). 798 Commercial Street, S.F., CA
94108. Tel: 415-772-9928. President: Mr. Wong.

Gaehau [California Chinese Opera Collective] (1993).435 8th St: #30 I,
Oakland CA 94607. Tel: 510-238-9066. Music Director: Jeffrey Wong

Gumsan [Chinese Classical Opcra Center] (1998). I Jason Alley, S.F. 94113.
TcI:415-397-9563. Director: Bakchiu Wong; Music Director: Sonny
Wong.

lIaliwan [Studio 819] (1992). 819 Sacramemo St: (basement), S.F., CA 94108.
Tel: 415-788-8833. Owner: Gum-yin Leung.

i longdau [Red Bean Chincsc Classical Opera Club (fomlerly Red Bean
Cantonese Opcra House)] (1996).445 8th St:, 2nd Floor, Oakland CA
94607. Tel: 510-663-8216. President: Ching Leung (Jing Liang).
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Iloyfung [Ocean Brceze Traditional MusicAssociation] (1943).782 Sacramento
Street, S.F., CA 94108. Tel: 415-421-4593. President: Chaosing Fong.

Jingying [Refined Person's Cantonese Opera Academy] (1996). 146 Waverly
St.. Third Ooor. President: gamling Lum; Musie Director: Leungbcn
Chen.

Liangjing CantoneseOpcra Troupe (1996). President: Chaosing Fong; Principal:
Jing Liang; Coneen Master JeftTey Wong. Tel: 51Q-Q63-8216. (Musieians
in this group are recruited from other organizations for pcrfonnanecs.)

Lok Yi Lok [Happiness Redoubled] (1999). 192 10th Street, Oakland, CA 94607.
President: Oak Wong (mccts Saturdays and Sundays)

Lukin [Green Strings Chinese Opern Aeademy] (1995). 1419 Powell Street.
S.F., CA 94133, Tel. 415-986-2666. Musie Direetor: Eva Tam;
<evatya(a hotmail.eom> (Meets Friday, Saturday & Monday evenings).

Music·Gathering (1997); fonnerly Chinese Musie Association (1969). Chinese
Recreation Center, Mason at Washington St.. S.F. (Monday evenings)
and Chinese Playground, 850 Sacramento St., S.F., CA 941 08.. TelAI5·
397-1860. Director: Lawrence P. L. Lui (mects Wednesday evenings).

Namchong [South China Traditional Music Association] (1925). 143 Waverly
St., S.F., CA 94108. Tel: 415-986-3158. President: Elaine Fong.

Namgok [South China Musieal Arts Research Center] (1995). 130 Waverly
Plaee S.F., CA 94108. Tel. 415-983-0321. President: Chukran Man.

Oakland Chincsc Music Association (1990). 731 Webster St., 2nd Ooor #1,
Oakland, CA 94607. Tel: 510-452-5272. I>resident: Ming Louie

Quegee[Que Gee Athletie and Musie Club] (1942). 132 Waverly Plaee, S.F.,
CA 941 08. Tel: 415-982-4450. President: Nonnan Jue (meets Sat.
afternoons).

Sunwan [New Sound Opera Arts Center], and [Buddha Mountain Cantonese
Opern Troupe] (1991). 109 Waverly Plaee, second floor, S.F., CA 94108.
Tel.: 415·398-0502. President: Puisan .
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Yeeying Music Association [Excellent Ceremony Music Association] (1995).
33 Spofford Alley. S.F., CA 94133. Tel: 415-392-4836. President:
Gccnchoi Hong (meets Wed.. Fri .. Sat., & Sun. evenings).

Inslrumental Groups Performing Chinese Music

Asian American Orchestra (fOnllCrly Asian American Jazz Orchestra) (1997).
http://www.aajo.com/indcx.hlm. Tel:5l 0-428-2126. Artistic Director:
Anthony Brown.

Bcijing Trio (1998): Max Roach (non- Bay Area), Jicbing Chen, and Jon Jang.
P.O. Box 640897, San Francisco, CA 94164-0897. Contact: Steve Hom.
Tel: 510-623-6510.

Chi Music Ensemble (1995) and Pacific Zheng Ensemble (1988). 1052 Euelid
SI.. Berkeley. CA 94708, and 991 Metro Drive. Monterey Park, CA 91755.
Tel: 510-525-4591: 626-307-2803. Director: Qi-chao Liu.

Fang Fu Gu-Zheng Music Society (fonnerly Hsu-fang Fu Gu-Zheng Music
Society) (1998). FostcrCity, CA. Tel: 415-245-5788. Director: !isu-fang
Fu.

Flowing Stream Ensemble (1971) (Originally at the San Francisco Conservatory
of Music) and Phocnix Spring Ensemble (1976). 1173 Bosworth St.,
San Francisco, CA 94131. Tel: 415-587-3986. Director: Betty Wong.

Gaehau [Califomia Chinese Orchestra] (1993).435 8th SI. #30 I, Oakland CA
94607. Tel: 510-238-9066. Concert Master: Jeffrey Wong.

Jumping Buddha Ensemble (1995) (formerly Silk Bamboo Ensemble [1992]).
Music Director: Fred Fong JBE@c1ariQnmusic.com:
http: www.c1arionmusic.comlJBE.html.

Melody ofChina. Inc. (1993). Fax: 415-681-4788.
hongwang{Q melcxJyofchina.com
www.melcxJyofchina.com. Artistic Director: Hong Wang.
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North Amcrican Guqin ASSN (North Amcrican Guqin Association) (1997).
1725 B Strect # I0, HaY'vard, CA 94541, Producer: Fci Wang
<guqin(a.onebox.com> http:, www.chinescculture.netlguqinl

Pcach Garden Orchestra (about 1980).738 Stockton St. #68, San Francisco. CA
94108. Tel: 415-362-6236. Director: Sam La.

San Francisco Gu-Zheng Music Society (1983). ~50 Sccond Avenue. S.F.. CA
94118. Tel. 415-751-65~9. President: Wei-shan Liu.
http:; w\vw.c1arionmusic.comJguzheng.html.

Other Chinese Arts Organilations Performing Chinese ~1usic

Chinese Perfonning Artists ofAmerica (1991) (fonnedy Chinese Perfonning
Artists of San Jose). 377 South First Street. San Jose. CA 95113. Tel.
fax:408-973-8276. Executive Director: Ann Woo.
CPAA(a ChinesePerfonningArts.Org
http: www.sanjosearts.conllcpaa.html.

lily Cai Chinese Dance Company (1991). 1286 Pacific Ave., San Francisco.
CA~ 1089. Tel: 415-474-4702. Director: lilyCai; ExccutiveandArtislic
Director: Gang Situ. http: www.mcn.org/21laksllilycail.hull

Notes

I. For example, Sam Lau and Lawrence Lui. From the time I began pCrf0n11ing
::JlOlIgll/I (2-stringcd fiddle) with the Chinese MusicAssociation (renamed Music
Gathering in 1997) in 1980, the repertory of this group bas shifted from short
instnllllcntal picces to complete opera arias, reneeting the changes in attitude
towards Cantonese opera among earlier immigrants. These immigrants still enjoy
pcrfonning instrumental pieces, however. At the Chinatown Night Market in
San Francisco, October 30, 1999, Music Gathering played only instrumental
pieces for more than three hours.
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2.There are many other Chinese music organizations in the Bay Area which I do
not list for lack ofcurrent infonnation. For a list oflocal choral groups and clubs
perfonning Peking Opera or Kunqu Opera see Wei-Hua Zhang's dissertation,
"The Musical Activities of the Chinese American Communities in the San
Francisco Bay Area: A Social and Cultural Study. ,. U.c. Berkeley, 1994.

3. Since many recent Chinese immigrants who have become American citizens
still identify themselves as Chinese rather than as Chinese American, I use the
tenn "Chinese" to refer to ethnicity rather than to nationality. I usc the tenn
"Chinese American" to refer to American citizens of Chinese ancestry born in
the United States and those who arrived before the wave of immigration in the
19805. I refer to those atTiving in the 19805 and later as "recent immigrants." I
use the tenn "Chinese musician" to refer to anyone playing Chinese music. Even
though the tenn "American" applies to all the hybrid cultural products that arise
in America, newcomers and those who feel politically disenfranchised often
prefer to label their music according to some of its cultural clements, hence the
tenns "Asian American" and ""Chinese American" music. At the same time,
ChineseAmerican musicians like Betty Wong object to the tcnn "Asian American
music" since it brings to mind only the dominant musical cultures ofAsia. Lacking
a broader tenn to describe the music on hcr CD "Xinjiang Scintillating," she
calls it ""American Eurasian nomadic music;' though she would prefer to avoid
stereotyping altogether (Wong 1998).

4. Deleon quotes activist Ilenry Ocr: ""The diversity of origins, opinions and
belief systems is staggering. There's no way that any single organization can
claim to represent 'Chinese San Francisco'" (DeLeon 1992:29).

5. Torn HOlton quotcs Richard Sicden: "the Golden Gate Bridgc has become a
suicide landmark with a fatal mystique that draws the suicide-prone" (I-lorton
1983:67).

6. Because many Chinese American names confonn to the English language
order of given name first and surname last, to be consistent I have put all
Romanizations of personal names in this order. I transliterate Cantonese names
following Cantonese pronunciation and Mandarin names according to whichever
system the individual uses.
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7. In his intnXluction to Sail Francisco, the Musical HislOf)' TOllr, Selvin sums
up the importance of the confluence of ideas in shaping Bay Area culture: ··It
was in San Francisco where Louis Annstrong poked his head into limbo's Bop
City to hcar...Charlie Parker play. Satchmo. of course, famously derided the
Young Turk sound ofbebop as 'Chinese Music.' And those fabulous beatniks of

orth Beach in the fifties. who adopted modem jazz as their national anthem,
merrily mixed poetry and saxophones. folk music and Benzedrine. in a cultural
cocktail that changed the face of a generation....To this day, the orth Beach
neighborhood remains a bristling melange of different worlds traditional
Chinese, old· fashioned Italian, shadowy bohemians. young punks, sleazy
flcshpits. In this long·slanding petri dish, young beatniks, drawn from across the
country by the lure ofJack Kcrouac's On the Road, mingled with these streams
in the 1960s. Janice Joplin first sang the blues in Grant Avenue coffeehouses
where Paul Kantner of the Jefferson Airplane still takes his afternoon
espressos...What always made San Francisco such a rich breeding ground for
creativity is exactly this confluencc" (Selvin 1996: 13·14).

8. Ilispanics are usually counted separately from Caucasians even though many
Hispanics are Caucasian.

9. For further infomlation about Chinese music in Oakland, see Chinese
Traditional Arts and Folklife in Oakland, Willie R. Collins, ed.. City ofOakland
Cultural Arts Division. Traditional Arts Program. 1994.

10. The scenes/arias we heard were: (I) General Uu DeJends the City Lu An
[LlIanjiu], (2) two arias from The Slaty oJSoulh Tang Dy"asty's Emperor Poel
U }if ( Uhou:::llll =hi si/llli; LillollzllU zlli =ifen). (3) Ambassador Zhu Bian Bicl5
Farewell (Zilu Bian Iwiclwozlli songbie), (4) Tile King oJHu Serenade, Farewell
10 his Concubine Wen Ji (Ilujia qinglei bie Wen ji). and (5) two arias from The
E\terlu5Iil1gSormw Q(EmperorXuan Zong oJthe Tang Dynasty (Tanggong lIellshi
::lIi Mall'eipo; Tanggollg henshi =hi liall.shallg rel/jiall. For these titles I used
pi/I)'ill (Mandarin) transliterations for convenience in checking library references.

II. The IS-member orchestra of Chinese instruments performing with the San
Francisco Gu-zheng Music Society on May 8. 1999 at Herbst Theatre in San
Francisco included three Caucasians.

12, Supenitles used to be more common, but are not popular with singers for
two reasons: mistakes in singing are easy for the audience to catch, and when the
person projecting the superscripts falls behind, the audience sometimes becomes
so distracted it stallS to twiner. This negatively affects a singer's performance.
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13. Xiaoming JIe is a 1981 graduate in theory and composition frol11 the Wuhan
Conservatory ofMusic. Jeffrey Wong studied with the famouserlw (Iwo-stringed
fiddle) mastcr Tianyi Liu. Hc, worked for the Pearl Rivcr Motion Picture Co.,
and researched "national" music before going to Hong Kong in 1979. Wong has
composed many pieces, including one with local glchellg leacher Weishan Liu.
and now teaches at Laney College in Oakland.

14. The special days are not recurring in future years but apply only to the original
day ofthe perfonnance. They honornol only the recipient but also the supervisors
who initiate them.

15. Women frequently assist on percussion at some Cantonese Opera clubs, and
at Lukin. music director Eva Tam is also a principal percussionist.

16. The attention to appearance contradicts Sing Lee's observations ofBay Area
singers: "The singers...have nol resorted to extravagant costumes and make-up
to clutter up their perfonnances. While the singers are on stage, we do not find
people checking them out from head to toe and commenting on whose costume
is the most attractive or whose make-up is the most peculiar. Nor have there
been debates about who is the most full-figured singer or who is the most slender.
Once the audience is distracted by considerations ofthcsc superficialities, il will
definitely affect the singers' concentration on their pcrfOtnlances and will also
affect the audience's Icvel ofappreciation" (Lec 1998:50).

17. As a part of thc Meet the Composer's New Residencics program, 1998
2000, Gang Situ composed the music for Common Ground II, a collaboration
with Dimensions Dance Theatre (of Oakland) and the Lily Cai Chinese Dance
Company, perfonned November 12 & 13, 1999. Situ will also present a concert
of new instrumental works, Strings Calligraphy. in 2000.

18. As h1r as I could tell, none ofthe new music fans next door came over to hear
this perfonnance. I had been able to slip out and return to Opus 415 No.4 with
plenty of timc to hear Henry Brant's spectacular improvised piece COli/moil

Interests featuring all the instmments. including gllqin and koto, lIsed in othcr
picces that day.

19. San Francisco Ethnic Arts organizer Andrew Wood mentioned to me at the
perfOnllanCC that Cai's choreography reminded him oftheopcras ofthe Cultural
Re\olution. lie fclt that the movemcnts of the dancers 011 stage reflected Cai's
training in Shanghai during a period when propaganda was the fundamental
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purposc ofdance.

20. A Stalc Dcpartmcnt tour had taken Ellington's orchestra to Amman, Kabul.
cw Delhi, Ceylon, Tehran. Madras, Bombay, Baghdad, and Ankara. Later the

group had travelled to Japan.

21. TheAAO recorded thcirversion ofthe Far EastSuite with the same perfonners
on March 31 and April I, 1999; the CD is distributed by Asian Improv Records
as AIR 0053. For more information call 415-243-8808.

22. Qi-chao Liu, who came to California in 1985. was the only immigrant.
23. According to Weihua Zhang. Chinese American Jazz qualifies as a distinct
genre on the basis ofits integration ofChinesc traditional music with an indigenous
American music (Zhang 1994:148). Without general guidelines on what
constitutes a musical genre, however, such a designation remains arbitrary.
Standardi7..ation in the usc of terminology would be helpful here.

24. To Duke Ellington and most musicians of his generation, "jazz" was a
derogatory tcnn used to discredit the music arising from Negro culture (The
Economist 1999c:87). Ellington did not called his orchestra a jazz orchestra.

25. Thesc goals do not apply unifomlly to all organizations and individuals.

26. Chinese music thus helps immigrants and others adjust to a society that
prizes individualism by helping them claim the right to their own voice. This
empowers not only individuals, but also their communities, facilitating integration
into American society. A strong community can develop political clout to
successfully participate in society as a whole.

27. Even those who self-identify as Chinese do not necessarily share musical
culture and feelings of unity with others who also self-identify as Chinese. Only
pan of the musical heritage ofChinese immigrants who have settled in the Bay
Area can be described as "national." Alliances between people who pcrfonn
Chinese music are not automatic.

28. There is an excellent discussion of the Chinese concept of preservation in
"Faking it: Ilow the Italians have taught the Chinese to preserve their ancient
masterpieccs instead ofcopying them." The Nell' }brker, June 15, 1998, pp. 36·
42.
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29. "By prcsclVing bonds with their community and building identity through
music, Japanese American musicians acquire a sense of place whereby they are
anchored and empowered" (Asai 1997:283).

30. In 1974, Bay Area composer Douglas Leedy reckoned that exploring Asian
musical ideas had already been a part ofthe mainstream ofAmerican thought for
20 years (Samson 1976:2).

31. Composers Janice Giteck and Ann Sandifur explained that they were life
oriented, not carecr·oriented, and sought to be versatile rather than specialized.
Ramon Sender, co-founder of the San Francisco Tape Music Center in 1962,
branched out by going to live and work. at Morningstar Ranch.

32. Altempts to counteract discrimination often are discriminatory and divisive.
The Asian Pacific Islander Cultural Center in San Franciseo initiated an annual
arts festival in 1999 with such a political agenda that promots separatism. The
festival is called ''The United States ofAsian America" rather than a name that
would emphasize the arts, such as '"The United Asian Arts ofAmerica." Tensions
have remained unexpectedly high between the races in San Francisco during our
era of economic expansion partly because social selVices have not kept pace
with the needs of the growing population, partly because of the heavy influx of
newcomers with little experience living among other races, and for many other

reasons.

33. Special thanks to Iloyfung elub members for help in compiling this list.

34. Pianist JOI1 Jang considers the Beijing Trio to be an international group rather
than a Bay Area group even though two of the three members live here (Jang

1999).

35. The romanizations follow the Cantonese pronunciations used by the
organizations thcmselvcs, except that the organizations typically do not combine
syllables. Thlls "I loy Fung" has been changed to "Hoyfung" in this article.

36. The translations arc those used by the organizations wherever possible;
otherwise I provide thcm.
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Glossal!

OrganiL31ions

Buddha Mounlain Canlonese Opera Troupe
Chungwah Musical Club
Chinese Music Associalion
Chinese Perfonning Anisls of America
Duenfungming Chinese Opera Troupe
Flowing Siream Ensemble
Fuklei
Gachau

Gumsan
Hauwan
Hongdau
Hovfuna
Lukin
Melody of China
Music-Gathering
Namchong
Namgok
Oakland Chinese Music Association
Peach Garden Orchestra
Pheonix Chinese Opera Troupe
Quegee
San Francisco Gu·Zheng Music Society
Sunwan
Yeeying Music Association
Zhanjiang xiao kongque yueju tuan
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People

Ah Bing
Cai, Lily
Chen, Leungben
Cheng, Man
dan
Fong, Chaosing
Fong, Elaine
Fu, Hsu-fang
Han, Yaqin
He, Xiao Ming
Hong, Geenchoi
Jue, Norman
Lam, Siufan
Lam, Siukwan
Lau, Sam
Liang, Jing
Liu, Qi-chao
Liu, tianyi
Liu, Wei-shan
Liu, Xingjiu
Louie, Ming
Lui, Lawrence
Lurn, Ngamling
Ma, Josephine
Man, Chukfan
Ng, Puisan
Pak, Chiuhong
Peng, Xiuwen
sheng
Situ. Gan~
Song, Suliya
Tam, Eva
Wang, Hong
Wong, Bakchiu
Wong, Ging-hung
Wong, Kai
Wong, Kwoksan (Jeffery)
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The Daguaslte Music of Xi'an

Han Kuo-Huang

DaguasJre Music and its Cultural Background

Dagllashe (the breaking-melon club) music is a luogu (gongs and drums;
exlended to mean percussion in general) genre from Xian and its outskirts in
Shaanxi province in northwest China. In recent years the local people also refer
10 the club as tongqishe (the brass-instrument club), a more literary tenn.

Gao Ilouyong has established five categories of traditional Chinese
ensemble music, namely, chuida (blowing and striking),gucJwi(drum and winds).
sdlll (silk and bamboo), xiallsuo (strings). and I/logli. Some examples of the
last eategory./uogu, though percussion-dominated, do involve wind and string
instruments. Thus. the tenn qinglllogu (pure gongs and drums) is employed to
designate an ensemble consisting ofonly percussion instruments ofa non-melodic
nature (1986:4). Daguashe music belongs to this subcategory, one that is used
not only as musical accompaniment for lion dances and dragon dances but also
as musical introductions for opera perfonnanccs. Qil1gluogu can be heard in
Ilunan daliuzi (Striking cymbals of Hunan), Sichuan naonian (Uproarious New
Year ofSichuan), Ilubei zisi luogu (Rituallllogu ofHubci), Tiar~in fagu (Buddhist
dnllTIS ofTianjin) and other genres.

Shaanxi province is one of the most important centers of percussion
music in China. All three regions of the province, north, central, and south, boast
many percussion genres. Vi llages organize chuigulxm (blowing and drum groups)
with musicians who arc usually close relatives. For instance, XianyangArea has
more than 300 such groups and include approximately 2000 members (Li: 1-2).
According 10 Li Ilaoyu and Yi Meng, there are three functions of/llOgll music in
Shaanxi, namely lxlll::Ollluogu (accompanying luogu,) qingllloglt, and biaoyan
luogu (exhibition luogu). The first type is used in accompanying folk festival
activities, such as yallgge (transplanting dance), gaoqiao (stilt dance) and so
forth. The second type is for musical perfonnance. The third type is used in

iulab'U (Cow drag drums), Anzai yaogu (Waist drums of Anzai), and other
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genres that feature musie perfonnances with simple dance movements. "North
Shaanxi is rich in OOn:/lo /llogu; central Shaanxi, biaoyan//logli and qing/lloglI,
southern Shaanxi. ban:olt /uogu and qing/uogu" (li and Yi 1992: 575). Dagllashe
music was born in such a fertile percussion music land.

As used by the villages. dagllashe refers to the music as well as the
music clubs that perfonn it. In the past. the genrc was also called shijiahuo (ten
items). In recent years, thc tcnns longqishi orgu)'ueslwe (drum music club) are
cmployed to mean the music clubs. Each IOllgqis!le includes not only many
musicians but also a number of honor guards, namcly nag and banner carriers
who are essential in parades-in lenns ofsocial status, Ihe honor guards and the
musicians are equally important. In Ihis paper, Ihe author uses longqishi to refcr
to the music clubs, and daglltls!le, the music.

Many tongq;she arc found in Xi'an and its suburbs, which include the
Baqiao District in the eastern suburb. the Vanta District in the south, and the
Weiyang District in the north. All together. the suburbs have more than fifty
music clubs. The Baobei Village ofChang'an County and the Wahutong Village
have three clubs each (Wang n.d.: 8-9).

In addition to perfonning at festivals, all IOllgqishe gather together at
the famous Dayanta (the Big Goose Pagooa) on Wangqu Street in the Vanta
District for competition on lhe second and eighth days of the second month in
the lunar calendar. To mark the event, owners ofshops around the pagooa bums
inccnsc and set off lirecrackers. The fOllgq;she are judged. by a jury. 011 the
basis of the richness ofthcir repcrtories and the standards of their perfonnances.
With pridc, each tOf/gqis!le shows off its youngest members, who are usually
cleven or twelve years old. Thc audience can request the perfonnance ofor the
replaying ofa specilic piece. During the perfonnances, the drum leads the group,
and thus the drummer is called gwoll (drum head), and is highly respected by all.
lie often drapes a flowery banner on his shoulder givcn as a gesture ofhonor by
the audience. The Wahutong tongqishe, howevcr. uses an additional "conductor"
who stands in front of the group and actually waves his hands in time with the
rhythm.

Tongqishe can be pennanent or temporary. In the past, members wefC
local famlers. owadays, factory workers. local officials. businessmen. and
students also participatc. Pcnnanent tongqishe have richer repertoricsand highcr
perfomlance skills.
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Thc hislOry ofdaguashe music is said to have begun in Ihe Song (960
1279) and Yuan (1279-1368) dynasties (Yi, n.d.). Contemporary pcrfonners say
that a hundred years ago IOllgqishe used wind instruments such as di (nute),
da/aha (big trumpet). and strings, which \\ere subsequently eliminated because
they \\-cre often used as weapons during frequeJ1l quarrels in competitions.

Thc tmditional functions ofperfonning at seasonal fcstivals and religious
e\enlS still prevail. For example. during the first mOJ1lh of the lunar year, the
Wahutong IOngqishe perfonns at the Duqusipo Laoye Temple Festi\al in
Chang'an cOllnty on the 13th day, the Song xiangsui (sending incense and water)
Fe:;tival at their own village on the 15th day, the Dayanta mccting on the 16" day,
and the Dalahui (big candle) Fcstival at Zhangyi Tcmple on the 19'h day (Li
1992: 582). 'owadays. the tOl1gqishe also perfonns for the opening ofbusincss.
public mcctings. breaking ofimportant news. welcoming ofhonorcd quests, and
scholarly con\'cntions. Firccmckcrs are usually set offbeforc a pcrfonnance to
generate excitcment. In some cases. actors wearing large masks and lion masks
will also appe<lr.

The Instrumentation of DlIglI!)'i,e Music

The qing/uogu music in Shaanxi province can be divided into the chit
(rough) and xi (soft) types. The ellII type is also called cijiashi. and employs
large size drums, gongs, and cymbals; consequently, thc music is very loud. and
appropriate for outdoor perfonnances and parades. For example the Jiaotong
7Jlllangu (Twisted dragon tllming drum) type of Qian County employs seven
drums, six gongs, and fOlll1een cymbals; the Baimian luogll (Ilundrcd gongs
and drullls) type of Ilan City employs two hundred big drullls, sixty-follr big
gongs, thirty pairs ofbig cymbals, and many flag and bannerC<HTiers, numbering
500 in total. The xi type is also called slijiashi. The IOllgqishe in Xian and its
suburbs perfonns this type ofqil1gluogu music.

The music instruments used in a IOlIgqishe arc classified into Ihcdahajial1
(large eight) andxiaobajian (small eight). The fomlcr perfoml Ihe primary parts
with variations while the laner beat out the regular rhythm, such as one, 1\\'0. one
IWO. The following is the typical instrumentation used in daguashe music.
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Oahajiang Number

Gil or dagu (single-head drum that rests on a stand,
and is played with two sticks)

Yin/uD (silver gong) or )'lin/uo (cloud gong) 6-8
Mallw (horse gong) or lang/uo (hall gong) 2
00//10 (big gong) or gou/lio. with sunkcn boss, 2

hanging on a stand
Nao (cymbals) or dasuicha (big watcr cymbals) 4-6

Xioohajioll umber

Xiooilio (small gong) or ShOll/liD (hand gong) 2
Xioonoo (small cymbals) or xiaosllllicha (small water 2

cymbals),jiao:i
Pengling (striking bells) or ling, shuai:i (throwing bells) 2
Bang=i (wooden sticks: c1aves) 2

The above dabajial1 does not include the drum which is the lead and is non
metallic. The four brass instruments (gongs and cymbals) add up to more than
eight pieces, Perhaps in the past, two each of thc instrumenls wcre used; the
present practice is an expanded version. The xiaohajian arc exactly eight in
instml11cnts and players, being two for each item. With all the instruments, a
complete daguashe music perfonnanee group include twenty-three to twcnty
seven people, The Wahutong tongqishe, however, has greatly increased the
number of its instmments and players: it employs sixteen to twenty yin/uD, four
ma/llo, eight to tcn I/CIO, totaling 40; its honor guards add another 20 or so,

The 1110st unique instrument in the daguashe music is the ma/t/o, It is a
nat gong with a rim, Its diameter is about 19.5 em; the rim is 2 CI11 deep. A rope
is tied to its rim, and to the thumb and index fingers of the player. At the end of
a musical phrase and aOcr the gong has been struck with a wooden beater, the
player throws Ihe gong up to the air, and catches it back, while dampening it
immediatcly. The action lasts approximately two to three seconds, but creates an
unusual sound effect as well as an interesting visual sight. That is why there are
1\vo ma/uo players, one on each side of the drummer who is in the center of the
pcrfonnance group.
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LlIOglijillg

Until 1953, there was no wrinen score for the daguashe music. It is still
laught orally, with syllables which resemble the sound of the instruments. and
which make up standardized phrases and panems called /uogujillg. The syllables
used in different tongqishe vary somewhat.

Wahutong Village is special in that it has preserved a hand-written ::ha::ipu
(document notation) called }/,eqi gebe" (Song book for musical instruments).
Sec Appendix I. It was wrinen in 1953 by villager Qi Zhiqing from memory of
the pieces he had learned from Xizhaoyu Village in Chang'an County (Li and
Vi: 576-7). There arc fiftecn pieces in the manuscript, and it uses the following
signs. none ofwhich marks rhythm:

Ding
Dang
l1
Ca (x)
Ge/e
Daflg ge laflg dang

"0"

pai
erj(m

"in/Ito
",alllo
passing vocable
large nao
drum roll
mahtO rolls
section signs
phrase signs
movement
repeat once

Since 1953, other villagers have added a few more signs and produced
other written materials, resulting in the eurrcnt stale of sources. It should be
noted that no notation has bcen found in the Xizhaoyu Village, and its villagers
come over to Wahulong Village to study the notated sources.

The ZhOllggltO min::u mil/jion q~l'lleq/ljichellg, S/wallxijuall (Antholob'Y
of national and folk instmlllenlal music, Shaanxi Volume), published in 1992,
systematically presents eight bOIl::110 luogu pieces, forty qillgluoguqu pieces,
and fifteen hiaoyall /uogu pieces. Most of these sixty-three pieces arc
transcriptions for modem perfonnances. The titles of the forty qingluogu pieces
arc mostly programmatic, such as '"Yaozi fansheng" (The hawk's return), "Qianjun
wanma zhan sanguan" (Tens of thousands of soldiers and horses fighting at
three passes), "Yazi banzui" (The ducks quarrel), "Shizi luan doumao" (The lion
shaking its fur agitatedly). "Longhu dou" (The fight between the dragon and the
tiger), "Diaoyu" (fishing). and "Laohu zhanqian" (The tiger ponders the spear).
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There are pieces that usc pcrfonnance patterns as titles, such as "Liangchui"
(Two strokes), "Sichui" (Four strokes), and so forth. Other tilles are "Shiyangjin"
(Ten kinds), after the number of inslJUments used; "Sanqi sanluo" (Three ups
and three downs). after sectional arrangement; and "Dang dang kuang." after the
sound ofthe first phrase. There is e\'en a piece named after the genre. "Daguashe:'

Siructure of Dugllu.\·he Music

The smallest unit ofdagllashe music is ealledjie (character unit). There
arc one-, three-, five-, and seven- character units, all of which are COllllllon
structural units in Chinese percussion music. For instance, among Peking opera
IlIOglI patterns, challg is a one-character unit (one characterlbeat), while chang
ce challg is a three-chamctcr unit (three chamcters, but in two beats n J). The
combination of these characters and their units make up percussion phrases and
seclions. Yuan Jingf..1ng's methods ofanalyzingshij{m Illogu (multi-section drum
music) can be applied to daguashe music. Like shf{an luogu compositions,
daguashe music is constructed by repetitions and variations of many rhythmic
pmtcm, (Yuan 1983: 5).

The following example ofdaguashe music is thc first section of"Jinhou
naochun"(Golden monkey stirring the spring). As annotated in a score prO\ided
by the Wahutong tongqishc, the piece is constructed with the combination and
variations of three character units and seven-charactcr units.

Ex. I "Jinhou naochun," first section

ddD, DdX, DDd, dDX, repeat
dDdDDdX, DdDddDX, repeat
dDX, DdX, repeat
dDXXDDd, DdXXddD, repeat

d=dillg (\'illlllo)
D=dal1g (mahtO)
X=C(I (cymbal)
, =phrase mark
numerals= number of units

(3+3+3+3)
(7+7)
(3.3)
(7+7)
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One can obsclVe the use of contrast. balance, and variations of sounds
(i.e. instruments) within a line or within the whole section. In Western notation.
the above three-character units would read n J, and the seven-character units
would read n n n J .The first two lines of the above example would
read:

D JI D JI D J I D J

D DDJ ID DDJ

The second example. "Bainiao chaofeng" (Hundred birds courting the
phoenix) is preserved in the :/w:ipu notation mentioned earlier. a sample of
which was given to the author. His transcription of the first section of the piece
reads as follows.

Ex. 2 "Bainiao chaofcng," first section

X--X, XXX, dDd. X--X. XXX, DdD, repeat
XXdDd, XXDdD, repeat
dDD. DdD. repeat
dDdDXdD. repeat
XXdDxdD. repeat
derd. XXX. DerD. XXX. repeat
dXX. DXX, repeat
dXDXdDX, repeat

er= vocable
-- = vocable. pronounced as "yF'

In Western rhythmic notation, the first three lines read:

(3+3+3.3+3+3)
(5+5)
(3+3)

(7)
(7)

(3+3+3.3-3+3)
(3+3)

(7)

JJ IDJIJJJlJJ IDJlDJ
DDJIDDJ
D J I D J
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TI1C piecc is still constructed in three- and seven-charactcr units, but
includes the addition of five-character units. See Appendix II for a complete
transcription of the piece. Again, it clearly shows the use of contrast, balance,
and variation: the scope ofvariation is more prominent than "Jinhou naochung.·'
As shown by these two examples, the rhythmie patterns in daguashe music are
simpler than those of shiran luogu.

Yuan Jingfang claims that the character units of the shifallluogli mUSIc
are closely related to the syntax organization of poetry in the Han Chinese
language.•. The meaning units in poetry and the phonetic units. i.e. rhythm, are
often perfectly united" (Yuan 1983: 22). The same observation can be applied to
daguashe percussion patterns. In other words, the dagllashe patterns also seem
to match those Ilal1 literary and rhythmic structures.

In practice, the sections just discussed can be expanded, connected, and
repeated in various ways. thus creating a suite-like composition. Because of
these fonnal structures, daguashe music can be classified into the following
types:

I. dlianqu (sectional music): a string of two, fOUT, or six short phrases;
each one repeated indefinitely, perfonned as processional music
during parades:

2. dal/pab (single piece): an independent piece;

3. liallqll (joint pieces): two or more independent pieces joined together;

4. taaqll (set of pieces): many pieces connected in spccific order,
including the repeated appearance of one of tile IUnes, generating a
rondo-like structure.

The last type, waqll, can be illustrated with "Nongjiale" (Happy fann nunily).
also known as ;'Sanqi sanluo"(Three ups and three downs); its B section appears
three times with minor rhythmic variations, and thus the structure of the piece is
somewhat like a rondo (Ye 1983: 109-110):

A (riqi [first up]}-B (yiluo [ first down])-C (erqi [second up]}-B
(erluo [second down]}-D (sollqi [third up)}-B (sanluo[third down])
E (coda)
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Wahutong tongqishe, a historical and ethnographic sketch

Wahutong Village is located in the southern suburbofXian, pan of Vanta
District in ChanyanbaoArea. Most ofthe more than t'vo thousand, illagcrs ,,,ho
live in the eight-blocks area have the surname Wang. It is said that during the
Qianlong period ofthe Qing dynasty (1736-1795), villagers struck broken ponery
pieces to make music, a practice which was called qiao wadlOpiall (striking
pottery roof pieces), and to which the beginning of the current village and its
daguashe music is altributed.indeed, the name ofthe \iIlage is somewhat related
to the story: u'a means pottery, and Iwtong is a small lane. Ifthe story is lrue. the
\illage and its daguashe music can boast a history of two hundred years.

Around 1918-19, Wang Jiaxi and Qi Zhiqing organized a group of
villagers to study daguoshe music at Xiyaoyu Village, Chang'an County. A
lOllgqishe was fomled immediately afterward (Wang, Appendix 2). Thus, Wang
and Qi were the first genemlion ofplayers ofthe current tollgqishe. By now, the
10Ilgqishe has had five generations of players.

Of the two thousand villagers, one fifth, i.c., four hundred are able to
perform dagllashe music. These musicians include famlcrs, factory workers.
craftsmcn, businessmen, and governmcnt officials, and thcir ages range from
eighty and nincty years old to clevcn and twelve years old. All perfomlcrs arc
male. There are three performing groups in the village, the western group (the
most versatile group), the southern group, and the northern group. A major
pcrfomlance may combinc them all, fonning a group ofmusicians and flag and
banner carriers that involvcs morc than a hundred people.

Their pcrfonnances can either be processional or stationary. which is
similar to the xingyue (processional music) and zlIoyue (sitting music) ofthc
Xi'an guyue (Xian drum music). Musiciansofthe Wahutong tongqishe, howevcr,
always stand whcn thcy perfoml.
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Between 1984 and 1990, the Wahutong tongqishe participated in seven
competitions at Vanta District and won all of them. In the spring of 1990, the
IOllgqishe was also awarded the championship at the Qinwanggong luoguyue
dasai (The great competition of/uogu music at the Qin Emperor's Palace). When
the group joined the Percussion Association of Shaan..xi Province in March of
that year, it changed its name to Wahutong guyuetuan (Wahutong Drum Music
Group). Thus, the Wahutong tongqishe has several names.

When the IOngqishe performed for the author in the summer of 1992, it
had sixty performers; among them, forty were musicians, the rest, flag and banner
camers. The group leader was Wang Jiazhi who told the author historical and
ethnographic infomlation about their longqishe. The deputy leaders were Wang
Shanjin (the "conductor") and Wang Qichang. The eldest performer was Wang
Shanping, the eighty-nine-year-old da/uo player who belonged to the second
generation. The youngest members were several yin/I/o players, all eleven or
twelve years old. The drummer was Wang Fuxing; the maltlO players \\iere Wang
Fuming,Wang Shanhong. and Fu Bocheng who recited and demonstrated /I/ogli
patterns to the author. The fourth maltiO player did not appear.

Before the performance, there was a welcoming procession in the main
street, greeting the author. The perfonnance was held in the front courtyard of
the newly built two-story cement house owned by Wang Baosheng who had
became rich by selling meat dumplings, a productive development of the open
economic policy. Colorful flags, banners, and wall papers especially written for
the occasion were everywhere. High in the balcony was a cross banner which
read: "Wahullgtong Drum Group, Shaanxi Percussion Association." The four
vertical banners underneath the cross one read: "Yide furen" (To win people by
virtue); "Yiyi ganren" (To move people by artisty); "Yili ramen" (To yield to
people with COut1esy); "Yiyue weiren" (To model people with music).

The arrangemcnt of the musicians and instruments was stylized. The
drum player was placed at the center, with the ma/llo players on both sides;
behind them werc the /la~ players. Yin/llo and xiaobajia/l players were lined up
on two sides facing each other. The dafuo, one on each side, were closest to the
audience. Afier the perfonllance. there was a demonstration and qucstion·answer
period. Although it was an arranged perfonnance for the author, the atmosphere
and execution wcre not unlike a real festival event. At the big dinner given after
the pcrfonnanee, the players spoke proudly of their performance. The local
officials who accompanied every event, on the other hand, were anxiously talking
about the possibilities of economic cooperation berween them and the outside
guests.
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Illustrations

Figure I. Welcoming firecrackers and flags.

Figure 2. The Dagua She of Wahutong Village.
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Figure 3. Drum and flying wallio (center);
yill/IiO (right); 1100 (back).-.,..-

Figure 4. The sunken boss big gong.
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Figure 5. The Small Eight.

The young yillltlO players.

Photos by Ilan Kuo-Iluang and Helen Sun.
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Note

• This paper is a result of the author's field work at Wahutong Village, Xian,
Shaanxi Province in 1992. He firsl contacted the IOllgqishe in 1988 at a convention
in Xi'an. A Chinese version of this paper has been published in Han 1995.
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Appendix

Appendix One
"llundrcd Birds Courting the Phoenix" (Section I)
Facsimile provided by the Tongqishe, Wahutong Village.
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Appendix Two
"Ilundred Birds Courting the Phoenix" (Section I, portion)
Transcribed from the above by Han Kuo-Huang.
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1. Drum; 2. Yin/lio; 3. Mahw; 4. Nao; 5. Daluo;
6. Small Eight; 7. LllOglijillg.
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Appendix Three

The Parade Arrangement, Tongqishc, \Vahutong Village

I. Door flags (cross banner with names of the club, village, and districl.)

2. Lion Masks, 2.

3. Big head masks (representing Longevity, Golden Boy
and Jade Girl, Tang Monk, Monkey, etc.)

4. Venical Banners. 4-8.

5. Dragon Flags. 2.

6. Phoenix flags. 2.

7. Colorful flags,4 or more.

8. Daillo (GOU/IIO), 2.

9. Bang:=i, 2.

10. Pengling (Shllallzi), 2.

11. Xiaoluo (SIIOIIIIlO), 2.

12. Xiaollao (Jiaozi), 2.

13. Yillillo (Yullluo), 16-20.

14. MahlO, 4.

15. Drum, 1.

16. Nao, 8-10.

17. DOl~fallg flags (small and large square flags on the
same pole). 2.

Source: Wang Zhijia.
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Appendix Four

Stage Performance Arrangement, Tongqishe, \Vahutong Village

I. "Conductor"

4. X;ao ba'pall (Small Eight)

7. Mailio

10. Vertical banners

12. Door nags (cross banners)

14. Phoenix nags
Source: Wang Zhijia.

2. Lion masks

5. Ylmillo

8.Nao

II. Big head masks

13. Dragon flags

15. Colorful nags.

3. Dalilo

6. Drum

9. Club nags

I 12 I
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"Bainiao chaofeng"
bangzi
cijiashi
dabajian
Daguashe
daluo = gouluo
dan paizi
Da Vanta
duanziqu
lie
"Jinhou naochun"
lianqu
luogu
luogu jing
maluo=tangluo
nao=dashuicha
"Nongjiale"
pengling=shuaizi
qiao wazhapian
qingluogu
"Sanqi sanluo"
shejiahuo
Shiran luogu
Sujiashi
taoqu
tongqishe
wahutong
xiao bajian
xiaoluo=shouluo
xiaonao=xiao shuichai=jiaozi
Xi Zhaoyu
yinluo=yunluo
Yueqi geben
zhazipu

Glossary
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Viewpoints

The Oldest Playable Instrument in the \Vorld: Whose \Vorld?
\Vhosc Credit? What Dale?

Su Zheng

Recently. the world celebrated the disco\'ery of the oldest playable
instrument a ''9,000'' year-old flute made of the hollow wing bone ofa crane
unearthed from Jiahu.llenan province. China. However. for some crus, it was
an uneasy moment ofwitnessing a re-discOl'et)' by the West ofwhat was already
discovered and studied more than a decade ago by Chinese scholars. The reports
by Na/lire. New York Times, and other Euro-American mainstream media quoted
the American scientist Gannan Garbottle extensively, while no namesofChincse
scholars were mentioned. and no earlier publications by Chinese scholars on the
subjcct were cited.

In fact, Chinese archaeologist Zhang Juzhong published a study ofJiahu
glldi (flutes) in as early as 1988. Subsequently, a report was first published in
English in 1991 in a book entitled The Universe ofMilsic-A HistOfY (UMH)
China S/lpplemel/fw)I Volume I: Instl1lments - (A UNESCO / IMC Project),
edited by Zhao Feng.

J think this incident is yet another example ofhow China and the Chinese
have becn persistcntly viewed as the ultimate other by thc Wcst - so remote
and exotic that they or their thoughts need to be translated or authenticatcd by
the Wcst in order to be recognized or accepted by the "world" (whose world?).
In these processes of trallslation and authentication - onc could perhaps even
say, as a result oftl1esc processes-the subalterns voices haveoflen been erased.
and thc subalterns become non-existent, as in this Jiahu gudi casc.

On the othcr hand, the incident also clearly demonstrates that at the
threshold of the twcnty.first century, regrettably, Chinese scholars still remain
outsiders to the international scholarly community. They are still often spoken
abow, not speaking.
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Finally, Iam also troubled by the discrepancies between Chinese scholars'
carbon-14 dating (7,737 + - 123 yea" or 7.920 + - 150 yea,,) and that of the
recent onc published on Nmllre (9,000 years). Since this is an important date for
the history of Chinese music. one must ask, when and how these 1.000+ years
were added? Yu Hui was right to qucry. if the significancc of 1,000+ • year
difierence is minor in earbon-14 dating. then why 1101 say [Ihe} Chillesedid Ihat!
And ifil is maj01: why lIot menlion \\'hal is H'ltmg [on Ihe} Chinese side? At

prescnt, we are left to wonder which one is the correct dating for these invaluable
instruments.
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News and Truth; Oriental ism \'s. Occidentalism

LiWei

I completc understand and appreciate our colleagucs' disappointment
and frustration over the episode of how the Jiahu flute has been reported in thc
West. Su Zheng suggested that the native Chinese scholars did what they had to
do in their part, but thcy could not get enough attention in the world wherc "thc
subalterns' voiccs havc oftcn gotten erased ... or absent" (Zheng's post, 10/31).
She is absolutely right. But why do we want to gct attcntion in this "world"? If
the same news coverage or article on the Jiahu flute, published in a major English·
language newspaper or science journal in a Third World country, say, Nigeria or
India, would we react the same way as we did here? Probably not. Why?
Because we are obsessed, consciously or unconsciously, by the idea (or tend to
believe) that the Wcst represenlS the center ofpower in international politics. If
we take Havel's notion that the center of power is identical with the center of
truth, then the highly institutionalized news organizations (e.g., the New lark
limes) and academics and their affiliated journals (e.g., Nature) are conceivably
close to the center of truth and power. Reports made by the major Western new
agencies often represent the mainstream interpretation ofsocial reality as "cultural
truth." They directly (or indircctly)dictateand shape public opinion. That explains
why Harbottle. not any Chinese scholars involved in the original discovery of
the flutes, is the onc who makes the news. That is also why many of LIS arc
concerned with the ways in which "others" are prcsentcd and represented in the
Wcst.

Su Zhcng's commenlS on "translation" or "authentication" of others
remind me ofSaid's celebrated study Oriema/ism in which he shows how Western
imperialist imagesofilS colonial others not only governed the West's hegemonic
policics, but also affected the native views and thus served as instrumenlS of
domination thcmselves. In the last decade, a growing sentiment in the Chinese
political and intellectual culture formed what Xiaomei Chen termed
"occidcntalism" (Occidema/ism: A Theory ofCounter·discourse in Post-Mao
China, 1995), a discursive practice that, by constructing its Western Other. has
allowed the Orient to dcvelop strategies for a variety of different ends. While
Chen's attention was focused on the appropriation ofWest in the domestic politics,
I sec it as an counter-imperialist ideology utilized by the authorities and various
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political groups to promote nationalism and patriotism. The essayistic book
Chi"ese Call Say "No" and the Chinese embassy bombing aftermath
demonstration in China clearly demonstrate the anti-West sentiment. By
constructing the West as aggressive, imperialist, and hegemonic other, the Chinese
use the "occidentalism" as a politically-inspired subversion of the centrality of
the "superior" West. Given its historical and political status in relationship to the
West, China (or Third World in general for that matter) may have the right 10
decry its Western Other in occidentalist discourse. That said, we must avoid the
overt emphasis of our "otherness" and to learn to stop feeling privileged as the
Olher. After all neither thc Occident nor the Orient can ultimately exempted
from their own historical, socioeconomic, and political conditions.

Most of us would agree with Jonathan Stock on the subaltern voices of
some of the publications from PRe. For that matter, there are some pretty
subaltern voices in journals in the West. However, as I'm sure Jonathan would
be the first to agree, the existence of such voices certainly does not, and should
not, deter us from continuing to peruse these journals to find worthwhile work,
which is plentiful. Jonathan's observation on quality is therefore neither here nor
there within the context ofour dialogue on the "flute" business.
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Chinese Musicological Research in China, Abroad, and Other Issues

Bell Yung

[I was interviewed recently by The Annual ojChi"ese Music and asked
about the differences between conducting musicological research in China and
in the West; here "China" means Mainland China, and does not include Taiwan
and Hong Kong. Based upon that statement, I have produced the following
English version for discussion amongACMR readers. It may also be relevant to
the recent discussion on the J iahu flute case.]

For people who do research in Chinese music bUllive outside China, it
is ofcourse important to return periodically 10 China to do fieldwork. meet people.
and consult primary and secondary, written and printed, source material. This is
not to say that there are no major collections ofChinese music materials o\'erseas.
Indeed, some of these collections hold not only easily accessible publications in
English and other non-Chinese languages, but also some primary and secondary
sources in Chinese, which, ironically, may not be available, or easily available.
in China. Ideally, one wants to have access to materials in both China and overseas.
As for fieldwork, the many overseas Chinese communities offer rich potential
for the understanding ofChinese musical culture.

As for us overseas scholars who cany out research work in China. we
lend to do most of our thinking, analysis, and all of our related reading and
writing after we return to wherever we live. In Ihe process ofthinking, analyzing,
rcading and writing, we arc likely to discover that we need information that we
had not anticipated and/or pursued while we were in China. We sometimes resort
to correspondence, or make return visits, often a year or more later. This is an
inevitable drawback when we work at a long distance from our sources.

However, being removed from the sources or musical activities that we
arc writing about is not without its advantages. We are able to organize our
thoughts and fomlulate theories in undisturbed quiet. Obviously, for those of us
who work on living traditions, the musical practices are evolving continuously.
Thus. if we were in the midst of that evolution as we think, analyse, and write,
our data and thoughts would be constantly changing. Even ifwhat we are studying
does not change significantly during a period of time, we would continue to
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discover new data ifwe were on the spot: we can never collect data on a particular
phenomenon completely. or even near-completcly. In either case, we might find
it impossible to be satisfied with what we had written, for we would be constantly
discovering something we have not discovered before, or we might not catch up
with the changing reality. Being removed from the scene, however, wc are able
to write as if the situation had remained unchanged, which makes it more
manageable as an object of analysis. Even when our focus happens to be on
musical change, the process of change itself constantly evolves. particularly in
these volatile times. To be in the middle ofthe situation for an extended period of
time as the process of change and its various component factors evolve would
make the research work quite difficult, ifnot impossible.

The number ofoverseas researchers on Chinese music is miniscule and
widclyscattered compared to those in China. With few exceptions, notably Taiwan
and Hong Kong, there is likely to be only one researcher on Chinese music in a
university. or even in a city or region. Those ofus working in a graduate program
may be lucky to havc no more than onc or two graduate students. Othcrwise, wc
tend to meet our colleagues once a year at confcrenees. with occasional e·maiJ
and phone communications. These sporadic interactions do not as a rule nurture
serious discussion. let alone intcractive and collaborative research. Furthennore,
because of the curriculum structure in the West, many of us are burdened with
teaching courses that are entirely unrelated to our research and with administrative
responsibilities which further reduce our time for research and our opportunity
to interact with Chinese music colleagues.

The situation is ofcourse very different in China. At the Research Institute
of Music in Beijing and in the major music conservatories of Beijing, Fuzhou.
Guangzhou, Shanghai, Shenyang, Wuhan, and so forth. small communities of
scholars work in close proximity, sometimes on the same musical genre and
period. Even in Taipei and liang Kong, where the establishment of Chinese
musical research is relatively recent, clusters of scholars are found either in a
single university or among several universities in close proximity. The intellecl'ual
support and interaction provide a more fertile soil for scholarly advancement,
even for breakthroughs.

However. on the other side ofthe coin. the isolation ofoverseas schola~

from their Chinese music colleahTUes has its advantages while the clustering of
Chinese scholars has its drawbacks. For those of us trained in the West, musical
research undenaken from the so-called ethnomllsicological approach is almost
by definition interdisciplinary, and all of us recognize the importance of this
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intcrdisciplinary appro.1ch. Most o\erseas scholars, though relatively isolated
from colleagues in Chinese music, work in comprehcnsive universitics and come
in close contact with specialists in areas ofsinolob'Y other than music, as well as
with specialists in areas of music other than Chincse. These contacts broaden
one's intellectual horizon and enable one to gain access to thcories and
mcthodologies from cognate disciplines that may be applicable to research on
Chinese music. Musicologists in China, on the other hand, are positioned mainly
in music schools and conscrvatories and as a result rarely comc into contact with
scholars in other disciplines.

There is no nced to belabor in any great detail political and economic
factors which contribute \0 the difference between scholars in China and in the
West. With its increasingly liberal atmosphere, China has come a long way from
as recently as 20 years ago in the sense of freedom lhat scholars feel to pursue
any subject matter in any manner they incline to. Nevertheless, anyone who has
visited China or has talked in some depth with Chinese scholars must realize the
gulf that still exists between "their" frame ofmind and "ours:' We who grew up
in the West and received a liberal education there can hardly imagine the
consequences ofgrowing up in a systcrn such as China's was from the 50s through
the 70s. The external political and self-imposed internal constraints under which
our Chinese colleagucs have worked only increase our respect and admiration
for what they have achieved.

The same can be S<1id in regard to the economic factor. To anyone who
has worked or studied in China, the difference in the availability of scholarly
resources between the two worlds is quite astounding. These include libraries,
computers, living environments, work-place environments, and means of
communication. Again, China as a whole is changing vcry fast. But such changes
are coming to the academic world very slowly, particularly in the musicology
area. The quality and quantity of research output by some scholars in China
should put all ofus to shame when we consider the scant resources thai they can
draw upon.

The disadvantages that Chinese scholars suffer due to political and
economic factors are balanced by easier access to primary source material when
it comes to living musical tradition and by the generous sharing of such
infonnation. It is here, in having factual infonnalion at one's fingertips, that I
find myself far behind my Chinese colleagues. We in the West pride ourselvcs
on cutting.edge theories drawn from within musicology and from cognate
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disciplines such as anthropology. linguistics, cultural studies, etc. Yet theory
without fact is nothing but empty talk. The lack of easy access to factual
infommtion is probably the singlc most serious disadvantage that we scholars in
the West labor under.

All the various f..,ctors indicated above contributc to the differences in
approaches to research in Chinese music that are evident between overseas
scholars and those from China. However, there is one other factor that lies at a
fundamental level: the researcher's sense of cultural and national identity and
the relation of that identity to the music he/she studies. The lack of such a sense
of identity lies at the heart ofthe discipline ofWestem "ethnomusicology", whose
founding philosophy was laid down to a great extent by scholars engaged in the
study of "other" people's music. The issue of insider vs. outsider is of major
theoretical interest to Western ethnomusicologists. Whether one is an insider or
outsider, or anywhere in betwecn, one can discuss or even understand the issue
on a theoretical level. But one's sense of identity/position along this insider/
outsider spectrum is an inlCrnal issue which is deeply emotional and very difficult
to change. Regardless ofone's theoretical understanding ofthe issue, one's internal
sense influences the purpose. research questions, approach. methodology. scope.
and ultimate aim ofresearch. For example. in his master's thesis (University of
Pittsburgh). which was later published in the ACMR Reporls (1995) and Asian
MLLfJic (1998). WU Ben compares research on Tibetan music by two groups of
scholars. the Westerners and their Chinese (mostly Han) counterpans. Wu's
conclusions are quite relevant to the issue at hand, however arguable the degree
to which Han scholars identify with Tibetan culture may be.

That scholars in China have a strongscnse ofcultural and national identity
with Chinese music is without question. Comparatively, the sense of identity of
scholars abroad ranges over a wide spectrum, from some who identify nearly
completely with China to thcotherextreme. How such a scnse develops depends,
ofcourse, toa eonsidembledcgrccon one's ethnicity, cultural heritage, upbringing,
where one grew up, and where one has been or currently is living and working.
Nevertheless. there arc still individualistic elements. I have known scholars of
Chinese culture who arc not ethnic Chinese and were not born in China, but who
in later age have become more "Chinese" in every scnse ofthe word than anyone
I know. Whatever their sense of identity. the fact that scholars may be tmined in
the West within the discipline of ethnomusicology or currently work in the
profession naturally inOucnces their orientation on this matter.
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Thc issue hcre is not whether onc approach is bettcr or preferable. Rather,
\....e nced to recognize the differences. understand the unspoken forces behind
each approach. and try to view each with eyes both critical and compassionate.
Forthosc ofus who feel that we are in the middlc-perhaps most ofus. regardless
ofethnicity or cultural heritage-the forces that are constantly tugging us from
the two sides can be painful and confusing. However, my feeling is that such
forees need not be destructive or divisive, but rather can be made invigorating
and inspiring ifwe learn to deal with them. Indeed. I strongly believe (and Joseph
Lam and I have talked about this often) that we have much to contribute to the
field of musicology and ethnomusicology in the West on the one hand, and to
musicological research in China on the other. from our privileged position of
being in the middle where we can draw ideas from both sides.
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Book Reviews

Music Beyond Sound: The Silk String Zither. Qill solos by John Thompson.
1997. I compact disc. Hong Kong: Toadall Sound TDS 10001. Accom
panying book. Music Beyond Sound: Transcriptions ofM/lsic for the
Chillese Silk Slrillg Zilher. xxvi, 120 pp. ISBN 962-85279-24. CD S20.
Book S25. including postage. Address: John Thompson, 24A Peak Road.
Cheung Chau. N.T. Hong Kong. Fax: +852-2981-0206. Email:
thompson(Q. iohk.com.

John Thompson's long-standing devotion to early qill (seven-string zither)
repertoire. prudent scholarship with analytical insights. and subdued yet culti
vated musicianship have come together to bring 10 life qill compositions from
the fifteenth century. Imellectually compelling and artistically challenging. Th
ompson effectively presents his work in a veritable fon11 ofwritten transcription
and realizes it in an audible form of actual sound. This richly textured. highly
detailed package offers a new vantage point 10 glimpse an aimosl unexplored
JXlrtion of the qin repertoire.

The book contains a preface. commentary on Music Beyond Sound,
specific issues in the transcriptions, and transcriplions of 13 pieccs from Zhe.1'i1l
shi:i qillp/I (Music from the Zhejiang [School] elucidated Ihrough lyrics), a
15th century qin handbook compiled by the Beyond-Sound Immortal. Taking
an historical approach. Thompson has in his commcntary traced the roots of the
Zhe.I'ill handbook, collated versions ofcompositions in other existing handbooks,
and compared textual and musical-technical similarities and diffcrences, par
ticularly with reference to the Shellqi 11/11)11 (Wondrous and secret notation, 1425
A.D). A point well taken in his commentary is the discussion on the descriptive
nature of the qiJljiallziputablature (simplified ideogram notation). and its pre
scriptive function for reconstructing compositions within the "described" style
of that particular handbook. Thejianzipll tablature contains mostly suggestivc
metric, rhythmic and phrasal directives. To bring to life such notatcd music, a
practitioner undertakes a fascinating process ofrealization known as dapu (Iiter
ally"bcating" the score) that involves appropriate deciphering ofnotational sym
bols and literary commentaries along with a creative actualization of the tempo
ral and structural expressions.
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While still focusing on the themes and streams of reconstructing early
q;1l repertoire in the historical continuum, the section on specific issues in the
transcriptions addresses theories of dapli in the concrete fonn of realization.
The fifty-six issues deal with the nature ofthe q;1l tablature, playing techniques,
tuning, modes, diachronic changes ofsystems in indicating fingering positions,
types ofornamentation (such as vibratos and portamentos) and their relationship
with tempo and rhythmic reconstruction, principles of lyric pairing with music,
and guidelines for rhythmic detennination. Collectively, these propositions arc
enlightening in that they seek not only to instruct proper deciphering and accu
rale execution and to justify the author's modifications that departed from the
original tablature, but also to raisc questions concerning specificity and nexibil
ity in interpretingjia1/zipII, the authenticity ofstylislic realization, and the ortho
doxy ofartist!)' in the historical continuum of"creative re-creation" (p. xi).

The main body ofthc book consists of transcriptions oftwelve complete
pieces from the Zlteyi1/ slt;:i qillfJlt which did not previously appear in theSltellqi
,mim, and one of the two incomplcte pieces (p. vii). The reconstructed compo
sitions are presented in modem staff notation with the original jian:ipu, and
lyrics printed beneath for quick reference. Aside from Thompson's meticulous
collation ofnotational symbols, the indication ofdiscrepancies between the origi
nal directives and his subsequent modifications are particularly beneficial. Most
of the deviations, such as re-alignment of lyrics with music according to the
fonnula ofone character for almost every right hand and certain left hand strokes
(p. xxi) and supplement ofmissing notes (such as in "Mt. Tiantai Prelude") and
musical lines (such as in "Thrice Parting for Yangguan"). are thoughtful and
convincing. Ilis modifications of fingerings and, in some cases, the grouping
arrangement ofplaying techniques have, however, raised some interesting con
cerns about the dctcmlination oftcmporal and textural configurations, as well as
musical stylistic traits lhat may be particular to an individual, school, or histori
cal period.

Rather than conveying a sense of linear continuity as in modem staff
notation, the temporal sense in qinjian:ipu is expressed in the fashion of"suc
ccssivc moments." conveyed through "musical-kinetic units," and presented in
the literary convention ofidcographiccomplexes (Huang 1998:28). Each graphic
complex prescribes a single. integrated unit of motion, hence a single complete
moment in music. The unit of motion may involve a simple movement per
fonned by either right or left hand, a compound kinetic sequence produced by
either right or left hand, or a complex motor pattern that involves both hands.
lienee, a simple burst of sound, such as gau (middle finger plucks the string
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inward), is expressed in a single graph 1 ;while a complicated percussive
pattern such as taocuo sanshen (a combination ofJeft hand thumb and ring fin
ger with right hand thumb and middle finger in a fonnulaic pattcrn of eight

strokes), is also expressed in a single graph (~).

Since habitual grouping of fonnalizcd technical repertoire often carries
strong stylistic traits that are culture- and genre-specific, discrepancies in group
ing arrangements aneL'or modifications of techniques in a particular sequence
will likely alter the rhythmic-dynamics inherent in the execution ofplaying tech
niques. and subsequently change the timbral and textural characteristics. Such
re-interprctative re-creation is. however, encouraged and widely cultivated in
the qin tradition. within which the "perceived past is constantly being recon
structed and revised" (Yung 1987:83). The re-created composition. thus. inevi
tably reflects the aesthetic principles and techniques of the "dapuisC' and his
contemporaries.

QUIte distinct from such traditional recreative realization. Thompson has
approached his dapu project with specific interests in reconstructing an "ideal
ized fonn" (p. xi) according to historically "colTect" stylistic parameters, and in
attempting to be faithful to the tablature for an historically "accurate" interpreta
tion (p. xi). In such instances. the inclusion of a more systematic analysis of
instnnnental idioms in the broader context of historical cOnlinuum and a cali
brated comparison of technical/stylistic interpretations among fellow expert
dapuists (such as Chen Changlin, whose outstanding realization of early qin
repertoire can be heard on his CD, Min River Qin Music [1996]) would, perhaps,
have further reinforced an argument which, though plausible as it stands, came
across as somewhat tentative.

The CO features Thompson's pcrfonnance ofhis reconstructed compo
sitions from the Zheyin slid qinpu. The thirteen tracks recorded on silk strings
are aesthetically attractive. particularly in balancing musical and "extraneous"
sound, and in capturing the wide spectrums of tonal nuances. Also handsomely
produced are the accompanying liner notes, which contain a wealth of infonna
tion on the context, meaning, historical occurrences, ane! Thompson's commen
tary on each of the pieces. The preface and section titles ofeach of the compo
sitions that appeared in the original manuscript are thoughtfully included with
English translations.
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The noticeable discrepancies between Thompson's transcriptions and
recorded perfonnances present an interesting juxtaposition of his "idealized"
reconstruction and his actual realization. Such variance seems to confirm Bell
Yung's view of"historical interdependency": the past influences the present and
the present reconstructs the past (Yung 1987:89). The question of authenticity.
thus. remains to be further explored; meanwhile an "authentic" realization may
exist only in the historical imagination ofconstantly evolving reality.

The differences between Thompson's transcriptions and perfomlances,
nevertheless, enable listeners 10 further explore their artifulness. Quite in con
trast to the widely held expressive "ideal" in contemporary practice that incor
porates overtly explicit tendencies in the temporal, dynamic, and ornamental
expressions, Thompson·s perfonnance beautifully demonstrates the nuances of
expressiveness in a rather restrained fashion. One of the few reservations I have
on Thompson's realization is the lack of elasticity in his "schematic" rhythmic
and phrasal reconstmction, which may have hindered the fluidity of the perfor
mance - a phenomnon often described by qin practitioners as an imbalance ofqi
(breath). In some pieces, the sense of structural transition and coherence in
melodic progression is not sufficiently pronounced, which may be partly due to
the absence ofrhythmic diversity and dynamic contrast in phrasal punctuation.

While the artistry of Thompson's master musicianship is, for the most
part. well conveyed through his subdued style, some emphases on ornamental
articulations-such asyin and /lao vibrato-like techniques-tllal were prescribed
in the original tablatufC but were frequently omitted in the performance, would
probably add stylistic sophistication and further the expressive potential of the
music. In addition, the author notes that the existence of lyrics in each of the
compositions was a distinctive characteristic of the Zheyin sllizi qinpll, and dis
cusses at some length the relationship between lyrics and rhythmic phrasing (p.
xi and p. xxv). Consequently, the inclusion of lyrics to accompany the recon
stmcted music would probably provide one of the intended ways of realization
by the editor of the handbook centuries ago, and would ccrtainly satisfy many
contemporary qi1l practitioners' curiosity, like my own. on the particularity of
this handbook.

OvcralL Thompson's work is both a uniquc scholarly accomplishment
and a courageous artistic adventure. His detailed account of the process of re
construction offers rare and invaluable insights into a dapuist's pri\ate journey,
whilc his descriptive and analytical approach that attempts an historically reli
able interpretation is commcndable. Likewise. his compositional renderings arc
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genuinely sensible and his perfonnance never fails to convey the sense of sin
cerity that is particular to the literati tradition. As I eagerly await Thompson's
forthcoming publication on the music of the Shenqi mipll, it is with pleasure and
admiration that I recommend the current package to the growing music commu
nity of the qin.

Vi-ping Huang
University of Maryland at Baltimore County
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State Sacrifices and Music in MinC Chilla: Orthodo.\)'. Creativil)~ alld
ExpressilJelless. Joseph S.c. Lam. 1998. Albany: State University of

ew York Press. xvi, 205 pp., musical examples, figures, notes, glossary.
index. Paperback, 524.95, ISS 0-7914-3706-X: Hardcover, S74.50,
ISS 0-7914-3705-1.

This attractively slim paperback, following several stimulating articles
from Joseph Lam, rehabilitates a rather forbidding subject. Confucian aesthetics
are a basic part ofChinese music history, and historical musicology was long the
basis ofChinese music studies one thinks of Laurence Pickcn 's vast ongoing
project on Tang court entertainment music, Rulan Chao Pian's work on early
sources, and the considerable and ever-growing volume ofwork on the historical
evolution of qin zither music. But both Confucian aesthetics and historical
musicology have been losing their monopoly on our attention recently, as the
riches of living traditions of folk and popular musics in China have become
evident. So, this study of Ming dynasty state sacrifices and music is a timely
reminder.

In the West as much as in China, early Confucian music-ritual theory
has been much cited, and sinologists have paid considerable attention to ritual
aspects of imperial courts (cf. the 1997 Cambridge conference). But the vital
function of music within the changing practice of state sacrifices has been little
studied. So this is an admirable contribution, relating not just to the Ming but to
the whole history of Confucian music-ritual from the Zhou through the Tang
and Song dynasties. Note that the Ming was a Chinese dynasty between two
"northern barbarian" regimcs, the Mongol Yuan and the Manchu Qing.

Chapters 1-4 discuss thc ritual context. After the introductory Chapter
I, Chapter2 gives fine delail on state sacrifices in the Ming court, also comparing
the Tang and Song. Chapter 3 looks further at the first empcrorTaizu (Lam uses
these titles rather than the morc familiar reign titles), whilc Chapter4, on Shizong's
sericulture reforms in the 1530s and 40s. documents somc remarkable
ceremonials. Chapters 5--7 focus on thc music. Chapter 5 gives a clear introduction
to the cosmology and pitches of Ming Confucian music theory, indeed to
Confucian music theory in general. After a detailed description of the process of
composition in Chapter 6, Chapter 7 gives an analysis of 323 ritual songs
discovered in 1984. Chapler 8 concludes the study by considering critiques of
thc music-rituals by Ming commentators.
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Though the polarity of"orthodoxy and creativity" may seem a variant of
the well·wom "tradition and change," yet sensitive study of what might at first
seem a wholly stultifying and conformist genre makes a particularly ingenious
example, giving a good overall handle on the creativity ofConfucianism. Lam's
case is cogently argued; he heroically explains the dynamics behind arcane court
debatcs. In general, I find thc detail more absorbing than the theory, for which
the vocabulary at times seems somewhat labored.

To the polarity of orthodoxy and creativity Lam adds the concept of
expressiveness. Lam's central questions (p.I) are "How and why did Ming state
sacrifices and music. which were orthodox, remain continuously and distinctively
expressiv'e? Did they ever change. and how? Did performances of Ming state
sacrifices and music include personal and creative adjustmcnts introduced by
individual participants? Can the orthodox state ritual and music be simultaneously
orthodox and creative?" Indeed (p.34), "creativity was deliberately eamouflagcd
to make the state sacrifices look orthodox; being orthodox was onc of the factors
that made a solution acceptable."

All this makes the valid iffamiliar point that historical music needs to be
understood within the bounds of its own aesthetic. The inter-relation of Ii and
)'lIe (ritual and music), and indeed betv..een politics and music. are well known
in China, inviting meditation on the nature of music itself. Of course music is
part ofa symbolic system, but in the case of Confucian state sacrificial music,
ritual and theory (albeit mutable) seem primary. however emically and etically
detailed the musical analysis. The expressiveness and intemallogic which Lam
rightly stresses were of an utterly different order from those which the same
scholar-officials considered expressive in other genres, as is clear from Tang
poetry or Ming fiction. Lam's apologia is thus all the more necessary.

In the Ming (p.1 06) as in the Tang, poor standards of pcrfonlling statc
sacrificial music were lamented, and emperors might find performances tedious
(p.9). Surely this was no coincidence: I doubt if the same problem arose with
other court genres. To be sure, proper music had to be maintained - like a
telephone directory, perhaps? - but the perceived need for change does not
automatically imply significant creative input. Lam also concedes that most
theorists had no access to the music (pp.78-79).
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Lam sensibly limits his focus to the Confucian state sacrifices. As to the
broader context, the general ethnomusicologist or ritual scholar might like to
compare other courtly cultures, such as Africa or Elizabethan England; one might
even compare the cnduring relevance of the Bible for Western European
composers. Operas and ballads about ancient gods and emperors, popular with
Ming literati, showed a much more human side of Confucian classicism.
Sometimes the strict Confucian focus is smothering: "Ming theorists discussed
music urgently, because their ultimate goal was not mere music making but the
building ofan ideal world in a perfect cosmos" (p.97). Ilere one might wish for
a concise hint as to how this differed from many world genres. including the
raga or Bach.

Within the Chinese context. the penetration of state and folk has often
been observed, the modelling of folk ritual on imperial hierarchy. Yet one might
observc that however huge the staffemployed at court, and howeverdisseminated
throughout the whole empire (as is clear from imperial county gazetteers). this
music remained alien to the vast majority of the population, including to the
tastes of most of the imperial family and officials involved (rather ponderously
called "concerned participants and critical audiences"). The non·spccialist might
like an overview, ifnot of all Chinese music in the Ming, at least of its various
court musics. The state sacrificial music differed profoundly not just from non
courtly musics but from other major ceremonial and entertainment court genres
favored by the court clites. Vocal dramatic music such as Kunqu, processional
shawm [sllolla] bands, temple and courtly sltengguan music, qill and pipa solo
mllsic, and solemn regional traditions such as nGngllGlI, were then in an intenSely
creative phase.

The solo qill repertory (mentioned briefly on 1'.112) might also make an
intcresting contrast. Many more scholar-officials parroted thc refined image of
the qill than could appreciate its actual practice, yet in this case the abundant
historical sources arc complemented by a continuity of musical practice which
remains "cxpressive" to us today. Lam brieny mentions the significant Daoist
musical presence at court (e.g. pp. 50,103,115-16) but wisely leaves detailed
discussion for another study (pp.175-76 n.46).
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Turning to musical maners, as Lam nicely obselVes (p.I), "As a historical
ethnomusicologist, I wish I could do fieldwork in the Ming court:' Less
ambitiously than Jeffery's work on Gregorian chant, he comments (p.122): "For
the time being, when the ephemeral sounds of the songs have vanished, and
when the court citizens can no longer be reached for answers, one can probe into
the expressiveness of the songs by studying them as notated music, analyzing
their structure, and identifying their distinctive features:'

Though Lam alludes briefly to later practice (p. 6), and despite his copious
musical examples (from scores) and analyses, the outsider might seck more idea
ofhow the music sounded. even ifonly in mooern descendants like the versions
still played in China. Taiwan. and Korea today. For the most basic idea of how
these multi-media ceremonials sounded, with their huge orchestra. singers, and
dancers, unison singing and playing, and the function of percussion, I was
prompted to tum to Laade's CD (1991) of the Confucian ritual in Tainan, One
might seek funherclues from Ming sources aboul perfonnance practice: al what
kind of tempo where these songs perfonned, for instance?

The main constraint on the creativity and expressivcness of the songs is
the orthoooxy of syllabic and homorhythmic word setting. Broadly syllabic
sctting, ofcourse, docs not intrinsically demand homorhythmic trealment, as the
variety of Picken's Tang vocal melooies. or Yuan dynasty SClIIqll, shows, but
here it was obselVcd far morc strictly, one apparcntly undisputed feature of thc
concept ofarchaism.

In Chapter 7, the heart of the musical analysis, Lam rightly stresses the
need to analyse the songs in their own tenns, sllmmarizing their distinctive features
(pp,130 31), The Illany Illusical examples, with Chinese teXiS, are welcome.
Such original work will invite comparison with Confucian and secular sources
frolllthe Tang and Song dynasties (cf. Yang Yinliu, Picken, Pian), notably Jiang
Kui, L11ll'S analysis supports his claim for the "creativity within bounds" of the
songs, yet the outsider may find the "musicality" or "properness" ofsuch songs.
with their seemingly whimsical leaps ofdisjunct intelVals. bard to perceive. This
is not just the unfamiliarity of early music, but the uniqueness of this style
comparcd to other early Chinese musics known to us.

Such apparently random sequences ofgOllgche notes might just make
convincing shel/g-guofl melooies, for instance, when metred and decorated in
varied rhythms. but thaI was not the case. A decorated vcrsion ofa song proposed
in 1566 (p.89) is interesting. ifstill hard to hear as any Chinese mclody known to
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us from the past or present. Sometimes the analysis seems condensed: Lam
could doubtless give an illuminating discussion of the differences between Yuan
and Ming versions of the same piece in fig. 6.1 (p.IOI) the Yuan version
being entirely pentatonic until the final phrase, the Ming version barning me
(northern barbarian that I am) with its seemingly arbitrary assembly ofnotes.

E,,'en among the more musical ofthe courtly debates which Lam adduces,
some (e.g. Li Wencha's recommendations, pp.117-18) are morc revealing than
others (e.g. those ofLiu Xiang, pp.1 04-1 06), though Li's intriguing advocacy of
dodccaphony (p.119 and fig. 7.8, last example, p. 154) was eccentric. As Lam
concludes (p.120), "their fmitlcss discussion about music was symptomatic of
the ways in which the emperor and his court failed to resolve current conflicts of
the people, time, and place."

Chapter 8 again returns to the broader context of ritual. Lam diseusses
Ming descriptions of ritual perfornlances sensitively, but the material, as he
observes, often consists ofpoetic or courtly cliches which cannot render speci fie
musical detail. Music inevitably remains a poor cousin to ritual.

In all, though this will remain a specialized and difficult subject, and the
book inevitably invites further questions. Lam's passionate advocacy should
reward the Chinese music specialist as well as the sinologist. This well-focussed
book gives a valuable reminder of what will remain an important aspect of the
Chinese musical psyche, stressing its internal logic and diachronic mutability.

Stephen Jones
School of Oriental and African Studies
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Chinese Folk Songs alld Folk Singers: Slum 'ge Trtulitioll.s ill Southern
Jiallgstl. Antoinet Schimmelpenninck. CHIME Studies in East Asian
Music, Vol. I. 1997. Leiden: CIIIME Foundation. xvi, 442 pp., glos
sary, index, photographs, appendices. Enclosed compact disc. ISBN 90
803615-1-8. S37.50.Address: Chime, P.O. Box 11092,2301 EB Leiden,
The Netherlands: fax: +31.71.5123183; e-mail: chime@wxs.nl.

What do Chinese folk song singers think about their art and their songs?
How do they construct their songs and what do Ihey sound like? The answers to
these questions depend on to which singer one talks and listens and in what
situations. Readers who have nol had the opportunity to talk with Chinese folk
song singers now have access to materials on their perspectives and music, along
with a wealth ofdata that provides contextual infornlalion and facilitates under·
standing. Chinese Folk Songs and Folk Singers is a richly detailed work that
demonstrates the complexity of the position of folk song in society historically
and tcxlay. Based on field\\iork in southern China. it illustrates the multiple
and oftentimes contradictory- ways people narrate the past and create meaning
through song and story. Rather than being problematic, this detail, complexity.
and refusal to "iron out" or synthesize different perspectives stand as among the
most exciting features in this well-written study which captures the excitement
and reality of both fieldwork and social life.

The book combines a broadly based intrOO.uetion to regional folk song
in China with a closely focused case study of the singers, music. and texts of
shan 'ge, the most popular type offolk song in the WU dialect region ofsouthem
Jiangsu. Antoinet Schimmclpcnninck conducted her research with singers from
villages in the area 10 "build up a general picture of the WlI song culture" (p. ix),
which "revealed a remarkable underlying unity" within its varicty. She concen
tratcs on three "key topics": I) "the occurrcnce of'monothematic' tune areas" in
which one or more tunes "dominate most of the local folk song repenoire"; 2)
the meanings of the tenn shan ge as underslood by singers and folk song the(}
rislS; and 3) melodic and textual fonnulae, "essential building blocks" of song
structure (pp. x-xi). Among the scholarly influences Schimmelpenninck credits
arc Peter Burke's work on popular culture in early modem Europe. Constantin
Brailoiu '5 field research models, Ruth Finnegan's ideas on creativity and orality
and literacy, and the oral theory of Lord and Parry.
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Chapter one surveys Chinese folk song studies, with a short but useful
history of the changing emphases in twentieth-century Chinese-language schol
arship which points out that "the impact of broad-sweeping romanticism and
nationalism [from the early decades of this century] remains strong" (p.1 0). In·
eluded are sections on fieldwork practices, ethnomusicology, and a concise de
scription of the recent Chinese folk song anthology project (Zhongguo minjiall
gequjichellg) in lhe Peoplc's Republic ofChina (PRC). Throughout the book,
Schimmelpenninck relics upon many excellent studies conducted by Chinese
scholars. Moreover. for readers unfamiliar with this scholarship. she sensitively
describes scholarly trends. setting them in their social-political context and tak·
ing into account constraints and practical problems faced by scholars in different
periods throughout the ecntury.

In chapter two, the reader is introduced to WU folk song culture and to
the history and environment in the Wu dialect area (comprised ofsc\'eral related
dialects) in Jiangnan (the southern pall of Jiangsu province) around the area of
Suzhou. In a short six pages. Schimmelpenninck gives an admirable overview
of the contents and themes in historical and recent written sources (all in Chi
nese and many diOicult to locate) on Wu songs. The second halfofthe chapter
repolls on the author's fieldwork. This careful documentation of her research
methods including strategies for locating, interviewing, and recording sing
ers gives the reader a good sense of the conditions in which the materials were
recorded as well as illustrations of successful research strategies. As
Schimmelpenninck states, this is not an intensive study of a village bascd on
long-tenn residence: constraints on fieldwork at Ihe time would have made such
a study diOicult ifnot impossible. Moreover, such an approach would not yield
the type of infonnatioll the author sought in her study of a regional tradition.
Instead, the book is based on multiple short-tenn trips over a six-year period
(1986-1992), during which the author collected songs from and conducted inter
view with over eighty singers and local folk song investigators in different vil
lages throughout the region. She made return trips to some villages and talked
with and recorded Ihe samc singers several times.

Schiml11c1pcnninck 's emphasis on the singers takes centcr stage in chapter
Ihree, which concentrates on individual singers' ideas, images. and self images.
Apan from local publications in parts of the PRe, much of the litcrature lends to
overlook Ihe individual and to rely on the notion ofa more generalized "singer."
Pan ofSehinunelpcnninck's message is that "the" singer ofWu songs docs not
exisl. Iler "portraits" of five singers-including Zhao Yongming, the Shan ge
cicada, and Qian Afu, the King ofShall ge--give the reader a picture ofeach as
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an individual as well as ohhe "diversity of the entire perfonners' community in
the Wu arca" (p. 56). Among other topics are the different types ofpcrfomlance
settings and groups, the relation between the songs and religion. processes of
learning and transmission, orality and literacy, and aesthetics. Together they
provide a context through which to understand the singers and their songs.

Song texts are the focus of chapter four. which introduces general fea
tures such as subject matter, textual structures and styles, shifts in time and per
spective, and fonnulae and commonplaces. Anned with this characterization of
the more '·stablc" textual fcatures, readers then can appreciate the creativity of
singers as they work with and vary these features in their own pcrfonnances.
Schimmelpenninck's transcriptions and comparative analyses of perfonnance
texts--Qf multiple versions of a riddle song and of the fonnulaic first lines of
different songs. for instancc-clcarly illustrate the range and types of variation
possible. She also describes features unique to the area, such as dialect. The
wealth of textual examples allows for comparison ofWu song with folk songs in
other pal1S ofthe country. And the similarities ofstock phrases. topics, structure.
and even entire texts arc striking indeed. at least when compared with hila 'er, a
shall 'ge foml from orthwest China with which I am most familiar. Books
such as this both highlight the need for and make possible comparative regional
studies of folk song. They also may lead us to examine further oft-repeated
phrases about the "uniqueness" of particular folk song traditions and about the
"spontaneous" improvisation of song texts and melodies which appear to have
such historical and geographical spread.

Similar issues arc raised in chapter five, which deals with the music and
perfonllance styles ofthe songs. Here again Schimmelpenninck outlines typical
features, melodic design, rhythm, and so on of songs perfonlled by soloists and
groups. She focuses on "monothematism" (the idea that, in many of the areas
within the Wu region, one tune dominates much of the shal/ 'ge pcrfonllcd and,
therefore, that there are several "one tune" areas within the region), the range of
melodic variation, and melodic fonnulae. Through transcriptions and tables,
she analyzes comparatively different versions of one tunc (such as the "wlI-a

hei-het' tunc) within and across regions, and ofdifferent songs within one singer's
repertoire. She re-examines the nOlion ofa "standard" version from which vari
ants are constructed, reminding us that "these 'variants' arc the only reality thai
we have, and ... the word 'tune' , .. llorma/~\'covers the notion ofa changeable
rather than a fixed melodic fonn" (p, 226). Her dialogue songs (dllige) experi
ments are intriguing. Seeking to investigate more concretely the manner in which
singers respond (to each other, to context, and/or given melodic and textual ma-
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terials), she devised a method by which she sang-often "deviant" versions of
texts-to singers to see how they would construct their songs in response, In
part. such an approach was needed because it appears that dialogue singing is no
longer common in the Wu area, although in other parts of China (such as the

orthwest) it is still a typical pcrfonnancc style. As in other pans of the book.
she compares shan ge to other genres such as Daoist song. Buddhist chant, weep
ing song (kudiao), and xiaodiao. Ofthe laner, she writes ofa slum 'ge-xiaodiao
continuum. arguing that an ideal boundary clearly delineating the two genres is
blurred in practice as perfonners sing the same texts to shan 'ge and xiaodiao
melodies.

A broad theme of the book is the decline offolk song singing in the Wu
dialect area over the last century. According to Schimmclpcnninck's interpreta
tion, folk song pcrfonnance in the area was "a nomlal pan of rural life, fully
shared by young people" at least in the 1930. (pp. 31. 41. and 68). Since the
19505, however. singing has declined, and in many of the villages she visited
only a few people still sang and listened to the songs. Although she highlights
the role of posl-1949 PRC politics (and particularly the Cultural Revolution),
she describes other factors contributing to this decline, including rapid industri
alization, the Japanese occupation during the late I930s and I940s, and chang
ing socio-economic conditions. Thus, when encountering sentences such as
"until the communist era, the singing offolk songs was very common" (I" 322),
the reader also is reminded that many things other than "colTIlTIunism"-in
creased industrialization, the impact of the mass media, changes in agricultural
production, and so on contributed to the changing situation of musical perfor
mance.

As in many other areas, Wu folk singers seem to have had an uphill
battle for centuries, as both imperial and national government officials looked
down upon folk song as "vulgar" and sought to censor song texts if not ban
pcrfornutllce altogether (as local officials did in 1868). We learn ofmissionaries
who criticized the songs as immoral and Japanese soldiers and Cultural Revolu
tion Red Guards who burned printed shan 'ge collections. Schimmelpcnninck
provides us with the infonnation that complicates simplistic or monolithic inter
pretations of hislOry, some of which stem directly from the multiple interpreta
tions of the past by singers themselves, who are quoted frequently. She exam
ines song collections throughout history (such as Feng Mcnglong's early 17th
century anthology and those from the May Fourth and post-1949 periods) that
contain and praise precisely those elements which other officials and literati
criticized.
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Iler description of the distribution and usc by singers of printed and
handwritten song booklets from the 1800s also complicates naive assumptions
about the separation oforality and literacy in folk song traditions. Iler inclusion
ofsong lyrics which comment upon shan 'ge singing and ofcontemporary sing
ers' stories of the origin and development ofshan 'ge are fascinating and \'alu
able. For instance. we learn about Zhang Liang, "an accepted 'hero'" among
some singers today (and a well known figure in Chinese legends more gener·
ally). Apan from being a legendary singer and, to some, a founder of the genre,
he "was imprisoned by Lady Guanyin because he sang dirty songs" (quoting the
singer Qian Afu, p. 103). Other legendary figures-saints. plcasure·seekers,
and tragic characters-become the topic of slum 'ge songs and stories. which
reveal a range of attitudes and creative practices among singers. For instance.
legendary figure Zhao Shengguan sometimes "is regarded as a tragic hero. some
times an accomplished slum 'ge singer, sometimes as an unhappy-or perhaps
despicable-ancestor. confiscated by folk mythology. In the end, it seems that
every singer invents his or her own image ofZhao Shengguan" (p. 107).

Schimmclpcnninck's discussion of temlinology and genre namcs, par
ticularly shan 'ge. illustrates the intricacies of this topic as well and the nccd for
funher investigation. Indeed. we can see the complexities of conducting field
research on temlinology within a conversation betwccn Schimmelpenninck and
Jill Wenyin, a singer and cultural worker from Shenpu. To the question "how
would yOll describe shan 'ge?," Jin responds that:

They arc folk songs. sung in local dialect. Every region has its own
shall ge. They usually have four lines. You very seldom find slulII 'ge
with eight or twelve lines. Yes, the longer ones arc also called shan ge,
but ifYOlJ were to categorize them, then the long songs arc actually love
songs [lie sings a song about local food products but intemlpts himself].
Songs like these won'l interest you, for they arc not about love, and they
arc not folk songs.

[Schimmelpenninck:] Why do you say they are norfolk songs?
[Jin:] Well. yes, they are folk songs too, but they aren't love
songs.
[Schimmelpcnninck:] Are rh€)' also called shan ge?
[Jin:] Yes, they are also called shall ge. But sometimes they are
categorized as local opera songs. (po 46)
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This book. the author's Ph.D. thesis, is a well written and coherent work
that incorporats details and features of a son not often possible through other
publication ....enues. The author gives careful and consistent translations ofChi
nesc tenns into English. The book contains very few mistakes, which perhaps
we should expect in all scholarly publications, but this in a work that includes
pinyin romanization. Chinese characters, and an elaborate cross-referencing
scheme. Each time I turned to the bibliography to consult the details for an
internal citation, I found complete infonnation; each time I checked the index
for a tenn and then consulted the page numbers given, I found that for which I
looked.

The appendices deserve special attention, and we should applaud and
thank Schimme1penninck for the time and efron she devoted to compiling them,
for they ease the work of the reader who dclves deeply into the substance of the
book. Appendix one contains texts, in Chinese characters, ofcomplete or panial
....ersions of78 songs, some of which run to as many as 18 verses. Other appen
dices list locations, infonnation on singers. fieldwork trips, and related fieldnotes
(which arc housed in the C1I1ME library in Leiden). Others focus on tenninol
ogy and dialect, such as "Some Common Dialect Words in Wu Song Texts:'
"Survey ofVarious Types ofShan 'geban and Related Tenninology," and "Cor
relation between Speech Tone and Melodic Contour in Wu Shan ge" (with tables
and explanatory notes on methods and analysis). The "List ofSongs" (appendix
3) is an inventory of the 865 songs recorded over the course ofher research; for
each song, it provides the song title, singer's name, location and date of record
ing, the duration of the recording and the number of verses, and the numbers of
the pages on which the song is discussed and transcriptions of the lyrics and
music found. The author gives each song a coded "label" thaI refers to aspects
of the melody and perfonnance of the song. Some songs are coded by generic
names (such as haozi working cries, klldiao weeping songs, and opera), phrase
stmctures and pcrfonnance styles (such asjikolt, - 'rapid mouth '-improvised
textual extension rapidly sung or spoken), and song and perfonnance structures
(such as duige dialogue singing and shan 'geball group singing). Infommtion
about these features is easy to locate through the index to the book, and they arc
easy to hear because the numbers correlate with those given in the list of songs
on the compact disc that accompanies the book.

The compact disc, Folk Songs ofSouthern Jiallgsll, China: Field Re
cordi"gs /986-/992 by Antoinet Schimmelpenniltck and Frank KOIIU'enhOl'elt
(PAN 1990AS) consists ofponions ofninety-seven songs from field recordings
made by Schiml11elpenninck and Frank Kouwenhoven in 1986-1992 as well as
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recordings made by Jiangsu folk song collectors, which are marked clearly with
asterisks. The CD examples vividly illustrate many of the JX>ints co\ered in the
book, such as variation, For instance, Schinunelpenninck collected 153 record
ings of the "U'u-a-hei-hei" tune (in 12 villages and from 38 singers). The CD
features a group of excerpts from 22 of these songs from the Luxu-Shema and
Wujiang areas, facilitating aural comparison and giving the reader a sense ofthe
range of the tunc's variation encompassed in perfonnances. nlis group can be
eompared with the next group ofsongs without "wIHl-hei-hei:' Another group,
illustrating the variety in the repenoire ofan individual musician. is followed by
a large number of slum 'ge perfonnances. including homophonic pan singing
and the "dialogue experiments:' Examples of work songs. xiaodiao. and ritual
songs corne at the end. Like the book. the CD gives us the opJX>nunity to hear a
rich diversity of vocal qualities and styles characteristic of the region along with
the anistry and creativity of individual singers. Both the book and the CD have
much to otTer to individual readers interested in Chinese folk song and to its
scholarship. I recommend them highly.

Sue Tuohy
Indiana University
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III Search ofa Voice: Karaoke alld the COllstructioll ofIdelltity ill Chillese
America. Casey Man Kong Lum. 1996, Mahwah. NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates. xiv, 128 pp., appendix, notes, bibliography. indexes.
Paperback, SI6.00, ISB 0-8058-1911-8; Hardcover, S35.00, ISBN 0
8058-1912-6.

It is refreshing when scholarly Ixx>ks are written in a way that draws the
reader in. 1was captivated by 'n Search ofa Voice even though I am not terribly
interested in karaoke as a musical genre or a cultural practice, The point of
departure forthis monograph on karaoke is technology and communication theol)'
(i.e. an "audience-centered pnnldigm" [pp. 14-19]), but the work is valuable and
interesting to ethnomusicologists and others because it delves into descriptions
of karaoke as a musical behavior in three vel)' different Chinese enclaves in the
New York City / New Jersey region.

The three enclaves are: I) the working class Cantonese / Toishanesc
community of lower Manhanan Chinatown, 2) the professional Chinese from
Taiwan living in exclusive New Jersey suburbs, and 3) the impoverished. hard
working and largely undocumented Malay-Chinese in Queens. Lum introduces
the reader to real people in these communities. Mrs. Chung sets up a karaoke
machine playing Cantonese opera amid the din ofManhanan Chinatown as part
of a local Mid-Autumn Festival, and Lum describes the reactions he observed.
A particularly showy singer known by the nickname "Elvis" (Maowang~"J(jng
of the Cats" in Chinese) makes appearances in high-tech karaoke ballrooms in
residential basements in amuent New Jersey suburbs. By day he is a family man
and working professional. One ballroom, built in the home ofa Bell Lab research
scientist, measures 2.000 square feet with a wooden dance noor and has a libral)'
of laser disks catalogued by computer-all under a wood carving oftwo dragons
coveting a pearl. In Queens, one night a week hard-working Malay·Chinese
friends socialize at a karaoke party in a restaurant and sing to relieve themselves
of the burden of work and homesickness. Lum writes, "At about 4:30 in the
morning. Susan, Kitty, and Ah Maa bade farewell to their compatriots, left the
scene together. and returned to the small room in the wood-frame house where
twO mattresses on the floor were awaiting them" (p.96). Lum's observations
and descriptions of these three vastly different communities reveal why the
category "Chincse·Amcrican" is overly broad and encompassing, and he sets it
all out in engaging and compelling language.
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AboutyuIJ..7.Ik/yuequ (Cantonese "opera'") [editor's note: in this review,
Cantonese romanizations are followed by their Mandarin equivalents] in
Manhattan I was relieved to read "ofall the people in this interpretive community
with whom I have spoken, none equates singing YlItkuk with musicians and
singingYlltkuk in karaoke" (p.43). If that is true, it might not make sense for the
Lum to join the two musical behaviors as though they are related more than
mcrely overlapping. He examines occasional use of karaoke machines as an
opportunity to consider how an old cultural fonn (rltlkllk) is "translated into a
new medium and the implications ofsuch a translation:' A careless reader might
assume incorrectly that the relationship between musicians and singers in}1almk
in ew York has e'\-'olved into, or has begun to be replaced by, karaoke Ylllkuk.
By Lum's method of observation several conclusions are possible, however.
When karaoke is used. professional musicians don't get paid, singers can't perfonn
bo"gll'OIlg: /xmgwong (challenging repertory that requires close communication
with musicians), and singers are drawn away from yam"gok sely;nyue she
(musical associations) where J'lIlkllk continues to be practiced. Besides being
limited to more regular s;uJ.:ukJx;aoqu (fixed tunes), karaoke recordings adjust
the pitch to the more comfortable tessiturasofaverage singers with microphones.
As a result, some yUlkuk lovers who are regular karaoke users lose the ability to
sing the demanding vocal style correctly and thus become further estranged
from the musical associations.

In the affluent suburbs, karaoke seems at first glance 10 pUI the "society"
back into Chinese social music behavior. In New Jersey, what Lum calls "karaoke
dcconun" is critical. Everyone is expected to sing at some point. Some families
take lessons from a leacher. Lum observed a recital-like behavior onc evening:
a teacher sang with all of her students paying respect by standing behind her
during her perfonnance. Some clubs require all members 10 be l11atTied and 10
attend as couples. Popular songs make up the core repertory (Maowang is of
course known for singing Elvis Presley songs), and that preference, along with
the display ofsuburban comfort and high-tech equipment, reminded me ofother
Western cultural icons Chinese have adopted since the 19th century. More than
one of Lum '5 fashionable infonnants told him smugly that karaoke replaces
mahjongg in their lives.

Yet, there seems to me to be a tension in the suburbs caused by an ill fit.
Researching and acquiring the latest technology, taking lessons from karaoke
teachers, requiring all members to be married couples. and polite applause are
supposed by Lum to be attempts to dignity karaoke as an activity for cultivated
Chinese. But only time and the middle-class tendency to confonn. guided by
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age-old values, will tell whether those things lend enough decorum to balance
the amount of time and money spent on the activity. Long before karaoke was
invented, narrowly moral critics deplored the waste of time singing bongu'o"g
in yamllgok se or playing mahjongg after dinner. I wished that Lum had more
deeply brought into his theory and discussion the oflen-dcscribcd Chinese regard
for amateurism in al1 and music as being more acceptable than taking up music
as a profession. Hc seems to keep his research methodology observant in the
particular "dramaturgical wcb" of the threc distinct audience-centered karaoke
scenes, and doesn't relate thcm to whatever is common musically or culturally
that makes all three cOlllmunities Chinese.

Lum found a large number of single women in the Chinese population
in Queens. Apparently. Chinese women leave husbands and family to come to
the United States in search of wages. It is a twist of Chinese-American history,
which Lum records well in the opening chapter. In the 19th century, it was
Chinese men who worked lonely and homesick in America in order to send
money home. Ah Maa. who celebrated her 55th birthday in 1993 with a series of
karaoke parties in the dank basement ofa Flushing restaurant, sings a sad song
her husband composed for her when she left China. Illiterate, she relies on others
to stand with her to help read the Chinese characters that flow on the video
screen from karaoke lascrdisks. Her younger friends like romantic songs. During
perfonnances with karaokc, men and women accompany their singing with
playful acting that imitates that ofChincse novels and soap operas. They are the
working class people who aren't going to tum up on the 2000 US Census, and
but for accounts by writers like LUIll, their stories will never be told. Somehow,
the way the Chinese in Queens use karaoke resembles the wayAmerican working
class "wannabees" stars lise it in country and wcstern bars.

Where I work in southern California, karaoke establishmcnts flourish in
Filipino, Korean, Mcxican, and Vietnamese communities-not to forget, of
course, Little Tokyo. Last year I saw very dedicated pcrfom13nces on a karaoke
stage during isei Week. I recall now that I was curious and wished I had
proficiency in the Japanese language so that I could investigate karaoke among
Japanese in LosAngeles. Ialso wonder now about the similarities and differences
in karaoke one might observe from culture to culture. /n Search ofa Voice
convinced me that ifcthnomusicologists devote themsclves to researching karaoke
as a musical behavior, there is a legitimate and valuable way to do it.

Terence Liu
Long Beach, CA
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Mus;ClII Creat;\·;ty;II Twent;eth-CelltlU)1 China: Ab;ug, h;s Mus;c amI ;ts
ChallC;IIC Mean;ngs. Jonathan Stock. 1996. Rochester, NY: University
of Rochester Press. xiv. 209 pp., musical examples, figures, photographs,
bibliography, glossary, index, notes, appendices. Enclosed compact disc.
ISBN 1-87822-76-4. 590.00

The study of music chronology and biography is a \vell-cstablishcd
tradition in the field ofmusicology. The bulk of it conccms the development of
musical style and the life histories ofsignificant musicians who have contributed
to these changes. A typical account produced within this framework has often
centered around a few JXJwcrful musical individuals and their function in the
progression of music history. Although ethnomusicologists have long been
interested in the study of people and music. ironically, it is only recently that
they have begin to recognize the importance of historical dimensions in their
study, thus adding much~needed temJXJral depth to a discipline that has been
criticized as ahistorical. Yet unlike their musicological colleagues.
ethnomusicologislS who are interested in historical matters generally are not
interested in constnlcting authoritative historical accounts but in using history to
reveal the manner in which aspects ofmusical traditions are venerated, utilized,
and imagined in the present. Jonathan Stock's study ofAbing a well~known

figure in twentieth~century Chinese music-is a commendable attempt in this
direction.

In a handsomely packaged but somewhat expensive book, Stock has
signaled a new approach in Chinese music research. lie sets out 10 chart how
Abing has been "cnvisioned" in contemporary Chinese society by critically
engaging his own observations on extant Chinese music scholarship on Abing
and through analysis of Abing's music. Although this book is about Abing,
Stock goes beyond merely describing his accomplishments. Through a detailed
cultural and musical analysis, he probes the question of musical creativity and
the characteristics that mark twentieth century Chinese music. This siudy nOI
only adds a significant voice to Chinese music scholarship, it is also an excellent
example of "historically" infonned ethnomusicological research that straddles
interpretation and reflexivity.

Rather than presenting a list of well~published facts about Abing and
reiterating the excellent research done by Chinese scholars, Stock looks at how
the "Abing tradition" has been constructed by the recent conservatory tradition.
Ilis narrative on Abing, which cschews recounting what Abing aClually did. is at
once speculative and interpretalive in nature. The main question that runs through
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the entire book is the how the image of Abing has changed over time, from a
lowly street musician to a "revolutionary and romantic visionary, [and] dubious
figure connected with urban sub-cuhures ofdrug abuse and prostitution" (p. 4).
To analyze this phenomenon and the treatment ofAbing's music through time,
he resorts to archival material and combines it with ethnographic material collected
during his fieldwork in China.

This book begins with an introduction followed by six chapters, two
appendices, and a glossary ofChinese tenns. The introduction sets up the premise
of the study and provides a cursory discussion of the intellectual underpinning
that informs thc3uthor's approach. lie argues that an individual who is histotically
and socially situated can offer invaluable insights in studying a musical tradition.
The detail gained from this type of study can, in tum, clarify how "musical
sound itself invokes real or imagined historical pasts" (p. 5). In addition, the
author also makes a case for the inclusion of musical analysis in
ethnomusicological analysis and advocating the use of reductive Schenkerian
analysis in handling "monodic modal music" as in the case ofChinese music.

Chapter one depicts the China's political situtation from the end of the
nineteenth century to around 1950. Specific refercnces arc made to the city of
Wuxi, whercAbing spent most of his life. Chapter two concerns the biography
ofAbing. UsingAbing's life as "text" generated according to the pecularities of
a society and political climate, Stock skillfully decodes the ideological bases
upon which Abing's life is constructed. Here he takes Yang Yinliu's standard
biographies ofAbing as a starting point and proceeds to the present. Two main
themes dominate the discussion-the romantic image of Abing as a street
musician who pcrfonned for a difference class, and as an active revolutionary
who fought against social injustice resulting from class distinctions. The changing
images and interpretations ofAbing's life support Stock's argument that rcading
biography or any historical narrative must take into consideration the active role
of the author in "creating" the plol. Narrative, after all, is a rhetorical strategy
that is context-sensitive and imolves the process ofconstructing and imagining.

Chapterthrcc is an overview ofthe instruments and musical genres which
Abing might have heard or played in the city ofWuxi, Jiangsu Province. Stock
provides a brief description of the structure and playing technique of the
inslnltnents erllll, PI/Xl, sallxian, di and xiao, Illog/l and ball. The second part of
this chapter concems the musical genres popularized in Wuxi. The genres
described in this scction include dramatic and narrative genres, instrumental
genres, solo music, mass song movement, early Chinese popular songs, cinema
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music, and music for Western instruments. He describes the musical fonns,
characteristics, and perfonnance contexts. Infonnation provided in this section
is particularly helpful to readers who arc unfamiliar with Chinese music and the
characteristics of music in the East Central coastal region.

Chapter four presents an analysis ofthree erlw pieces recorded by Abing
in 1950. The analysis focuses on the similarities between the structure of the
pieces and the construction of melodic phrases. By comparing the melodies in
different registers and the musical structures, Stock argues that these three
pcrfonnanccs are not three distinct compositions; rather, they arc three different
improvisations on similar thematic material. A paradigmatic analysis of the
"Second Springs" clearly shows the distribution ofthematic material and melodies
throughout the piece. The ensuing chapter presents an analysis of three pipa
solos and their relationship to other Chinese repertory. In both chapters. Stock
presents a fundamental aspect of Abing's improvisatory style and variation
technique. It is interesting in that this analysis provides clues to understand
Abing's technique as a composer and as a perfonner. Although the use of
Schenkerian analysis isjustifiable, Ido wonderifredueing the melody to a skeletal
structure renders the surface melodic variation and nuances insignificant

The final chapter looks closely at how Abing's music has acquired
meaning in modem China. Adetailed discussion ofhow theconscrvatory tradition
came into being sheds light on why different ammgemcnts of Abing's music
exist. It also explains how the music instinltion fixed Abing's music and offers
a vivid picture of how modem practitioners have transfomled Abing's music
according to their own politically motivated cultural agenda. Decisions of how
to pcrfonn this music in various instrumental arrangements are all testimonies to
the alterations of its mcaning and ultimately to its canonization.

Stock has produced a stimulating and readable book. The CD that
accompanies the book is ofhigh quality and the examples proved to be extremely
helpful. The rare recordings of Abing's playing offer readers an unusual first
hand experience ofhis pcrfonnance skills. Although Stock may be criticized for
using Abing as a point of departure, he delves into discussions that will be of
interest not only to Chinese music scholars but also to sinologists who are
interested in the study ofindividuals and history in the twentieth century. However,
I have a few reservations about his assumptions. Despite his often engaging
discussion, I find chapter three a bit too speculative 10 be meaningfuL It is one
thing todcscribc the musical environment ofWux..i in the early part ofthe I\\'"entieth
century, but there is no evidence to prove that Abing was actually inOuenccd by
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Cantonese music. mass songs, Western music, and various narrative genres.
Stock's meticulous scholarship is sometimes marred by speculative statements
like "it is quite plausible to imagineAbing's musical education followed a similar
pattern" (p. 71), and "it is not improbable that Abing would have encountered at
least some oftheir [modem guO)'lle composers] arrangements and compositions"
(p.88). This scenario is probable but may not be true becauseAbing's low social
status may have prevented him trom participating in this type ofmore progressive
and high-class musical activity. Even ifhe wereexposcd to this so-called popular
music ofthe time, there is no way to establish the fact that his music was directly
innuenced by the other music. To portray the milieu in which Abing lived and
then imply that Abing must have been innuenced by diverse musical styles,
Stock risks advancing his own agenda and portraying Abing's life according to
his own ideology, a point lhat he has critiqued in Abing's biographies. Minor
criticism aside, I recommend this book strongly to both Chinese music specialists
and non-specialists and hope that a paperback edition will appear soon for use in
the classroom.

Frederick Lau
California Polytechnic State University

San Luis Obispo
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Sue Tuohy
Indiana University

"Current Bibliography" lists recent publications related to Chinese music
and music in China (including dance.lhcatre. opera. and narrative fonns) written
in English and ill other Western languages. Publications included in the
bibliographies ofearlier ACMR Reporrs are not repeated except in those cases of
new reviews of previously listed books. The citations are scparated within the
following categories:

I) articles, books, essays and book reviews (listed under the name of the author
of the book reviewed);

2) dissertations and theses;
3) brief articles (listed by year or author, under the journal or magazine title);
4) audio-visual materials and reviews (listed under the materials reviewed):
5) web sites.

The number of publications, recordings, and websitcs has grown
tremendously in recent years, and the venues for publication have expandcd. For
instance, many trade magazines now regularly include short artkles on the Chinese
music industry and review recordings by popular Chinese lllusicians. Much of
this infonnation is accessible through electronic databases and web sites. I rely
heavily on such sources; although useful, they contain lllany mistakes and
inconsistencies. I attempt to confinn and correct this infonllation by examining
thc "hard copies" whenever possible. I apologize in advance for omissions and
errors in the cntries.

ACMR Repo readers' comments regarding fonnauing and selection of
materials will be appreciated. Please submit bibliographic infonnalion on recent
publications, including corrections to the prcscnt list. To insure accurate and
complctc infonnation, readers and writers are requested to submit copics of the
publications or of tables ofcontents from journals.
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Please send citations, suggestions, infonnation, and publications 10: Sue
Tuohy, Folklore Institute, Indiana University, Bloomington IN 47405 U.S.; e
mail: tuohys@,.indiana.edu;phone:812-855-4742.

I express my appreciation to Frank Kouwenhoven, Antoinet
Schimmelpenninck. Barbara B. Smith, JessieaAndcrson-Tumer, and J. Lawrence
Witzlelxn for Iheir submissions and assistance.
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Falletta, cond.; with Chanticleer and traditional Chinese instrumentalists.
San Francisco: ew Albion, NA090CD (ergoQLncwalbion.com).
Compact disk.
Rc\'icn cd b~ :
Kouwenhoven, Frank. 1997 [l999J. CHIME 10-11:205-206.

Corpataux, Francis, compiler. 1996. Les Miao elles Dongdll Glli:hou: Chanson
l; hoire el cha"ts d'amour (The Miao and Dong ofGuizhou, Tribal
Minorities orSouthwesl China: Drinking Songs and Love Songs).
Recorded in southwest China in 1995; with notes. Paris: Arion, ARN
64363. Compact disk.
Rcviewed by:
Kouwenhoven, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11:209-210.

Dayan guyuehui (Dayan Ancient Music Association), performers. 1997. Naxi
MIIsicjiv11I Lijial/g. Program notes by Helen Recs. Recorded in London
in 1995. Wyastone Leys, Monmouth; Charlottcsville, VA: Nimbus
Records, N15510. Compact disk.
Reviewed by:
KOliwenhovcn,Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11 :210-211.
Wong, Cynthia. 1998-1999. Asian Mllsic 30( I):203-205.

Elipse, pcrfonners. 1996. Nine Horses: New Mllsic/m11l Chil/a. Ye Xiaogang.
Zhao Li. Chen Xiangbin, Liang Liang, and ZOll Hang. composers.
Recorded in Beijing in 1995-1996. Mainz: Schou Wergo Music Media.
\Vergo 6299-2. Compact disk.
Rcvicn ed by:
KOllwenhoven, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11 :207-208.
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Gu. Guanr-en and Gong Guotai, compilers. 1997. Folk MIISico!YllIman PIVl'ince,
China. Recorded in 1997 at the Shanghai Television Station Studio.
Program notes in Chinese with English translation. Hong Kong: Bailey
Record. BC097121. Compact disk.

Gu. Guanren and Ma Yudao, compilers. 1997. Folk MlL',ic ofShamu'i Province.
China. Recordcd in 1997 at the Shanghai Television Station Studio.
Program notes in Chinese with English translation. Hong Kong: Bailey
Record, 8C097123. Compact disk.

Iloshikawa, Jyoji, produccr. 1995. Dot/gjing Music ill YWlllan, China, vols. I
and 2. Perfomlers: Yunnansheng Nanjianxian dongjing guyuedui. Notes
by Wu Xucyuan and Suzuki Hideaki. Tokyo: King Record, World Music
Library 89-90; KICC 5189, 5190. Two compact disks.
Reviewed by:
Rees, Ilelen. 1997 [1999]. CII/ME 10- II: 195-97.

I luang. Eileen, perfonner. 1998. Three Chinese Piano Concertos, including the
Yellow River Conceno. Program notcs in English. French, and Gennan.
London: ASV. Compact disk.

Liu, Sola. perfonner. 1996. Sola and ~1'I1 Man: China Collage. Bill Las\'-'ell.
producer. Tokyo: Disk Union, R-55B028I. Compact disk.
Reviewed by:
Kouwenhovcn, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11:208.

. 1998. Haul/ts. Liu Sola with Amina Claudinc Myers, Fernando Saunders,
Pheeroan Aklan~ and Chicli Miucci. Ncw York: Also Productions(U.S.A.,
212-571 -3700). Compact disk.
Reviewed by:
Kouwcnhoven, Frank. 1997[1999]. CHIME 10-11 :208.

Loh. Pit Fong. 1999. The Forbidden Realm: A f'ideotape with Text. Choreography
and dance. Amsterdam: I(arwood Academic.

Mao. Jizcng. compiler. 1995. 1ibetan Folk Songs. Vol. 4 of the Tibetan music
series. Recorded in Beijing in 1993-1994, with notes. I compact disk.
Taipei: Wind Records. TCD 1604.
Re,·ie\\ ed b~:

Kouwenhovcn. Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME JO·I 1:208-209.
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Miao, Xiaoyun, pcrfonller. 1998. TheAn o/the Chinese Lltles. Program notes in
GCffilan, French. and Spanish. Traditional music playcd on tcnor ruan,
bass ruan, pipa. drum, and yangqin. Recorded in 1997 at ARC Music
Studios. East Grinstead, West Sussex, Grcat Britain: ARC Music. EUCD
1439. Compact disk.

Pegg. Carole, produccr. 1986. Halfa Life: A Zoologist sQuest/or Music: The
L!fe and" ork ofMusicologist Dr. Laurellce Pickell. I video cassettc. 50
min. Produced in conjunction with the Cambridge Museum of
Archaeology/Anthropology and the Cambridge Univcrsity Audio Unit.
Rc\'ic\\ ed by:
Schimmclpcnninck, AntoineL 1997 [1999]. CHIME I<l-II :113-14.

Picard. Franc,:ois. compiler. 1996. Chine Ke-Le: La Cen!mol/ie du bonheur (thc
festival of happiness). Puppet Theatre ofQuanzhou, Fujian. European
tour and village perfonnances recorded in 1994-1995 by Errol Maibacn
and Franc,:ois Picard. with notes. Archives intemationales de musique
populairc, AIMP 47. Geneva: VDE·Gallo, CD-911. Compact disk.
Rc\ ic\\ ed by:
Jones. Stephen. 1996. British Journal ofEtJlJlolllusicology 5: 181-82.

Tamura, Eilecn. ed. 1998. China: Understanding Its Past. Honolulu: Curriculum
Research and Development Group, Univcrsityofllawai'i and University
of Ilawai 'i Press. With teacher's manual and sound disk ofexcerpls of
field recordings of music.

Tan, Dun, composer. 1998. Ol/t ofPeking Opera-Death and Fire Orchestral
Theatre /I Re. Lin eho-Liang, violin, Helsinki Philbanllonic Orchcstra,
condo Tang Muhai. Helsinki: Ondine, ODE 864·2 (ondine@.ondine.fi).
Compact disk.
Revicwed by:
Kouwcnhoven, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11 :200-203.

. 1997. Ghost Operafor String Quartet and Pipa, with I1hrel; Stones, Papel;
alld Metal. Kronos quartet with Wu Man. pipa. Program, biographical
notes. and libretto. Recorded 1996. Nonesuch 79445·2. Compact disk.
Re\'ic\\cd by:
Kouwenhoven, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11:200-203.
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. 1996, Marco Polo: All Opera within all Opera. The etherlands Radio
Kamcrorkest, Cappella Amsterdam, soloists, Tan Dun, condo Sony 01
062912-10. Two compact disks.
Rcvicwed by:
Kouwcnhovcn, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11 :200-203.

. 1997. SymphollY 1997: Hearell. Ear,h. Mankind. Yo-Yo Ma, cello; Vi's
Children's Choir, Imperial Bells Ensemble of China, I long Kong
Philhannonic Orchcstra. condo Tan DUll. Sony SK 63368. Compact disk.
Rcvicwed by:
Kouwcnhovcn, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CIIIME 10-11:200-203.

Thompson, John, pclfonncr. [997. Mllsic BeyolldSoll/Id Tlte Silk String Zither:

Gllqi" MlIsicJrom lite Iltllldbookoftlte 'Beyond-Sol/lid Immortal '(1491).
Hong Kong: Toadall Sound, TDS 1000 I. Compact disk.
Revicwed by:
Cheng Yu. Julian Joseph. and Frank KOllwcnho\'cn. 1997 (1999]. CHIME
10-11: 189-94.

Uma Chahartugchi. pcrfonncr. 1995. Tal Nutag: Lieder ailS dem mOllgolischen
Grasland. Rendsburg, Gennany (KlangRmefa aol.com). Compact disk.
Reviewed by:
Kouwcnhovcn, Frank. 1997 [1999J. CHIME 10-11 :203-205.

Wang. Wei, perfOnllcr. 1998. Traditional Chinese Music/or Slteng, Org{lIlfor
rhe MOl/lit. With Fu Rcnchang and Martin Lilich. Wiesbaden: Melisma
Music. Compact disk.
Reviewed by:
Kouwcnhovcn, Frank. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11:203-205.

Wu, Man and Ensemble. pcrfomlcr. 1996. Cltinese Traditional and Contempor01)'
Music. Includes works by Tan Dun and Zhou Qinll.l. Wyastone Leys.
Monmouth: Nimbus Records, 15477. Compact disk.

Zhang. Ying. composer. 1998. Stolle Cloud lHaer: Chinese Meditations 011

American Landscapes. Program notes in English and Chinese.
Minneapolis: Eaglc Music. Innova 523. Compact disk.
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Zhao, Yangqin. perronner. 1995. Pure Yangqill: Sofa Pieces/or Chi" (http:'/
www.melodyofchina.com). Compact disk.
Rc"ic\\cd b)':
Kouwenhoven, Frank. 1997 [l999J. CHIME 10-11 :212.

Zhou, Cheng10ng and Fu Peihua, compilers. 1997. Folk .wlL~ic o.fQinghai
Prol'ince, China. Program notes in Chinese with English translation.
Recorded in 1997 at the Shanghai Television Station Studio. I long Kong:
Bailey Record. BC097122. Compact disk.

Zhou, Chenglong. Ma Yudao. Lu Jianhua. and Gong Guotai, compilers. 1997.
Folk Music a/Sidwall Prodnce, China. Program notes in Chinese with
English translation. Folksongs. orchestral arrangements. Recorded in
Shanghai in 1996. Hong Kong: Bailey Record, BCD97120. Comp.1cl
disk.

Zhou, Long. composer. 1998. The Flowing Sfream: Chinese Folk Songs. Poems
.lor Tallg. 50111. Shanghai Quartet and Min Xiao-Fen, pip..1. IlolI)'\vood,
CA: Delos, DE 3233 (1645 North Vine Street, Suite 340, Hollywood.
CA 900028). Compact disk.
Revic\\cd by:
Kouwenhoven. Frank. 1997 [1999J. CHIME 10-11:206-207.

. 1998. The 11l~{filhle: Mllsie fivm China New Mllsie Consort. Mallhatlan
Brass Qllintet, Members ofthe SmoklYIl Philharmonic. London: Cala,
CACD 77008 (music@calarecords.com). Compact disk.
l~cvic\Vcd by:
KOllwcnhovcn, Fmnk. 1997 [1999]. CHIME 10-11 :206-207.

\VEB SITES (Please see previolls editions ofACMR Reports for additional
sites.)

Yu Hui's Ilomepage (http://www.wesleyan.cdul-hyu).

Au\idis ASln...~ (http: www.conccrto.dcmon.co.uk/LabeIAslrce.html).
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The B.C. Chincsc Music Association (hnp:/Iwww.nctpointcr.com/-sunnyl/
cmbccma.hl1n). A Chinese music ensemble (in Vancouver, British
Columbia) that promotes Chinese music culture to the local communities
in Canada. Also has information on traditional Chinese music including
history, instrument, musicians, and music sound files; Chinese and
English.

Chinese Music Society of orth America (http://chinesemusic.net).

Chinese Religious Music. Wind Records (hnpJiwind-records.conllreligious.htm).

Chinese Rock (http:. www.americahost.com/uscrs/chineserock).

DcSliny: The Culture of China (Music) (hnp:tnibrnry.advaneed.org/20443.
music.html). General introduction to traditional and modem Chinese
music; musical instruments (with photos and sound clips). For Chinese
opera. dance. theatre, and puppetry, sec related web site (http://
Ii brary.advanced.orgl20443/perform_arts.html).

Hong Kong Pop Stars (http://www.hkinfo.comlentertlpopstars!). List of artists
with links to sound files; on the Hong Kong iNet infonnation page.

The Internet Chinese Music Archive: Thc Great Empire of China (http://
metalab.unc.cdu/chinese-musicl). Sound files oftraditional, modem, folk,
and other types of music (including film music, "songs ofeducated
youth." traditional Beijing opera, modem revolutionary opera. speeches,
and so on); photographs; Chinese and English.

Marco Polo Chinese Music Juke-box (http://www.hnh.com/rahomc/rampc.htm).
Audio clips.

Melody of China: Chinese Artists (hnp:!/www.melodyofchina.com/artistsl
artists.html). A database ofChinese artists living in North America, as
well as some in other countries; primarily Chinese instrumentalists,
dancers, composers, musicologists, cthnomusicologists and some nOI1
Chinese musicians who play traditional Chinese instruments; some have
links to individual web pages. The is part of the Melody ofChina web
site (main page: http://\v\'V\v.melodyofchina.coml) which also includes
companies that sell Chinese instruments, recordings, and so on.
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Nimbus Records (http:! www.nimbus.ltd.uk/nrVworld.html).

Popblast (http> popblasl.musicpage.coml). Links to infonnation on pop music
stars, live-feed radio broadcasts, pop charts, lyrics. mtv/\'idco, music
stores, news groups. and pop news.

Rocking the Hard Rock (Chinese Rock Music), by Lisa Movius (http: ..
hOlllcpagcs.go.com/-shanghai_life/hardrock.html)

The Silk Orchestra (http:, www.intcrlog.coml-haraisilk.hunl).ACanadian World
BcatINcw Age ensemble recording "inspired by thc practicc oftai chi
chu 'an": features a blend of traditional Chinese ins(rumcn~. electronic
keyboards. \'oice and percussion.

Touring around the World ofKunqu (http:" www.geocities.comfTokyoffowcrsl
7793 ).
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Reports on Recent Meetings and Conferences

The4th International Asian Music Conference. Organized bythcAsian Music
Research Institute of Seoul National University, Oct.7-8, 1999, Seoul, Korea.

Although somewhat more modest in scope (ten papers, t\VO keynote
addresses, and two panel discussions) than the previous Asian Music Research
Institute (AMRJ) conference discussed by Frederick Lau in last year's ACMR
journal. this year's event also presented a stimulating variety ofviewpoints from
Korean. Japanese. Chinese. and American scholars.

The keynote speeches by Tokumaru Yosihiko (,'Towards a Re-evaluation
of Invisible Music Theories") and William MaIm ("Magic Numbers and East
Asian Music") complemented each other, suggested numerous cross~cu1tural

implications, and helped to frfllne the conference as a whole. Individual papers
focused on Korean music from historical (Challg Ilui-ju, Kim Sejoong, Song Ji
won) and contemjX)rary (Nathan Hcssclink) perspectives, issues in music researeh
in Korea (Chae Hyull-kyullg), Thailand (Deborah Wong), and the United States
(Rene Lyslofi). intra-Asian comparative study (J. Lawrence Witzleben), and
field\vork roles and challenges (Heather Willoughby and Tsai Tsan~huang).

n\o'o lengthy panel discussions included participation from the many
Korean professors and graduate students in attendance, and led to serious and at
times heated discussion of past. present. and future directions in Korean music
research, similarities to and dilTerences from research in other Asian countries
and cthnoJ11usicology and musicology as practiced elsewhere. and lhe relationship
between the study ofmusical perfonnance and scholarship. As Lee Byong-won
observed ill his presentation at the Iliroshima ICTM. younger scholars, especially
those trained abroad, often find resistance to their attempts 10 engage Korean
musicology and/or ethnomusicology with their counterparts elsewhere, or to
develop programs incorporating the study of non-Western and non-Korean
musical traditions into their curriculum. These stimulating intellectual encounters
were interspersed with gracious hospitality including a visit to a shamanistic
rinl3l and a dinner followed by kayagufII S(lIIjo at the home of the legendary
Hwang Byung-ki.

AMRI Director Hwang Jun-yon and conference organizer H.K. Chae
(Chac Ilyun-kyung) are pursuing an innovative path providing a multicultural
forum for the scholarly discussion ofAsian musics. their interrelationships, and
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the different ways in which we approach, name, and presem the musics and our
work concerning them. Obviously, the questions of how to study, understand.
teach, perfonn, and develop or preserve Korean music have many counterparts
in thc field ofChinese music, and we can only hope that this conference will be
an inspiration for organizing our own venues for cross-cultural interactions within
Asia and beyond.

Beginning with last year's conference, the papers will be published in
both Korean and English in TOtlg)'ang Umak (Journal of the Asian Research
Institute, Seoul ational University; fonnerly called Minjok Umakhak). To the
best of my knowledge, this is the first totally bilingual scholarly music journal
published anywhere in Asia. and it will become an immensely important juncture
for simultaneously presenting Korean music scholarship to the international
community and introoucing the work of other Asian and Western scholars to
Korean readers.

Thejournal containing the 1998 conference papers is now available from
the Asian Musie Research Institute (by certified check for US $25, including
postage), Seoul National University, Kwanak-gu Shillim-dong San 56-I, Seoul
151-742, Korea. This issue (Vol. 20) will be of particular interest to ACMR
readers, since it includes contributions on Chinese music by Yang Mu, Tsao
Penyeh, Frederick Lau. Du Yaxiong, Li Mei. andJ. Lawrence Witzleben, as well
as a stimulating assortment of articles on Korean music and intra-Asian
comparison. For more infornlation contact HwangJun-yon (jhwang@..snu.ac.kr)
or H. K. Chae (hkchae@snu.ac.kr) at the Institute.

J. Lawrence Witzleben
Chinese University of Hong Kong
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351~ \Vorld Conference of the International Council for Traditional Music,
19-25 August, Hiroshima, Japan.

As expected, the ICTM conference in Hiroshima was a major e\-ent of
international cthnomusicology. Among its 137 papeI"Slprescntations. sc\entccn
addressed Chinese music. featuring a diversity of topics. source materials.
methodologies, and perspectives. Together, they reflect not only CUITCnt trends
ofmusic scholarship but also the heterogeneous nature ofChincsc music studies.
As the following list of paper titles demonstrates. the research topics ranged
from Jiang Kui of the Song dynasty to Li Shutong of 20'" Century China. and
from Buddhist hymns of South China to popular music in Xinjiang. And as the
national affiliation of the scholars shows, Chinese music studies have become a
transnational enterprise--Chincsc musie scholars readily cross ethnic. political,
and geographic boundaries.

The ICTM conference included many papers about Japanese music.
Korean music, and world music, offering a number of comparative insights on
Chinese music and its scholarship. Twoofthesc papers were particularly relevant
Professor Tsuge Gen'ichi's analysis of the history of the Toyo Ongaku Gakkai
(The Society for Research in Asiatie Musie) pinpointed the relationship betvvecn
music scholarship and national culturelhistory, and raised comparative questions
about 20'h century Chinese music scholarship: whether it has adequately examined
musics of its Asian neighbors. and how its purview has been shaped by
nationalistic and political concerns. Professor Byong·Won Lec's historical
overview of Korean music scholarship explained the roots of present practices
in Korea. By demonstrating the ways traditional hierarchies continue to operate
in contemporary Korean music scholarship, Professor Lee reminded Chinese
music scholars of the necessity of continuing and changing native traditions of
musie scholarship.

The following Chinese music papers were presented in the 351h World
Conference of the International Council for Traditional Music, 19~25 August
1999, Iliroshima, Japan.

Cheng Shui·Cheng, France: ''Current Political Event Songs of
Contemporary China."

Rachel lIarris, U.K.: "Local Pop and Ethnic Nationalism in Xinjiang,
China."
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Joseph S.c. Lam, U.S.A.: "Jiang Kui, A Sphinx in Chinese and World
Music Histories."

Frederick Lau, U.S.A.: "'Friendship Singing Clubs' in Bangkok: A Case
Study of Chinese Music in the Diaspora."

Lee Tong Soon, U.K.: "[Per]Fonnance Aesthetics and the Concept of
Culture: Chinese Street Opera in Singapore."

Schu-Chi Lee. Gennany: 'The Survival of Chinese Nanyin Sia (South
Music Associations) in Philipine Society."

Liou Lin-Yu. Japan: "On the Relationship bct\veen the Theory of
Jfayosecc!1ll and the Introduction of Musical Education in Colonial
Taiwan."

Peter Micie, Australia: "Li Shutong: A Pioneer of Modem Chinese
Music."

Odaka Akiko, Japan: "Structure and Sound Symbolism of Aural
Mnemonics in Chinese Percussion Music: A Case Study of Percussion
Ensemble in Muouxi, a Local Opera ofSolilhem China."

Helen Recs, U.S.A.: "Relearning Music: The Revival ofA Chincsc Ritual
Tradition."

Jonathan P.l Stock, U.K.: "Ethnol11usicology and the Individual: Some
ThollglllS on Biography and Ethnogmphy."

1:1n IIwee-san. U.K: "Requiem for the Dead: Hymn Singing Styles in
the Buddhist Rite of Merits in Fujian, China."

TS<10 Poonyeh. Hong Kong: "Current Research of Daoist Ritual Music
in China: The Ritual Music in China Research Program:'

Wang Yaohua. China: "Wtcagaku in Ryukyu and Chinese Music"

We, Ju-hua, U.S.A.: "Who Listens to Whom? An Examination of
Perfonnative Authority in the Musical Coordination of Jillgju (Beijing
Opera)."
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John Lawrence Witzleben, Hong Kong: "Structural Expansion in
Javanese Game/all and Chinese Jial1gllo11 siz"u."

Xue Luojun. Japan: .. The Pipa Songs of the Dong People, Tongdao
Dongzu Autonomous Prefecture. Hunan PrO\ inec, China:'

Joseph S.c.Lam
University of Michigan
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Happy 90th Birthday to Dr. Laurence Ernest Rm\land Picken

ACMR congratulates Dr. Laurence Ernest Rowland Picken 011 his 90th
birthday. which hap~ned on July 17, I999. A pioneer in 201h-century and Western
studies of Chinese music. Dr. Picken is no stranger to ACMR members: his
scminal articles on Tang and Song musics and musical inslrUmenlS are required
readings for all whosrudyChincsc music. Recognition ofDr. Picken's scholarship
is imernational: he has received many degrees. fellowships and other honors.
which include. for ex.ample: Ph.D. (Zoology; 1935. University of Cambridge);
Rockfeller Fellowship (1936-37, Ecole de Chimie, Geneva); Se. D. (1952.
University of Cambridge); Trail Medal and Award (1960, Linnaean Society):
Fellow of Jesus College (1944-76, Univesity of Cambridge): Fellow of the
British Academy (1973); docteur honoris causa (1988. Universite de Paris X,
Namerrc); Honorary Fellow (1991. SOAS, University of London).

Dr. Laurence Ernest Rowland Picken

As Chime (Autumn, 1991) has published a list of Or. Picken's writings
on music, and a bibliography of festsehrills and other materials about him, there
is no need to repeat them here, except to ap~nd the following additions.
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Articles

Laurence E.R. Picken. Forthcoming..• The Han 'Large Piece: Its Surviving
Vestiges and Descendants," Acta Irallica.

. 1999. "A Preliminary Note on Didactic Modal Expositions in the Late
Tang:' In Essays in Etlmomusicology: An Offering in Celebration 0/
Lee Hye-kll 011 his Ninetieth Binhday, 567-81. Seoul.

Other \\ ritings, and editing

Laurence E.R. Picken, and oel J. ickson. 00. Forthcoming. Music/rom the
Ttmg COIirt. Fas. 7. Cambridge: Cambridgc University Press.

Laurence E. R. Picken. and oel 1. ickson, and Manix Wells. 1997 [1999].
"'West River Moon': A Song-melody Predicted by a Lute-piece in

piba tablature." Chime 10-11: 172-85.

Laurence E. R. Pickcn et. al. edited. 1997. Mllsicfivm the Tang Court. Fac. 6.
Cambridgc: Cambridge University Press.

Laurence E. R. Picken. 1997. "Foreword," and "Afterword." In "The Dunhuang
Lute-Manuscript, " by Carotic Rockwell. Mllsicology Australia 20: 15
60.



Contributors

Oliver K. Chou is a Hong Kong-based specialist ofcontemporary China.
His research in politics and arts in contemporary China began with his University
of Hawai'i M.A. thesis on the Absolute Music Campaign during the Cultural
Revolution. lie maintains close contacts with scholars and artists at music
institutes and orchestras in Beijing. Shanghai, and Shenzhen. lie is now a China
writer and arts critic with the South China Morning Post in Hong Kong. He also
writes regularly on China for the Straits Times in Singapore and other media
publications.

I Ian Kuo-Huang is professor ofmusic in the School ofMusic. Northern
Illinois University. where he teaches ethmomusicology, world music, Chinese
instruments. Ja\anese and Balinese gamelans. He has given numerous world
music workshops to teachers. His publications can be found in £tllllomlL'ticology,
Asian Music, Balllgll1l. and many Chinese sources. He has visited the ational
Institute of the Arts in Taiwan frequently and served as the first director of the
Graduate School for Traditional Arts in that Institute. In 1984, he receiv'ed the
Excellence in Undergraduate Teaching award, and in 1998 he received the Presi
dential Teaching Professorship at Northcrn Illinois University.

Vi-ping I luang recently received her Ph.D. degree in Ethllomllsicology
at the University of Maryland Baltimore County, and is currently lecturing at her
alma mater. IIer rcscarch centers on performing traditions of East Asia,
pm1icularly the qil1 (a seven-stringed zither) in Mainland China, Taiwan and
Japan. She has also done fieldwork on both popular and traditional music in the
Chinese. Japanese and Indian immigrant communities in the metropolitan area
ofWashington, DC. Ilerwork includes Gudiaajinral/ (Modem Interpretation of
Ancient Melodies), a Ihirtecn.part series on Chinese traditional music for Public
Television in Taiwan.

Stephen Jones is a founding memberofClIIME, and iscuITCntly a Chiang
Ching-kuo research fellow in the Music Department at SOAS. London. Aspecially
il1\ited research fellow of the Music Research Institute of the ChineseAcademy
ofAns, Beijing, he has collaborated on fieldwork research with many Chinese
scholars. Author ofFolk M1L'iic o/China: U,'ing lnst11lmelllal Traditions (Oxford:
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Clarendon Press. 1995/1998) and many articles. Dr. Jones's research has
conccntratedon ritual music in northern Chinese villages. lie is also a professional
\iolinist in London early music orchestras.

Eric Lai is Assistant Professor of Music Theory at Baylor University.
lie was visiting profcssorofmusic theory at Indiana University during the sum
mer of 1999. and has been granted a summer sabbatical for 2000 from Baylor
University to conduct rcscarch on the music of Chou Wen-chung. His articles
and rcvicws have appearcd in Perspectives ofNew Music. Music TheOtY Spec
In1l1l. GAMUT. Asian Music. Currents in Musical Thought, and I.SA.M. News
lel/er.

Frederick Lau is associate professor of music at California Polytechnic
State University. San Luis Obispo. where he teaches ethnomusicology, music
history. and perfonnancc. lie has also taught at Millikin University. University
of Wisconsin. and Uni\-'crsity of Illinois. His primary research area has been in
2Oth-century Chinese music, focusing on issues related to music and politics,
the process ofchange, and the construction ofidentity. Ilis recent research is on
music practice and identity issues in transnational contexts, in particular, Chinese
music in Southeast Asia and the United States. In fall 1998, he was a visiting
scholar at the Center for Advanced Studies at the ational University ofSingapore
and conducted fieldwork in Singapore. His works have been published injournals
such as Asian Music, 8/'ilish Journal of ElIl11omusicology, and Journal of
Musicological Research.

Li Wei is currently completing his dissertation (political aspects ofmusic
composition in Post-Mao China) at Columbia University while teaching at
University ofCentral Florida. Supported by Earthwatch Institute, he has recently
been conducting a research on Theravada Buddhist ritual and music in Sipsong
Banna (China). He is the author of articles in Yearbookfor Traditional Music
and Garland Encyclopedia ofWorld Music (East Asia volume).

Terry Liu has ten years of experience in applied cthnomusicology, in
cluding six years as an arts specialist at the National Endowment for the Arts.
lie currently serves as Folk & Traditional Arts Coordinator in the Public Corpo·
ration for the Arts in Long Beach, CA, and as southern California regional coor-
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dinator for the Alliance for California Traditional Arts. lie is the designer and
system operator for WWW.TAPNET.ORG, the Traditional Arts Program

ETwork serving hundreds of folk and traditional arts coordinators throughout
the United States. Teny earned a degree in \'iolin perfonnance before studying
elhnomusicology. His M.A. thesis in Elhnomusicology from the University of
Ilawai'i at Manoa concerned confluence of traditional Chinese opera and west
ern music inyangbmuJ. His PH.D. dissertation in Ethnomusicology from Kent
State University concerned development ofthe Chinese emu from 1915 to 1985,
and was the result of research at the Shanghai Conservatory of Music.

Valerie Samson relocated to San Francisco from the Boston area in 1970.
She has played :honghu (fiddle) in Chinese instrumental music clubs and
Cantonese Opera clubs in San Francisco since 1980. She recei\ cd her Ph.D. in
music from the University of California Los Angeles in 1993. Iler dissertation
included a monograph on "The Modern Chamber Concerto as Genre: Gyorgy
Ligeti's Chamber Concerto, (1969-1970)." Besides her work in composition,
she has written articles about new music in orthem California and music as
protest stmteb'Y at Tiananmen Square, 1989.

Suc Tuohy is Assistant Profcssor of Folklore, Ethnomusicology, and East
Asian Studies at Indiana University where she teaches courses on
ethnolnusicology, ethnography, and East Asian musics and cultures. She has
conducted extcnsive field research in the People's Republic of China, particu
larlyon folksongs and festivals in Northwest China and on cultural studies schol
arship. She now is completing a book on the multiple meanings of music and
perfonnance in contcmporary China.

J. Lawrencc Witzleben, Associate Professor/Senior Lecturer in the Mu·
sic Department ofChinesc University ofltong Kong, studied cthnomllsicology
at thc Univcrsitics of Ilawai'i and Pittsburgh and Chinesc music theory and
pcrfonnancc at lhc Shanghai Conservatory. He is the author ofSilk and Bamboo
Music in Sha/lg/wi: TheJiangna/l Sdw Instl1lmental Ensemh/e Tradition (Kcnt
State Univcrsity Press, 1995), co-editor (with Robert C. Provinc and
TOKUMARU Yosihiko) of the forthcoming East Asia volumc of thc Garland
£n9'dopedill of "orld Music, and is puning together (with Deborah Wong) an
edited volumc on cthnomusicology in Asia.
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Bell Yung holds joint appointments as ProfessorofMusicat the Universily
of PitiSburgh and Kwan Fong Chair in Chinese Music at the University oflfong
Kong. Ilis mOSI recent major publication arc Celestial Airs ofAntiquity: Music
of the Sel'en·String Zither of China (A-R Editions, 1997), and the co-cdited
\olume, Understanding Charles Seeger, Pi/weer in American Musicology
(Uni\'ersity of Illinois Press, 1m).

Su Zheng is Assistant Professor of Music and Women's Studies at
Wesleyan Uni\ ersity, and Director of Graduale Studies in Music. She received
her Ph.D. in ethnomusicology from Wesleyan University in 1993. She won an
ACLS CSCC fellowship for her projcct "Gcndcring of Music and Women's
Musical Traditions in Modem China" in 1996. Her articles have appeared in The
Hor/d q.fMusic, DiasfXJra. Chinoperl, and Journal of "omen s History: Her
most recent works include "Redefining Yin and Yang:Transfonnation of Gen
der Sexual Politics in Chinese Music," in Audible Traces: Music. Gender. and
Identity. ediled by Elaine Barkin and Lydia Hamessley (Zurich, Switzerland:
Carciolfoli, 1998): and a book. Claiming DiasfXJra: MIL'lic. Trall.mationalism.
and Cultllral Politics ill Chinese (Asian) America (forthcoming).
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1. For manuscript submission, submit three hard copies ofall materials related
10 the article, an abstract of no more than 100 words. a short abstract in
Chinese. and a brief biographical sketch. Manuscripts must be in English
and obscr..c United States conventions of usage. spelling. and punctuation.
Manuscripts submitted should not have been published elsewhere, nor should
they be simultanacously be under review or scheduled for publication in
another journal or in a book. For bibliograpy, book reviews. and news items,
only one copy needs to be sent. without abstracts.

2. Send also electronic files of all the materials on noppy disks. Specify on
the disk label all necessary infonnation for yOUf file (Mac or IBM. word
processing software used. elc.). For short items, the electronic files can be
emailed.

3. Observe the following general style guides: consult the Chicago Manllal
a/Style for specific details:

Type on good quality, 8S' by II" paper, on one side only. Type every
thing double-spaced, including indented quotes, lists, notes, tables, cap
tions, and references. Leave 1.5" margins on the top, bOllom, and left
sides, and a 1.75" margin on the right side.

Do nOI usc right justification or other elaborate formatting commands
on your word processor. Do not lise "return" to force breaks between
lines of text. Usc "return" for new paragraphs only.

Type paper lille and name, exactly as they should appear in the ACMR
Reports, in caps·and-Iowercase on separate lines at the top of the firsl
page of the manuscript submitted. Do not include a separate title page.

Do nOI exceed one Icvel of subheadings (Ihat is. subheading under
subheading). Subhcadings should be typed caps-and-lo\Vcrcase and
nush left.
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Caption~should be typed double-spaced. consecutively. beginning on a new
page. No single caption may exceed 4 lines in length,

References ..,hould be complete. accurate and preJXtred in one consistent

"'Iyle.

litles of long mUlOical works are italicized: those of short ones are quoted:
titled evenL<J mu..,ical performances are treated as works: thus: CUlIIIgJillgSlIll.
"Xiaohe tang..,hui:· and Nell' Chillese Music Festiml.

Text citations should follow the author-date system:

Rulan Chao Pian (1976: 135) further argues thaL..has inOuencd the work
of a number of o:;choolr'> (e.g.. Cohen and ComarofT 1976: WaLc;on 1981;
Nonna" 1988.)

Use "et al:' only for \vork..\ with four or more authors. Do not use
"ibid,"

Bibliography or references should follow the Scientific Style; be sure
to double "'pace references; attach English translation to Chinese title.s:

Kraus. Richard Kurt. 1989. Pianos and Politics ill China, Oxford:
Oxford University Press.

Yang. Yinliu. 1962. Congchepil qiat/shuo (Brief discussion of solfege).
Beijing: Yinyue chubanshe.

Perris. Amold. 1983. "Music as Propaganda: Art at the Command of
Doctrine in the People's Republic of China:' Elllllolllusicology
27/1: 1-28.

For older works. cile the original date of publicalion, even if the version
actually used is a more recent reprint. Then, in the full bibliographic refer
ences give the reprint infomlation after the original date and title:

Van Guli~. Robert H. [1941] 1%9. Hsi K'allg mill his Poetical Essay
Oil the Lme. TokyoJapan and Rutland, Vemlont: The Charles
Tuttle Company.

Endnotes \hould be typed. double-spaced. on separate sheets of paper. Key
endnotes to rai\Cd numbers in the text. which should fall after the

,
I
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punctuation at the end of a sentence:

as il is said 10 be the case in China. I

4. Obsenie the following slyle guides regarding Chinese character\. transla
tions, and romanizations:

Do nol include Chinese characters in the text. Attach a glossary of Chi
nese character\ for all tenns and names that appear in romaniLed fonn in
the text.

When nceded. put English lTanslation of Chinese words right after their
fiN appearance in the text. and in parentheses: thus/(me (ritual and
music).

All romaniLed Chinese words, except proper nouns, are italicized and
grouped into semantic units: except personal names. capitalize only the
first ICltcroflhe italicized words: thus Deng Xiaopellg. Beijing.Yillyue
yanjiu'ouo. Jiangnan sizhu. Kunqu. xiqu. luogu.



CHINOPERL
CONFERENCE ON CIIiNESE ORAL AND PERFORMING LITERATURE

elll OPERL. which !>lands for Conference on Chinese Oral and Pcrfomling Literature.
was organized in 1969 by scholars in the humanities and the social sciences who
recognized the significance of oral perfonnance to Chinese literature. C1IINOPERL is
incorporated in the United States and has an international membership. Numbers of
CI-fI\;OPERL holds an one-day meeting Cycry year in conjunction with the Annual
Meeting orlhe Association for Asian Studies (U. S.). The meetings pro\ ide a forum for
scholars from diverse fields to present their research for discussion and dissemination.
and occasionally feature lecture dcmonslfations by nDled pcrfomlcrs. Chilloperl Paper:;
is s rcfcrccdjoumallhm is published annually and includes research papers. book reviews.
and notices ofe\ ents ofintercst to members. No. 19 (1996) featurc:.the following articles:

PETER L1: Lao She And Quyi
MARK BE DER: Keys to Performance in Kunming Storytelling
QI I SHAO: The Theatre Reform in Nantong. 1919-1922 Ouyang Yuqian and

Zhang Jlan
COLIN MACKERRAS: Chinese Traditional Theatre: A Revivalm the

1990s'!
PETER MICIC: Pop Music Commands a Iluge Audience Today: An

Inter\iew with the Young Composer Li Lifu
KATHERINE CARLlTZ: Review Rimal and scripture in Chinese Popular

Religions: Five Studies. Edited by David Johnson
MICHELLE DIBELLO: Contemporary Chinese Drama as Religious

Experience: the Sacred and the Profane
LINDY LI MARK: Conference Report: International Workshop on Oral

Literature in Modern China. Copenhage. 9/29-31/1996 Organized by
Vibeke Bordahl and Cosponsored by Nordic Institute ofAsian Studies

Membership fees include a one-year subscription ofChilloperl Papers. noticed on events
and the privilege to present papers at the annual meetings. Membership and subscription
fees are $22.50/ individual and 527.50 1 instilUtion within the United States and Carmda.
Foreign membership and subscription fees are $25.00 / individual and $30.00 / institution.
Please send check or money order in U.S. funds payable to "Chinoperl" and send with
name and address to:Joseph S.c. Lam. Rm 402. Burton Memorial Tower. Central Campus,
Uni\ersity of Michigan. Ann Arbor. MI, 48109, U.S.A.

For further information on membership and annual meeting. contact Joseph Lam.
jsc!am({, umich.edu: 647-9471: Room 402. Burton Memorial Tower. Central Campus.
Uni\ersity of Michigan. Ann Arbor. MI. 48109.

Prospective contributors to thejoumal should send material to Lindy Li Mark. Co-editor.
Chilloperl Papers. Dept. of Anthropology. California State Uni\ersity Hayward. CA
94541: Tel 510-530-3770


